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The Scobre Press FUTURE STARS SERIES Teacher’s Resource Guide

Dear Educator,
Welcome to the Scobre Press Future Stars Series Teacher’s Resource Guide! With the help of educators around the country
— and using the most recent research available — we have created two distinct Teacher’s Resource Guides (one for our Dream
Series fiction titles, another for our Future Stars Series nonfiction titles), encompassing a new Scobre Press Reading Program
and based on effective methods. In this guide, you will find several resources focused on targeting student needs and developing
student accountability of their learning, as well as tips for tailoring teaching methods to meet students at their distinct levels to
optimize literacy development. Components of the reading program outlined in this guide include a Pre-/Post-Test, strategies for
improving independent reading, critical feedback models, formative assessments to aid in the monitoring of student progress, writing prompts to encourage critical thinking and real-world application, and numerous reproducible organizational tools that encourage students to question their texts and set goals in their learning.
Scobre Press is committed to providing educators with tools such as these to equip them for the challenges they face as they
strive to increase literacy acquisition among their students. The proven reading practices and strategies employed in the Scobre
Press Reading Program are specifically devised for the advancement of student literacy.
According to D.W. Moore et al:
“Adolescents entering the adult world in the 21st century will read and write more than at any other time in human
history. They will need advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their households, act as citizens, and
conduct their personal lives. They will need literacy to cope with the flood of information they will find everywhere
they turn. They will need literacy to feed their imagination so they can create a world of the future.” (1999)
Undeniably, there is a growing need for literacy instruction to continue beyond the elementary years – instruction that is adapted
to more complex forms of literacy as students near adulthood and are increasingly exposed to information. Scobre Press has
created a reading program to supplement these literacy needs and give students the training necessary to perform competitively
in their adult worlds. This program is expressly devised to provide multiple opportunities for students to lead conversations, set
goals, respond to their reading, problem-solve, monitor their learning, and apply textual information to a larger world. The goal of
the Scobre Press Reading Program is to develop proficient readers who think critically, make meaning from text,
and own their learning. This guide, coupled with other current resources that are proving effective in your classroom, will help
scaffold instruction for striving readers as they become proficient readers.
At its core, Scobre Press is rooted in the belief that students need to be regularly engaged with high-interest books in order to
improve reading proficiency. Furthermore, we believe that high-interest is a matter of personal taste. True high-interest books are
chosen by the individual reader. By creating each book in the Scobre Press Classroom Library at two different reading levels, we
have helped facilitate student choice — allowing students to choose books based on their interests, not simply their reading levels.
We furthered this idea by designing Teacher’s Resource Guides that allow instructors to teach specific reading strategies to their
entire class while students read a variety of Scobre Press books at different reading levels. The goal is to create a learning environment in which students at various reading levels, with differing interests, may be guided uniformly by the same program – one
reading program for all Future Stars Series books!
Books used in teaching reading comprehension strategies must be written within the “domain” of today’s student. A “domain”
broadly encompasses the student’s world and his/her understanding of that world. Each book in the Scobre Press Classroom
Library takes place in the domain of modern students — our nonfiction books have been written in the voice of a neutral narrator and tell the stories of real young people who, like your students, are looking ahead to a future full of choices and potential.
Whether learning core reading comprehension strategies, improving vocabulary, or relating text to their own worlds, students must
be in their comfort zone in order to effectively and efficiently interact with text.
Most states’ high-stakes reading tests require students to read a selection and respond in writing, citing text to support their
thoughts and opinions. This guide, and the accompanying reproducible organizational tools, will help students develop the ability and confidence to make assertions about text and back those assertions up with specific textual references. Research has
shown that the habitual use of the core reading strategies (predicting, inferring, questioning, and summarizing and synthesizing,
along with Graphic Organizers) directly and positively impacts reading test scores. The reading program outlined in this Teacher’s
Resource Guide has been designed to incorporate these core strategies and raise your students’ test scores!
As a teacher, you have undoubtedly assigned independent reading in your classroom. And, undoubtedly, you have had students
raise their hands upon finishing their reading and shout “I’m done” enthusiastically. Some of these same students often give
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vague and unclear answers when asked about what they have comprehended. In some cases, they are completely lost – the
reason being, they are simply reading the words and not interacting with the text. We’ve actually heard students say things like: “I
don’t know what it was about. I was concentrating on reading the words.”
Reading is the construction of meaning — it is much more than the sum of a group of words. “Teaching children which thinking
strategies are used by proficient readers and helping them use those strategies independently creates the core of teaching reading” (Keene & Zimmerman, 1997). If there is no meaning constructed in the mind of the reader, then he/she is not truly reading at
all. Many students can read the words on the page, but are making no connections to the text. They aren’t visualizing what they
are reading, they aren’t making personal connections to the text, they aren’t making predictions and updating those predictions
throughout their reading, and they aren’t asking questions and attempting to answer those questions as they read.
In an effort to more effectively teach students these skills, this guide offers independent reading strategies, employing the core
elements that yield reading comprehension. This component of our program allows students to read independently while an
instructor scaffolds their learning with activities designed to help them habitually interact with text — eventually doing so without
any prompting. This process can be compared to being a coach of a sports team. As a coach, you wouldn’t simply hand your athletes a ball and instruct them to play. Rather, you would begin by modeling a set of skills. Next, you would have the players practice those skills, stopping them when necessary. Finally, you would let them play on their own. The process should be the same
with reading. Handing your students books without teaching them the skills — the core reading strategies — will not help them to
become better readers. The activities in this guide are intended as a scaffold to help struggling students attain the habits of proficient readers. In addition, formative assessments and pre-/post-testing are invaluable tools for monitoring student progress toward
true independent reading proficiency.
Through this guide and reading program, we hope to demonstrate our dedication to your class as we participate in each student’s
journey toward literacy and the love of reading. Our aim in designing, developing, and implementing this program has been to
provide materials that students will find engaging and relevant, and that cause them to think critically. Scobre Press will continue
to offer pertinent topics in our books, written about young people like your students, in the hope of increasing the literacy of our
youth. We are committed to assisting readers by leveling our materials and continually providing the most current and innovative
tools in reading education. Further, we are committed to assisting and supporting teachers with our Teacher’s Resource Guides
and professional development opportunities.
The improvement of adolescent literacy should be the goal that directs all reading education. Our books and approaches to literacy acquisition can be used with existing basal programs and in content area classrooms across the country. It is our hope that our
Teacher’s Resource Guides will provide pathways to increase student achievement and prepare your students to read and write
at a competitive level as they enter their adult world.
Thank you for your continued hard work. We hope our guide, reading program, and books motivate your students to become
great readers and fall in love with reading!

Yours truly,

Scott Blumenthal, President/Co-Founder 		
Scobre Press Corporation 				
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Brett Hodus, CEO/Co-Founder
Scobre Press Corporation
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The Scobre Press FUTURE STARS SERIES Teacher’s Resource Guide

Program Overview
Nonfiction

The Scobre Press Classroom Library is an independent reading program for grades 4-10 that combines engaging topics,
leveled materials, reading strategies, and multiple assessments to increase the reading abilities of adolescents. The Scobre
Press Classroom Library contains 32 high-interest fiction and nonfiction books, each available at two distinct reading levels.

Scobre Program Purposes
To engage – Students are drawn to Scobre books because of their titles, covers, and real-world interest
To be relevant – Topics and content that are covered are age-appropriate and
have real-life connections
To think critically – Leading conversations, questioning, and responding to writing prompts assist the students with their thinking processes

The Scobre Press Classroom Library is intended to supplement the literacy needs of secondary schools. The Scobre Press
Reading Program outlined in this guide provides multiple opportunities for students to be engaged in their reading by asking
students to lead conversations, set goals, respond to their reading, problem-solve, monitor their learning, and apply their learning in real time.

Scobre’s goal is to develop proficient readers who think
critically, make meaning from text, and own their learning.

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Program Overview – Nonfiction

How to Use the Program
Check!

1. Prepare copies of the Pre-Test (page 21-28).
2. Schedule and administer the Pre-Test and the Proficient Reader Survey (page 61), top portion only.
3. Score the Pre-Test using the attached Scoring Guide.
4. Analyze the Pre-Test with class group – or teacher can individually analyze.
5. Assist students in preparation of their individual Student Folders:
		

Book Pass (page 33)

		

Student Tracker – Strategies, Independent Reading (page 34-35)

		

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker (page 36)

		

Goal Sheet (page 38)

		

Proficient Reader Survey (page 61)

6. Prepare Teacher Binder:
		

Teacher Tracker – one sheet per student (page 46)

		

Class Record Sheet (page 47)

		

Schedule for Critical Conversations (page 44)

7. Introduce the Scobre Press Book Collection to students:
		

Gallery Walk (page 30)

		

Book Pass (page 33)

		

50 Words a Day (page 30)

8. Begin the Program (“The Work”) outlined by this guide (page 12).
9. Monitor the progress of students throughout the Program using:
		

Tools from Student Folders and Teacher Binder

		

Cycle of Feedback (page 43)

		

Formative Assessments (page 54)

		

Graphic Organizers (page 69)

10. Administer supplemental independent reading activities:
		

Strong Character Identifier (page 82-83)

		

Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers (page 84)

		

Vocabulary Tracker (page 149-150)

11. Periodically support the progress of students through the Collection of Evidence (page 68).
12. At the end of term, schedule and administer the Post-Test (page 21-28).
13. Administer the Proficient Reader Survey (page 61), bottom portion included, to track attitude changes.
14. Score the Post-Test using the attached Scoring Guide to determine student progress in the Program.
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TOOL BOX for the Scobre Press Reading Program
TOOL NAME			

LOCATION

Pre-Test (Post-Test)

Section 1 (page 21-28)

Vocabulary Score Card

Section 1 (page 26-28)

Book Pass

Section 2 (page 33)

Student Tracker – Strategies

Section 2 (page 34)

Student Tracker – Independent Reading

Section 2 (page 35)

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker

Section 2 (page 36)

Goal Sheet

Section 2 (page 38)

Question Cards

Section 2 (page 39)

Cycle of Feedback

Section 3 (page 43)

Schedule for Critical Conversations

Section 3 (page 44)

Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress –
Individual Students

Section 3 (page 46)

Class Record Sheet

Section 3 (page 47)

Prediction Guide

Section 3 (page 49)

Anticipation / Reaction Guide

Section 3 (page 50-51)

Alphabox – Student Word Wall

Section 3 (page 52)

Frayer Model

Section 3 (page 53)

Exit Slip

Section 4 (page 59)

Quick Jot

Section 4 (page 60)

Proficient Reader Survey

Section 4 (page 61)

Text Frames – Nonfiction

Section 4 (page 62)

3-2-1

Section 4 (page 63)

Text Features – Nonfiction

Section 4 (page 64)

Collection of Evidence

Section 5 (page 68)

Graphic Organizers

Section 6 (page 71-76)

Strong Character Identifier

Section 7 (page 82-83)

Vocabulary Tracker

Appendix (page 149-150)
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Program Overview – Nonfiction

THE WORK
The development of critical thinking is integral to “The Work” suggested in the Scobre program. Students are encouraged
to think critically by participating in assessments and activities prior to, during, and after reading. By leading conversations,
students uncover connections between the content of a Scobre book and the world in which they live. As a result, students
gain a better understanding of how knowledge is interwoven among many disciplines rather than sequential fields of thought.

tip!

Almost all elements outlined in this guide are essential components of The Work in the Scobre program.
However, Scobre has also included a number of optional “tips” that teachers may wish to employ in their
classrooms to broaden the reading experience and deepen students’ understanding. These nonessential
additions to the Scobre program will be highlighted throughout the guide by the symbol to the left.

Step 1: Establish a Baseline

P r e -Te s t
(page 21-28)

Pre-Test – The purpose of the Scobre Press Pre-Test
is to establish baseline information for both teacher and
student use. The Pre-Test provides teachers and students
with indicators of how well students can read and respond
to a selection, how they utilize and apply core reading
strategies, and what texts may be appropriate for their
reading levels. The Pre-Test includes the use of Graphic
Organizers, vocabulary knowledge, and a Cloze (fill-in-theblank) Reading Assessment. See Section 1 (page 16) of
this guide for the Pre-Test/Post-Test, an explanation of the
strategies, and additional resources.

See the attached Scoring Guide for Pre-/
Post-Test scoring information and a tool
for measuring student achievement in the
Scobre Press Reading Program.
Step 2: Read Independently
Reading independently offers students multiple opportunities to practice, apply, and acquire reading skills and
strategies. Acquisition of these skills leads to increased
vocabulary, fluency, and general knowledge. See Section
2 (page 29) for suggestions on tracking student progress
and monitoring independent reading, as well as techniques
for acquainting students with the reading materials Scobre
Press provides.
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Additionally, Scobre audiobooks are now available on Go
Reader Classroom audio players! The Go Reader is an
MP3 audiobook that connects reading and listening in an
exciting way while scaffolding instruction for striving readers. Scobre Press NONFICTION titles (The Future Stars
Series) are currently featured on the Go Reader Classroom,
a digital media device whose content is specifically geared
toward education and promoting literacy through audio.
Go Reader’s cutting-edge audio technology is simple,
dynamic, and ready to use the moment it arrives at your
school. See Section 2 (page 29) for ways to use Scobre
Press Go Reader Classroom devices in this program.

Step 3: Monitor Progress
Observe
Teacher observation of students’ reading and writing
progress is essential. Observation provides teachers with
the opportunity to document how students react to text –
prior to reading, during reading, and after reading. Further,
observation provides teachers with the information necessary to administer feedback to students – a key component
in nurturing reading proficiency and reinforcing student
accountability of learning. See Section 3 (page 40) for
more specific details related to observation protocols.
Participate in Critical Conversations
The most powerful single modification that enhances
student achievement is feedback (Hattie, 1991). Scobre
recommends that students and teachers participate in
one-on-one conversations on a regularly scheduled basis
regarding their work. See Section 3 (page 40) for the
Cycle of Feedback, suggested approaches, and critical
questions to ask your students.
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Step 4: Use and Respond to
Formative Assessments
Formative assessments – Tools that aid the ongoing
monitoring of student performance toward a goal provide
the information needed to adjust teaching and enhance
student learning by helping both teachers and students
determine their next steps in the learning process. See
Section 4 (page 54) for sample formative assessments
and a schedule for their use.

How Does Scobre’s
Process Work?
1. Establish a baseline and determine students’
strengths and weaknesses in the effective application of reading strategies.

2. Share this information with students and help
them become knowledgeable about their own
skill levels and abilities.

3. Select books from the Scobre collection

based upon interest, reading level, and strategies.

Step 5: Develop and Defend
Conclusions

4. Extend the Pre-Test process by having students complete engaging formative assessments at the conclusion of each book.

5. Chart and reflect on progress to help students
Students need to be able to ask questions and relate
information in the text to the real world, backing up their
conclusions with evidence. The establishment of links
between what the text says and what students already
know enables students to develop and defend conclusions. Scobre recognizes this skill as a top priority for students who will one day compete in the global marketplace
as readers, writers, and thinkers. See Section 5 (page 65)
for additional information.

stay focused on goals.

6. Select the next round of books based on
progress and goals.

7. Repeat process.

Step 6: Real-World Applications
Integral to the Scobre program is students’ ability to apply
real-world connections to their reading. Included in this
guide are sample comprehension questions and writing
prompts that foster ways in which students can think and
write about their reading related to real-world context.
Graphic Organizers help readers frame their thinking
(recognize what is important and relevant). See Section 6
(page 69) for structures that support this thinking.
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Program Overview – Nonfiction

What Is Nonfiction?

Text Features
Informational Aids

Information in the nonfiction genre is based on
fact. Nonfiction gives information – nonfiction informs. Nonfiction persuades. We teach
students how to read nonfiction so they can
increase their background knowledge, learn new
information about a topic, understand the relevance of the topic related to the real world, and
know how to question information based on their
existing knowledge of the world.
Nonfiction works include biographies, how-to
manuals, science books, history books, and
social studies books. The Scobre collection has
developed a series of biographies around the following nonfiction topics: overcoming obstacles,
medical conditions, music, sports (such as basketball, skateboarding, surfing, etc.), science,
inventions, technology, environmental issues,
video games, and dance.

Nonfiction Text
Features

Labels, captions, vocabulary, and boxed text provide additional information while reading.

Organizational Aids
Title, table of contents, chapter headings, subheadings, objectives, and glossaries assist the
reader with how the text is organized.

Graphic Aids
Maps, graphs, tables, photographs, and diagrams provide a picture or visual representation
of material.

Print Aids
Different types of print, like bold and italic, assist
the reader in recognizing what is important.

Prior to reading the nonfiction collection, Scobre
recommends that the following Text Features be
explicitly and intentionally taught. A template for
student practice of Text Features is included in
Section 4 (page 54).

Te x t F e a t u r e s
(page 64)
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tip! Instructional Suggestions for Nonfiction
Purpose
The purposes behind teaching students how to read nonfiction are to provide opportunities for students to locate
information, to evaluate information, and to use information,
in the hope that they will become information-literate.

Alphabox – Student Word
Wall

Alphabox –
Student Word Wall
(page 52)

Teaching Explicitly

Create a nonfiction vocabulary Alphabox with words found
in the story. The words listed might be new to the reader,
could have confused the reader, or could be words that the
reader connected with in some way while reading the story.
See Section 3 (page 40) for a template.

Teaching nonfiction explicitly will greatly benefit students.
Students will better understand how to gather information, organize and summarize their thinking, locate facts,
increase vocabulary, and compare/contrast information.

Visual Literacy

Read Aloud

The teacher will explicitly and intentionally demonstrate
how to visually look and think about the text prior to the
students being involved with the Scobre collection.

When introducing the Scobre nonfiction collection, it is
recommended that the teacher read aloud portions of the
text to the students, emphasizing the nonfiction features
such as informational aids, organizational aids, graphic
aids, and print aids.

Rereading
Scobre suggests that teachers model how to wonder
about, think about, and question nonfiction text. This can
be accomplished by simply rereading a passage out loud
to the students and responding to the following prompts:

• Model looking at the illustrations before reading
the text.
• Ask students what the illustrations tell them about
the topic.
• Direct their attention to the use of diagrams, and
have them discuss what they see and their understanding of each diagram.
• Direct their attention to any graphs. Ask students
to explain the information that the graph is providing them as it relates to the topic.

I noticed… I wondered… I questioned… I thought…

Prior to Reading
Invite students to use a sticky note to quickly jot down
their knowledge of the topic they are going to read about.
Perhaps students might want to share their knowledge
with one another using their sticky notes (“think, write,
pair, share” [Lyman, 1998]) before delving into the Scobre
book. These sticky notes could be added to the Student
Folders for evidence of their knowledge prior to learning.

Question Cards

Question Cards
(page 39)

These cards can be used by students during or after their
reading. See Section 2 (page 29) for a template.
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Section 1
Pre-Test, Background,
and Explanation of Approach

The purpose of the Scobre Press Pre-Test is to establish baseline information for both teacher and student use. The Pre-Test
provides teachers and students with indicators of how well students can read and respond to a selection, how they utilize
and apply core reading strategies, and what texts may be appropriate for their reading levels. The Pre-Test includes the use
of Graphic Organizers, vocabulary knowledge, and a Cloze (fill-in-the-blank) reading assessment.
Upon completion of the program, students should retake the Pre-Test to demonstrate their progress in the program. This
Post-Test will provide level-of-achievement data, and will exhibit students’ use of the proficient reader habits and core reading strategies outlined by this guide. The Pre-/Post-Test can be scored using the Scoring Guide, which accompanies this
Teacher’s Resource Guide.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 1
Pre-/Post-Test
								
Vocabulary Score Card 								

page 21-28
page 26-28

(See the attached Scoring Guide for Pre-/Post-Test scoring information and a tool for measuring overall student achievement in the Scobre Press Reading Program.)
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Section 1 – Pre-Test, Background, and Explanation of Approach

Background
Why should teachers pre-test
students before they read books
from the Scobre collection?
Pre-Tests provide a diagnosis of reading proficiency,
identify areas of concern, and match reader to text. By
obtaining this information and background knowledge of
individual students, teachers will be able to more effectively provide the level and type of instruction needed to
improve skills in a purposeful and focused manner.

Far too many adolescents do not automatically pause and
make predictions prior to and while reading, nor are they
able to provide evidence from text – coupled with their
own knowledge – to make meaning. Most adolescent
readers cannot organize different parts of printed material
to bolster their comprehension. Neither can they summarize content into a single word or short phrase, or question
content at higher levels. Finally, most students are not able
to quickly jot down their thoughts while reading and place
those ideas into a “thinking organizer” that can be developed and used for future reference.
When students are able to recognize and adopt such
strategies, they will have a heightened sense of where they
are, where they want to go, and how they might get there.
In short, students will become aware of and engaged in
their own learning.

Why is this approach different
from traditional instructional
models?
Teaching educators to use a number of instructional strategies in their classrooms is not enough. The goal must
be to embed effective strategies during instruction so
students might learn and be able to use these same strategies on their own, as a matter of course, in their quest to
unlock meaning from text.

Scobre emphasizes which
reading strategies?
• Predicting
• Inferring
• Questioning
• Synthesizing & Summarizing
• Graphic Organizers and tools
to frame critical thinking

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 1 – Pre-Test, Background, and Explanation of Approach

An Explanation of the 		
Strategies
Scobre emphasizes using strategy instruction to
assist students in unlocking meaning while reading text and to encourage them to make strategic
thinking a part of their learning schema. While
there are many reading strategies available for
students to use, Scobre has chosen the following as integral components in this program.

Synthesizing & Summarizing

help readers put information together, much like
putting a jigsaw puzzle together. As readers
engage in the text, details about the story and
information are given by the author. The reader
then identifies what is important and thinks about
how to organize the information and make it fit
into what is already known.

Graphic Organizers help readers

frame and organize their learning into a visual representation. The purpose of Graphic Organizers
is to help students simplify information learned
and to assist their critical thinking skills.

Predicting helps readers activate their

prior knowledge – connecting the new material such as illustrations, pictures, title, and plot
to something they already know. The illustrations, pictures, title, and plot will provide a clue
so readers can wonder what might happen.
Predictions can be confirmed and justified once
the reader has completed the text.

Inferring helps readers take information
from the text and add their own ideas to the
story. Readers make predictions, draw conclusions, and then make judgments. Their responses will not be found in the text.

Questioning helps readers make mean-

ing from literature by promoting critical thinking
about what is being read. Questions can be
generated by the reader, a peer, and the teacher.
Learning how to pose questions helps the reader
to better understand the meaning behind what
the author is trying to share.

18
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An Explanation of the
Pre-Test
Why examine whether a student knows how
to use strategies to unlock meaning when
reading, writing, thinking, or speaking?
A strategy is a tool, plan, or method used for accomplishing a task. The explicit teaching of strategies will help
students learn how and when to use strategies, identify
personally effective strategies, and encourage them to use
strategies as a part of their learning behaviors.
The following information will provide an explanation of
the strategies used in each part of the Pre-Test. After PreTests are scored, a teacher-student analysis of the PreTest results should be conducted to clarify the strategies
for the student, and to provide the baseline information
necessary to direct teachers and students as they begin
the program.
The attached Scoring Guide provides scoring information
for the Pre-/Post-Test and a tool for comparing students’
Pre-Test results at the beginning of the program with their
Post-Test results after completing the program. This achievement data will be useful in assessing the effectiveness of
the Scobre Press Reading Program in your classroom.

If students respond correctly to all five questions (see the
Scoring Guide), a review of the strategies in large group
may be all that is necessary.
If students miss any of the questions by responding with
an answer that does not fit the picture, the teacher will
work with the whole group, small group, or individuals to
determine which areas students already use as a matter
of course and which strategies they need to focus on to
improve and build their skills.

Part Two – Strategy Use:
Nonfiction
The second part of the Pre-Test involves looking at
graphs to determine if students can use predicting, inferring, questioning, and summarizing and synthesizing in
response to nonfiction.
Questions/Strategies
1. “What is the first thing…” / Inferring
2. “As you look at this graph…” / Questioning
3. “What information…” / Summarizing
4. “Based on the information…” / Predicting

Part One – Strategy Use:
Fiction

5. “What changes would you make…” / Synthesizing

The first part of the Pre-Test involves looking at pictures
and using the strategies of predicting, inferring, questioning, and summarizing and synthesizing. Its purpose is to
find out if students are able to draw upon strategies by
themselves in order to respond.

If students respond correctly to all five questions (see the
Scoring Guide), a review of the strategies in large group
may be all that is necessary.

Questions/Strategies
1. “As you look…” / Questioning
2. “What might be…” / Inferring

If students miss any of the questions by responding with
something that did not fit the graph, the teacher will
work with the whole group, small group, or individuals to
determine which areas students already use as a matter
of course and which strategies they need to focus on to
improve and build their skills.

3. “What is happening…” / Summarizing
4. “What might be…” / Synthesizing
5. “If you were the illustrator…” / Predicting
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 1 – Pre-Test, Background, and Explanation of Approach
Part Three – Cloze Reading
Assessment
The purpose of the Cloze Reading Assessment is to identify students’ knowledge and understanding of the reading process, to determine which cueing systems readers
are employing to construct meaning from print, to assess
students’ vocabularies, to encourage students to monitor
for meaning while reading, and to encourage students to
think critically about text. A word bank is included to assist
students with their choices.
Grade student responses to the Cloze Reading Assessment
by referring to the text from each Scobre Press book (page
numbers are given on the Pre-Test form). Students who
score in the mid-to-low percentile range for the Cloze
Reading Assessment will meet with the teacher in small
groups or individually to determine which strategies they
need to focus on to improve or build their skills. (Use the
Scoring Guide to determine student score percentages.)
•

60% or better – Ready to begin the program

•

40%-60% – Needs to recognize problem areas

•

0%-40% – Needs instruction on problem areas

Part Four – The Use
Graphic Organizers

Part Five – The Use of
Vocabulary
Good vocabulary instruction is based on extensive and
intensive reading experiences in which word-level awareness is nurtured and extended through discussion, modeling, and wide exposure to a diversity of richly written texts.
In quality vocabulary instruction, the focus is on words that
are interesting and/or have relationships to one another
(Hoyt, 2004). The Scobre program utilizes such words.
The vocabulary in the Pre-Test provides words taken from
the Scobre Press collection.
The purpose of the Vocabulary Score Card is to give the
teacher and student an indicator of which words the student might know and understand, as well as those words
that might present difficulty for the individual student in the
Scobre program. Students who are not familiar with 30 or
more of the vocabulary words used in the Pre-Test would
benefit greatly from direct vocabulary instruction prior to
their reading of the Scobre materials.

Vocabulary: Explicit and Intentional
Focus

of

The purposes of assessing whether or not students can
construct meaning using a Graphic Organizer are the following: a) to find out how well students can engage with
text; b) to scaffold their understanding of the text into a
structured format; and c) to assist their thinking. By viewing students’ responses to the Graphic Organizers and
Pre-Test information, the teacher will be able to ascertain
the following:

1. Is the student able to sort information?
2. Can the student analyze the relationship between
old and new information?

Also see the Appendix (page 84) of this
resource guide for vocabulary lists specific to each Future Stars Series title.

3. Is the student able to think about the information
in different ways?
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tip!

Explicit and intentional teaching of vocabulary is recommended. Scobre encourages
students to become vocabulary investigators, collecting
interesting and important words. This collection of words
can be easily charted in the Alphabox – see Section 3
(page 40). Additionally, Scobre suggests that teachers
choose three to five words from each story and place them
on a Word Wall located in the classroom prior to beginning
the program. Teachers and students can actively use these
words in their speaking, reading, and writing. Individual
and small group instruction on vocabulary strategies would
also benefit student vocabulary acquisition. Section 6
(page 69) offers additional ways to work with students.
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
Name: 								

Date: 				

PART ONE: Strategy Use – Fiction
Directions: Select one picture below that you connect with in some way and/or that you understand
the best. Circle the picture.

Think about and respond to the following questions about the picture you chose.
1. As you look at this picture, what question comes to mind?

2. What might be the title of this cartoon?

3. What is happening in this picture?

4. What might be one word to explain the picture?

5. If you were the illustrator of the picture, what might be the next picture you would draw?

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
PART TWO: Strategy Use – Nonfiction
Directions: Select one of the graphs below which you can derive meaning from and/or that you connect with in some way. Circle the graph. Then answer the following questions using information from
your chosen graph.

1. What is the first thing you notice when you look at the graph?
2. As you look at this graph, what question comes to mind?

3. What information does the graph want you to think about?

4. Based on the information that is shown in the graph, what additional information might you need to
think about?

5. What changes would you make to the graph to include this additional information?

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
PART THREE: Cloze Reading Assessment
NONFICTION – LIVE MUSIC (Touchdown Edition, page 41-42)
Directions:
1.

Read the passage all the way through without attempting to fill in any blanks.

2.

Reread the passage and fill in blanks to the best of your ability using the Word Bank below.
A songwriter is a storyteller who communicates through words and music. Ozzie is certainly not

		

in transforming a private 		

into some unforgettable lyrics. 		

classic

songs were similarly 			

. One that comes to 			

is “The Sound of 		

written by Paul Simon, 		

performed by the duo 		

& Garfunkel. Proving that good

music 		

timeless, this beautiful and 		

ago – 		

one of Ozzie’s all-time 			

emotions 		

. As he says, “ 		

approaches his craft differently. 		

particular formula. Sometimes he 		
He likes to try 		

grabs onto your

find a good melody 		

come to life. “ 		
talks about a song 		

other times with the 		
guitar and sing along 		

match the rhythm of 		

.
them. The

song.

quickly, while others can 		

My Own” began with 		

of Ozzie, probably because 		

doesn’t stick to any 		

out with the lyrics, 		

different chord progressions on 		

Some ideas pan 		

in 		

than 40 years

doesn’t let go.”

Every 			

idea is 		

song – which was written 		

,”

months, or even years

chorus, and the rest 		

all the emotion surrounding 		

the song just flowed 		
. On the other hand, 			

been struggling with for 		

than a year, which 		

still a work

feel like I’ve only 		

part of the story. 		

the song

.

“It’s a story, but 		
won’t be 			

until I have more 		

As for Isaac, his 		

experience. Then I can write about 		

as a songwriter has 		

.”

blossomed. He’s been writing 		

for years, but it took time until he was comfortable showing his work to others. According to Brandi, “Isaac was
always kinda freaked out about having us use his lyrics because he’s such a perfectionist.”

Word Bank

(Use all words in the Word Bank. Words may be used more than once.)

Silence
alone
complete
Many
life

talent
songwriter
music
recently
starts

inspired
mind
matter
more
lyrics

favorites
Ozzie
poignant
progress
Simon

lived
take

with
out
his
On
he

I
and
So
is
of

to
the
it
one
he’s

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
FICTION – HOOP CITY (Touchdown Edition, page 52-53)
Directions:
1.

Read the passage all the way through without attempting to fill in any blanks.

2.

Reread the passage and fill in blanks to the best of your ability using the Word Bank below.
I now knew where Mike was. I ran past two 		

who were questioning a 		

witness. I
open, and I

stepped over 		

pile of broken glass. 			

right hand pushed the 		

passed 		

. When I looked down, 		

saw a face that 		

“ 		

my God! Mike!” I 		

Mike 		

, hovering over my brother’s 			

still on the floor, 		

hand, feeling 			
stretcher. 		

were pushing me out 		

mouth and blood-		

need you. Fight, 		

!” His eyes moved around 		

thing. Finally, they 		

mine. “I need you.”

I 		

over at the screen 		

a 		

tighter. What if Mike 		

		

next morning we were 		

.

the movies. Something was 		

his

everything had been hooked

few of the paramedics 		
hand. “I’m still here 		

knew it,

with both of us 		

towels covered his wounds. 			

reached down and grabbed 		

onto a

gave him oxygen. Before 		

that I’d only seen 		

him, I shuffled behind 		

, Mike!”

the way and placing 		

speeding away toward the 			

Mike was tied to 		

squeezed his

, fight! Don’t leave me. 		

stuck him with needles 		

the ambulance 		

. He’d been shot.

conscious. “C’mon Mike,” 		

in return. “Let’s go, 		

An instant later, 		

like my own.

stood above my brother. 		
– still right here. Don’t 		
circles like he was 		

his barely beating heart. 		
? How could I go 		

,I
for some-

squeezed his hand

living without my wing-man?

to be leaving for UNY. We’d stayed out of trouble right

until the last moments.

Word Bank

(Use all words in the Word Bank. Words may be used more than once.)

through
supposed
screamed
found
body
monitoring

female
door
soaked
leave
paramedics
Mike

hospital
inside
looked
machines
lay
barely

little
died
Fight
policemen
bro
another

nothing
Hope
looking

After
My
into
of
in
I

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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and
Oh
was
a
The
his

on
They

SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
PART FOUR: Graphic Organizers
Graphic Organizers help us to do just what their name implies: organize information using a chart,
graph, or picture. In other words, they help us to sort out details so we can figure out what’s important.
Directions: Read the excerpt below from the Scobre Press book The Kid from Courage. After reading, choose a Graphic Organizer below and use it as a model to outline your thoughts about the text
on a separate sheet of paper.

He (Johnny) came from a broken home. He used to cut classes on a regular basis. He
appeared in Juvenile Court twice before his thirteenth birthday. Yet, as sixteen-year-old
tennis prodigy Johnny Matthews capped off an undefeated summer by easily marching
through the Southern California Sectionals last week, people were whispering that he just
might be the future of American tennis.
This likeable youngster stands six feet two inches tall, relying on every inch to unleash his
large cannonball serve. Coupled with fluid, elegant ground strokes, it adds up to a total
package. And don’t let his dynamic personality and impish grin fool you – this kid is ferocious on the court, demolishing hapless opponents with merciless precision.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
PART FIVE: Vocabulary Score Card
Directions for Part A: Using the guidelines below, mark an X in the appropriate box on the Score
Card to rate your understanding of each word.
Select from the following choices:
1. I do not know the word.
2. I have heard the word used before.
3. I know the word and its meaning.

WORD

I do not know the
word.

I have heard the word I know the word and
used before.
its meaning.

Afflicted:
Anonymous:
Arena:
Atmosphere:
Beloved:
Burden:
Capable:
Cautious:
Coward:
Descent:
Dim:
Disruptive:
Eager:
Etched:
Fame:
Feeble:
Gestured:
Grace:
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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(Continued on next page)

SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST
WORD

I do not know the
word.

I have heard the word I know the word and
used before.
its meaning.

Gravitate:
Humbly:
Inspired:
Interact:
Jolted:
Knack:
Klutz:
Lofty:
Loyal:
Mainstream:
Motivate:
Natural:
Neighbor:
Observe:
Outgoing:
Patent:
Preparation:
Promote:
Resource:
Routine:
Seek:
Smug:
Strategy:
Sturdy:
Tone:
Topsoil:
Unique:

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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SCOBRE PRESS PRE-TEST

WORD

I do not know the
word.

I have heard the word I know the word and
used before.
its meaning.

Void:
Wardrobe:
Worthy:
Zero:

Directions for Part B: Select five words that you marked with an X for “I know the word and its meaning.” Write down each word and its meaning in the spaces provided.
1.

				

:

2. 				

:

3. 			

:

4. 			

:

5. 				

:

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 2
Independent Reading

Independent reading is the reading students do by themselves. Independent reading involves choice, practice of strategies,
time, and goal-setting. Prior to beginning work in the Scobre program, an explanation and practice of the following procedures would greatly benefit students:

1.

How to access their books

2.

How to use reading time purposefully

3.

How to make their thinking visible in their Student Folders

4.

How proficient readers read

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 2
Book Pass 										
Student Tracker – Strategies 							
Student Tracker – Independent Reading 					
Reading Response Log / Book Tracker 					
Goal Sheet 										
Question Cards 									

page
page
page
page
page
page

33
34
35
36
38
39
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Section 2 – Independent Reading

Getting Acquainted with
the Books
Independent reading should provide students
multiple layers of choice and opportunities to
select their own books. Scobre suggests the
following ways for acquainting students with the
nonfiction books in their library:

50 Words a Day
PLAN ONE: Each day during the first two weeks of school,
the teacher randomly selects a book from the Scobre collection. The teacher reads about 50 words from the book
aloud, pausing while reading to allow students the opportunity to think about the text. While listening, students write
on a sticky note whether this book is of interest. Names
need to be on each sticky note, as these can be hung in
the room under the caption: “I’m interested in…”

Gallery Walk
Books are visible around the classroom – ledges, countertops, bookshelves. Students spend two to three minutes
walking around the room, picking up books, reading the
back cover of the book, and looking at illustrations to help
determine which book in the collection to read first.

Book Pass

Book Pass
(page 33)

Each student is given a book and a Book Pass (book
selection card). The teacher directs students to read the
back cover, look at illustrations, perhaps read a few pages,
and jot down quick information on their Book Pass to
determine whether or not they would like to read that book.
After one minute, students pass the books to the right and
begin this process with their second Scobre book. Note:
Scobre suggests that teachers spend about one week
familiarizing the students with the books in the collection.
Five to eight books can be viewed in one period of time,
and then the process can be repeated throughout the
week until students have one Book Pass for every Scobre
Press book.

30

PLAN TWO: NEW from Book Buddy Digital Media –
Scobre Press Go Reader Classroom audiobooks! The Go
Reader is a portable reading-aid innovation for audiobook
content – an MP3 audiobook that connects reading and
listening in an exciting way. Scobre Press NONFICTION
titles (The Future Stars Series) are now available on the
Go Reader Classroom, a digital media device whose content is specifically geared toward education and promoting
literacy through audio. This device can be used to acquaint
students with the nonfiction titles of the Scobre Press
Classroom Library by playing a minute or two of a book out
loud for the entire class.
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Independent Resources,
Tools, and Activities
The following tools, located in this section,
should also be added in the Student Folders.
The teacher can use these tools to assist with
encouraging students in independent reading:

Reading
Response Log /
Book Tracker
(page 36)

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker: As students
complete their daily reading, they will write their responses
in the spaces provided on this tool. Scobre suggests that
this tool be used on a daily basis in conjunction with other
daily The Work options.

Student Tracker –
Strategies
(page 34)

Student Tracker – Strategies: Students utilize this tool
to periodically monitor their progress with using reading
strategies to unlock meaning. Scobre suggests that this
tool be completed by students once every two months.

Student Tracker –
Independent
Reading

Goal Sheet
(page 38)

Goal Sheet: Setting realistic reading goals will provide a
sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.
Each student will complete a Goal Sheet after the PreTest. Students will be asked to monitor their accomplishments toward reaching their goals on a weekly basis.
Additional goals may be added each week as well.

(page 35)

Student Tracker – Independent Reading: This independent reading rubric allows students to evaluate: whether or
not they are focusing when reading, their reading behavior,
their comprehension, the vocabulary they learn, and their
organizational skills. Scobre suggests that this tool be
completed by the student once a month.

Question Cards
(page 39)

Question Cards: Allowing students opportunities to question their text and formulate answers to these questions with
regard to their own opinions and world views encourages
critical thinking skills. This tool should be completed by the
student after reading each Scobre book the student selects.

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 2 – Independent Reading

Suggestions for Independent
Reading Activities

tip!

During the independent reading time, students are working solitarily. The activities below
could be led by the teacher after reading so students have opportunities to “share” items
with the class.

• Students select words from their books that are new to them. Go around the room
and have students share their words. Students may write their words down and
place them on the classroom Word Wall.
• Students select words that “speak to them.” These may be words that are very visual
or that have some connection with the student.
• Students draw an image that illustrates the story.
• Students write a question to one of the book’s characters.
• Find out who in the class has started to read a new book. Ask them how they chose
that book from the Scobre Press collection.
• Students put the titles of three books on the board. The teacher reads a short selection from each of these books. Based on the reading, students guess the title.
• Students jot a quick note to the author after reading.
(B. Hampton, 2010)
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No

No

Low

Yes

No

I want to read more of this book!

High

My interest level:

Yes

Can I visualize the setting?

Yes

Can I picture the characters?

No
No

No

No

Low

Yes

No

I want to read more of this book!

High

My interest level:

Yes

Can I visualize the setting?

Yes

Can I picture the characters?

Yes

Has a connection to my life?

Has a connection to my life?

Yes

Author:

Name of Book:

Name of Book:

Author:

This Book Pass
Belongs to:

This Book Pass
Belongs to:

No

No

No

Low

Yes

No

I want to read more of this book!

High

My interest level:

Yes

Can I visualize the setting?

Yes

Can I picture the characters?

Yes

Has a connection to my life?

Author:

Name of Book:

This Book Pass
Belongs to:

Reproducible Book Passes

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 								

Date: 				

Student Tracker – Strategies
Directions: In each column, mark the appropriate strategies with an X. Briefly explain how you are using
each strategy you choose in the boxes you’ve marked.

Reading
Strategies

I understand and can
use these reading
strategies according
to my Pre-Test.

One strategy that
I am using when
reading is...

One strategy that
I am using when
reading is...

Background
Knowledge

Questioning

Predicting

Synthesizing

Inferring

Summarizing

Retelling and
Reflecting

My Own
Strategy

Student Ownership of Learning

Monitoring My Progress
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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One strategy that
I am using when
reading is...

Name: 								

Date: 				

Student Tracker – Independent Reading
Directions: Choose a box from each row that best reflects the way you read. Write that box’s number
(found at the top) in the “Student Score” column to the right. At the bottom, add up these numbers in
your “Student Score” column and write the total in the space provided. Later, your teacher will score you.

1

Recording
Vocabulary
Comprehension
								

Reading		
Behavior

Focus

I did not
read at all.

2

3

I read part of
the time.

I read most of
the time.

4

Student Score

Teacher

I read the entire
time.

I distracted the
I was looking
I respected my
readers around
I respected my
around
reading time
me by talking
reading time
the room,
and was able to
to myself and
and the time of
unable to
focus most of
not staying in
other readers.
be focused.
the time.
my space.
I pretended
to read.

I read
too fast.

I read at an
even pace.

I read and
monitored
meaning while
I read.

I did not
understand
what I was
reading.

I was unable
to pause and
think to help
me better
understand.

I was able to
go back and
reread when it
did not make
sense.

I reread and jotted down notes
and questions
when I did not
understand.

I was unable
to make any
personal
connection
with the text.

I was able to
make some
connections
while reading.

I did make
personal
connections
with the text.

Not only did I
personally
connect to the
text, but I was
also able to apply
my connections
to the real world.

I had great
difficulty
with the
vocabulary.

I skipped over
the words
that I did not
know.

I tried to
use some
vocabulary
strategies.

I was able to
decode and think
about the word
in the sentence
when I came
across words I
didn’t know.

I did not
record books
I read.

I recorded
some books
in my
reading log.

I recorded most
of the books I
read in my log
and reflected on
most of them.

I tracked, recorded, and responded to books that
I read in independent reading.

Totals:
Student Ownership of Learning

Monitoring My Progress
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker
Directions: Fill out one row of the Reading Response Log at the end of every reading session. Give each
row a session number by writing “1, 2, 3” and so on in the first column.

Session

Title

Author

Start End
Page Page

Date

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy additional pages as needed.
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I wondered…
I questioned…
I learned…
I am reminded…
I thought…
How does this relate to me?

Goal Sheet Directions
Directions for the Teacher: Distribute one Goal Sheet (page 38) to each student upon completion of the
Pre-Test. Based on each student’s Pre-Test results, students then formulate and list their goals. Scobre
suggests the teacher and students together create one or two goals during the initial leading conversation.

SAMPLE GOALS:
Goal
Number

Goal

Tool to Be
Used

1.

Learn to use
Graphic
Venn Diagrams. Organizers
(page 71-76)

2.

Read one book
in one month.

Reading
Response Log /
Book Tracker
(page 36)

Goal Date

Evidence of
Date of
Accomplishment Evidence

Two weeks
3/17/2011

After reading Chapter
3 in Hoop City, I talked
about the similarities
and differences of the
characters using a
Venn Diagram.

3/29/2011

Two weeks
3/17/2011

Exits Slips (page 59),
Reading Response
Log / Book Tracker

4/17/2011

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Name: 													

Goal Sheet
Directions: Set several goals for yourself to accomplish during this program. Follow examples from your
teacher on how to fill out this sheet.
Goal
Number

Goal

Tool to Be
Used

Goal Date

Evidence of
Date of
Accomplishment Evidence

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Question Cards
Directions: After you have finished your book, respond to one of the following Question Cards. First,
cut out the cards from this page (be sure to write your name on the backs of your Question Cards).
Then, shuffle your cards face-down. Choose one card from the pile and answer the question about
your book. Save the remaining blank cards for your next book.

Was the character’s dream worth striving
for in the story – why/why not?

What is the moral of this book? What
does the author say to make you think
that this is the moral?

What might you have done in the
character’s situation?

What conclusions can you make about this
reading?

Compare the main character at the
beginning of the book with him/her at the
end of the book. What changes occurred
as a result of… (his/her situation, his/her
dream, etc.)

Propose a different solution for the
problem addressed in the book.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 3
Monitoring Progress

It is essential that teachers monitor the reading and writing progress of their students. Observation provides teachers with
the opportunity to document how students react to text – prior to reading, during reading, and after reading. It also provides teachers with the understanding necessary to target specific student needs by adjusting the program to provide the
optimal learning conditions for the class. Student observation (and tracking) of their own development gives them a sense
of accountability in their learning, promoting independent thinking and achievement. Lastly, observation allows teachers the
opportunity to provide students with feedback – the most powerful element in a student’s learning process. Observation,
tailoring education to fit students’ needs, and feedback are the key components to scaffolding proficient readers.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 3
Schedule for Critical Conversations 							
Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress – Individual Students 				
Class Record Sheet 									
Prediction Guide 									
Anticipation / Reaction Guide 								
Alphabox – Student Word Wall 								
Frayer Model 										
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page
page
page
page
page
page
page

44
46
47
49
50-51
52
53

Section 3 – Monitoring Progress

Student
Accountability

Observation
Purpose: Teachers have three main reasons for
observing students:

2. To guide their own instructional
planning and subsequent activities
with students

In addition to teachers monitoring the progress of students over time, Scobre suggests that students be held
accountable for their part in the learning process. By giving students a part to play in their learning development,
students are held accountable for their progress and
become more engaged in their learning, provided teachers
demonstrate the initial tools and strategies for reaching the
students’ learning goals. See Section 2 (page 29) for the
Student Tracker – Strategies and Student Tracker –
Independent Reading.

3. To monitor the progress of students
over time

Pre-Reading

1. To form specific decisions about a
student or a group of students

Teacher Tools

Prior to reading, students can predict what might happen
next in their text. Students can share their predictions with
a partner or respond to the Prediction Guide found in this
section. An Anticipation / Reaction Guide is also included, which students may use before and during reading.

Prediction Guide
(page 49)

The Scobre program provides two tools for
teachers to observe students as they read:

Teacher Tracker –
Reading Progress –
Individual Students

Anticipation / Reaction
Guide
(page 50-51)

(page 46)

Front-Loading Vocabulary
Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress – Individual
Students: A tool to track the individual progress of students.

Class Record Sheet
(page 47)

Class Record Sheet: A tool to track the class progress
with reading strategies.

Scobre suggests using the Vocabulary
Score Card (page 26-28), suggested
Graphic Organizers, and teacher examples
of what vocabulary words mean prior to students beginning to read their books.

tip!

Goal-Setting
Students should have a clear idea of what they should
focus on while reading. Refer to Section 2 for the Goal
Sheet (page 38) and Reading Response Log / Book
Tracker (page 36) to assist with this focus.
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Section 3 – Monitoring Progress

Encouraging Proficient
Reader Habits
Tailoring Education to Meet
Student Needs:
Independent/Instructional/
Frustration Levels
Proficient readers develop their habits through both guidance and practice reading appropriate materials. The
Scobre Press Classroom Library is written at two different reading levels so teachers can match reader to text.
The reading skill levels outlined below are useful in helping teachers determine whether a student is reading the
appropriate materials for his/her reading level, and whether
or not assistance is needed from the teacher.

• Independent-Level Performance – Student
demonstrates very good speed and accuracy
on a task or set of tasks. Assistance is not
appropriate.
• Instructional-Level Performance – Student
demonstrates fair speed and accuracy that
improves notably with skilled assistance – that
is, with scaffolding. The task or set of tasks
are appropriate for instructional situations
where skilled assistance is available.
• Frustration-Level Performance – Student
demonstrates poor speed or accuracy. The
task or set of tasks are not appropriate.

Use of Text Frames

Text Frames – Nonfiction
(page 62)

and gives students an opportunity to monitor their own
progress. Scobre includes Text Frames for student use
and Graphic Organizers to guide students to make meaning from print the way proficient readers make meaning
habitually. Refer to Section 4 (page 54) for Text Frames.
For more Graphic Organizers, see Section 6 (page 69).

Multiple Uses of Strategies
The five core reading strategies used by proficient readers
are predicting, inferring, questioning, and synthesizing & summarizing, reinforced by the use of Graphic
Organizers and tools to frame critical thinking. As students practice these strategies using the tools from this
guide, the teacher can monitor their progress toward
habitual use of the core reading strategies.

Teacher Read Aloud/
Think Aloud

Leading Conversations
Teachers and students participate in conversations
focused on the tools that students are using throughout
the Scobre program. During conversations, teachers are
able to observe students practicing their proficient reader
habits in real time. Refer to the Schedule for Critical
Conversations (page 44) for guidelines on leading conversations with students about their progress using the
core reading strategies.

Providing tools to assist students in their thinking and
their responses to text helps to ensure comprehension
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tip!

A “read aloud” is a planned oral reading of
one of Scobre’s books. The teacher reads
the book, pausing to think out loud, sharing the strategies
he or she is using to deepen comprehension of the text –
predicting, inferring, questioning, and summarizing/synthesizing – as he/she reads. Students observe this model of
proficient reading and are able to mimic the use of reading
strategies on their own as they practice proficient reader
habits. The new Scobre Press Go Reader Classroom
audio players can also be used as a “think aloud” tool
with the teacher pausing the player and sharing his/her
thoughts as students listen to the story.
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Communicating Student
Progress
Classrooms across the country are being asked to collect
achievement data on students to determine if an increase
in student achievement is attained. To accomplish this task
and set priority goals, teachers need tools to track student
achievement. Additionally, these “trackers” provide supporting evidence as to whether students are meeting the
performance standards, which teachers are responsible
for in their teaching. The reasons for tracking, quite simply,
are to make sure students are learning, to identify students
who need additional help, and to adjust a teacher’s lesson plan to meet the diverse needs of the classroom. The
Scobre program provides a variety of ways to monitor
(“track”) student progress on an ongoing basis.

and thinking. “The most powerful single modification that
enhances student achievement is feedback,” according
to research by John Hattie (1991). M. Kay Alderman finds
dialogue between students and teachers to be essential
for goal-setting and for identifying specific learning strategies for students (1999). The Cycle of Feedback is a nonnegotiable element of educational development, which
means that as a part of the program, Scobre recommends
that students and teachers participate in one-on-one conversations on a routine basis.

Teacher Reflection
To ensure that students are reaching their maximum potentials, teachers should routinely reflect on their practices by
asking themselves critical questions such as these:

•

Are students making appropriate progress in
the Scobre program?

• What are the current levels of performance?
• Based on how the students are performing, the
instructional adjustments necessary are…
• As a result of working in the Scobre program,
how has reading proficiency improved for
students in the class?
Use the attached Scoring Guide to track student achievement over the course of the Scobre program.

Participate in Critical
Conversations

Scobre’s Cycle of Feedback includes the following:
• Questioning by the teacher – or “Teacher Talk”
• Peer review of written material in the
Student Folders
• Student reflection
Scobre invites teachers to participate in regularly scheduled two- to three-minute conversations with students
about The Work. During this quick conversation, teachers clarify goals and suggest indicators of success and
evidence that support overall student progress. According
to Rick Stiggins (DeFour & Stiggins 2009), when students
can define a goal, choose appropriate strategies for accomplishing the goal, put a plan together for success, and then
confidently evaluate their performance against the goal,
they become independent, critical thinkers. Questions
by teachers might take the following into consideration:
• Approaches to learning

Cycle of Feedback

• Specific reading strategies to focus on

Scobre Press encourages teachers to provide a Cycle
of Feedback in response to students’ reading, writing,

• Decisions about how to monitor progress
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 3 ☺– Monitoring Progress

Schedule for Critical Conversations
Scobre suggests the following schedule for critical conversations. Teachers should use these conversations to monitor student progress, administer feedback, assist students with their goals, and track student
progress on their Class Record Sheet and Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress – Individual Students.
Note: Teachers may initiate discussions with students using the following prompts with the entire class,
small groups, or individual students. The Student Folder, which contains the Reading Response Log
/ Book Tracker, the Student Tracker – Independent Reading, and the Goal Sheet, would provide
useful information for these conversations.

Student Behaviors
Conversation #1
Week One

• Students begin reading
text from Scobre.
• Students complete the
Reading Response Log.
• Students fill out the Goal
Sheet.

Teacher Prompts

• Teacher uses the Class • I feel…
Record Sheet to monitor
• I’m concerned about…
student progress.
• Teacher has a one-onone with each student
this week about his/her
goals.
Teacher continues to monitor
student progress.

Conversation #2
Week Two

Student Prompts

• Students continue reading
Conversation:
text from Scobre.
• What are you thinking
• Students complete the
about?
Reading Response Log.
• What are you concerned
about?
• Students monitor their
progress on goals.
• What are you hoping to

• My goals are…
• The vocabulary that gave
me trouble was…

• I’m thinking about…
• I’m concerned about…
• I’m hoping that…
• The progress I made on
my goals this week was…

understand?

Conversation #3
Week Three

• A strategy I use while
• Students continue reading Teacher continues to monitor
reading is…
student progress.
text from Scobre.

• Students complete the
Reading Response Log.
• Students monitor their
progress on goals.

• This reading reminded me
• As a result of this reading… of…
• Something that interests
• A real-world application
me about this reading is…
might be…
Conversation:

• What might have happened • The progress I made on my
if…

Conversation #4
Week Four
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goals this week was…

• Students continue reading Teacher continues to monitor • The strategies I am able to
student progress.
use are…
text from Scobre.
• Students complete the
Reading Response Log.
• Students monitor their
progress on goals.

Conversation:

• Something I’m having

trouble with is…
• Has our conversation challenged and reinforced your
• I’m hoping that…
ideas and questions?
• How might we work together to • The progress I made on
my goals this week was...
continue this level of thinking?
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Peer Review
“Peer assessment is uniquely valuable because students
may accept criticism of their work from one another that
they would not take seriously if the remarks were offered
by a teacher. Peer work is also valuable because the interchange will be the language that students themselves naturally use and because students learn by taking the roles
of teachers and examiners of others” (Black, Harrison, Lee,
Marshall & William, 2004). Scobre suggests that teachers
partner students with one another for a discussion of their
work. This student-to-student conversation can be held
once during a quarter. The conversation would provide an
opportunity for students to showcase their work with evidence, listen and learn, and create avenues for meaningful
Work feedback.

Student Reflection
Scobre provides multiple opportunities for student reflection. The Quick Jot (page 60), Reading Response Log
(page 36), Exit Slips (page 59), and Graphic Organizers
(page 71-76) are provided to encourage critical thinking
about The Work.

Suggested Vocabulary
Protocols
Words serve different purposes when we read, write,
and speak them. A reader needs to recognize words and
assign meanings to them, and a writer and a speaker must
choose words to convey ideas. A person with a limited
vocabulary will have difficulty expressing and understanding ideas.
The key to successful vocabulary instruction builds upon
students’ background knowledge and makes explicit the
connections between new vocabulary words and what
students already know. The following activities provide
strategies for increasing these connections:

Vocabulary Score Card
(page 26-28)

Do I know the word? Have I heard the word before? Am I

able to say the word and use it in a sentence? Can I use
another word in its place as I am reading? Scobre suggests intentional instruction regarding these questions to
allow the practice to become automatic. Proficient readers
automatically respond to these questions.

Alphabox – Student
Word Wall
(page 52)

An ABC template is included for students to use. As
students read, they can create their own Word Wall in the
following ways:
• Write words that are new to them.
• Write words that are related to the theme in the story.
• Write words that caused difficulty during the reading.

Frayer Model
(page 53)

Includes the word, characteristics of the word, its definition, and examples/non-examples of its use. A template is
included for students to use on the indicated page.

Also see the Appendix (page 84) of this
guide for vocabulary lists specific to each
Future Stars Series title. Use these lists with
the Vocabulary Tracker (page 149-150).

tip!

Prior to teaching vocabulary, Scobre suggests teachers use the following questions, adapted from Linda
Hoyt’s work, to reflect on vocabulary practices:
• How important is vocabulary in your classroom? Are
words present everywhere? Is there a list with suggestions on what to do when a student comes to a
word he/she does not understand?
• How does the teacher demonstrate that words are
important? Is there a word of the day/week?
• How are strategies for exploring words practiced
and modeled?
• Have the students been intentionally taught which
tools are available to them for word learning?
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Student Name: 					

							

Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress –
Individual Students
Purpose: For TEACHER use in tracking reading behaviors while students are engaged in independent
reading. Scobre suggests this tool be used when conferring with individual students about their reading
progress during critical conversations.

Observations		

Date:

Date:		

Date:		

Using reading time
purposefully
Interactions with text
• Jotting notes
• Using Graphic
Organizers
Ability to focus while
reading

Ability to pause, think, and
reflect while reading

Highlighting text to unlock
meaning

Interacting with peers
about their reading

Utilizing vocabulary
learned
Engaging in strategy use
•
•
•
•
•

Predicting
Inferring
Questioning
Summarizing
Synthesizing
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy one Teacher Tracker for each student in the class.
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Date:

Directions: For TEACHER use. Throughout the semester, the teacher has brief conversations with students about The
Work (see the Schedule for Critical Conversations (page 44)). List the date of the conversation and note supported
evidence of each skill in the appropriate column.

Class Record Sheet
Discussion of Strategies
Student Name

Date

V

C

St

IR

RWA

DD

The Work Key: V = Vocabulary, C = Comprehension, St = Strategies, IR = Independent Reading,
RWA = Real-World Applications, DD = Develop and Defend Conclusions
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy additional pages as necessary.
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Section 3 – Monitoring Progress

Prediction Guide Directions
Directions for the Teacher:
1. Choose a selection of pages from a particular Scobre Press title to use as a focus.
2. Before class meets, fill in the “STATEMENT” column of the Prediction Guide with your own predictions about the focus text.
3. When class meets, distribute copies of the Prediction Guide that you’ve filled in, and read aloud to
the students one or two pages leading up to the focus text.
4. Ask students to think about what might happen next in the text. Students will assess your statements on the Prediction Guide by writing checks or minuses in the “ME” column to show whether
or not they believe the statements will prove true.
5. When students finish assessing the prediction statements, read aloud or assign the focus text.
6. As students read/listen to the text, they will compare the prediction statements to the text and put
a check or minus in the “AUTHOR” column of the Prediction Guide to show whether the prediction
statements are true.
7. Students then change the incorrect prediction statements to make them agree with the text/author.

SAMPLE STATEMENTS:
ME

(√ or –)

AUTHOR
(√ or –)

		

STATEMENT

John quits school and ignores the advice of
his teammates.
John scores the winning goal.
Courage is an attribute John demonstrates.
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PAGE

Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Prediction Guide
Directions: Read each statement and place a check in the “ME” column if you think it will turn out to be
true in the text to follow, and a minus if you do not think it will turn out to be true. Then, read the text as
directed and place a check or a minus in the “AUTHOR” column if the statement agrees or disagrees
with what is in the book. Compare your predictions with what the author wrote.
Taking It Further: Change all of the statements you marked with a minus in the “AUTHOR” column so
that they agree with the book, and write down the page number where you found the information.

ME

(√ or –)

AUTHOR
(√ or –)

			

STATEMENT

PAGE

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Anticipation / Reaction Guide

					

Step 1: Write the title of the chapter you are about to read in the appropriate space.
Step 2: Look at the title of the chapter. Think about the title and what the chapter might be about.
Write your prediction in the “My Notes” column.
Step 3: Read the chapter.
Step 4: After reading, confirm your prediction (was it correct?) by writing T, F, or ? in the “My
Notes” column.
Step 5: Write a supporting sentence from the book to show why you chose T, F, or ?. Make sure to
write the number of the page where you found this sentence.

T = TRUE

F = FALSE

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

			

? = DON’T KNOW

My Notes

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

CHAPTER

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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(Continued on next page)

Anticipation / Reaction Guide
T = TRUE

F = FALSE

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

CHAPTER
CHAPTER

			

? = DON’T KNOW

My Notes

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PREDICTION :
T/F/? :
SUPPORTING
SENTENCE :

Page #:

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy additional pages as needed.
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Alphabox – Student Word Wall
Directions: Fill in the Alphabox with words from your book that are new to you, that are related to the
theme of the book, or that you have a connection to in some way.
Purpose: To explore and become familiar with words in the text while making personal connections.

A-B

C-D

E-F

G-H

I-J

K-L

M-N

O-P

Q-R

S-T

U-V-W

X-Y-Z

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 								

Date: 				

Frayer Model
Directions: Choose a word from your text that is new to you, or with which you have a connection,
and fill in the spaces below.
Purpose: To deepen understanding of text by examining words from both narrow and broad views.

Characteristics

Definition

WORD

Examples

Non-examples

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 4
Assessment Approach

Scobre’s approach to assessment involves several organizational tools that engage students in the ongoing process of
practicing reading proficiency.
Formative assessments are tools (such as Graphic Organizers, items in the Student Folders, the Pre-/Post-Test, etc.)
that aid the ongoing monitoring of student performance toward a goal. They provide the information needed to adjust
teaching and enhance student learning by helping both teachers and students determine their next steps in the learning
process. This section details the assessments offered by the Scobre Press Reading Program in this guide and provides a
schedule for using them.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 4
Exit Slip 										
Quick Jot 										
Proficient Reader Survey 								
Text Frames – Nonfiction 							
3-2-1 											
Text Features – Nonfiction 							
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Section 4 – Assessment Approach

Formative Assessments
In order to provide critical feedback to students concerning their learning, teachers should employ the
following formative assessments: (
= Tool appears in this section.)

Formative Assessments			
Schedule for Critical Conversations

Location
Section 3 (page 44)

Exit Slips – The teacher will pass out an Exit Slip
once per week. As students complete their reading,
they have a choice to either complete one of the Exit
Slip shapes or respond in their Reading Response
Log / Book Tracker (page 36).

Quick Jots – The teacher may use this tool periodically
to aid students with their writing and/or response to text.

Pre-Test

Section 4 (page 59)

Section 4 (page 60)
Section 1 (page 21-28)

Text Frames – Nonfiction – Text Frames assist

students with their understanding and summarization of
what they read in the Scobre collection. Teachers may
distribute this tool for student completion after they finish
each book as yet another way to monitor comprehension.

3-2-1 – 3 Facts, 2 Questions, 1 Idea. This tool encourages students to think critically about their text after finishing their book and defend their ideas with textual facts.

Section 4 (page 62)

Section 4 (page 63)

Students will use the following formative assessments to monitor their own progress:

Formative Assessments			

Location

Student Tracker – Strategies

Section 2 (page 34)

Student Tracker – Independent Reading

Section 2 (page 35)

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker

Section 2 (page 36)

Goal Sheet

Section 2 (page 38)

Proficient Reader Survey

Section 4 (page 61)

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 4 – Assessment Approach

How and When Will Formative
Assessments Be Used?
Scobre encourages teachers and students to use formative assessments according to the following
schedule:

Step One : Before School Starts
Teacher Binder: Prepare a binder for these tools and additional records:
Teacher Binder Contents

		

Location

Teacher Tracker – Reading Progress –
Individual Students

Section 3 (page 46)

Class Record Sheet for the monitoring of core strat-

Section 3 (page 47)

egy use and documenting of Critical Conversations

Schedule for Critical Conversations — Sample

questions to help guide Cycle of Feedback conversations
with students

Section 3 (page 44)

Step Two : First Week of School
Step Two		

		

Pre-Test — Plan for the entire class to take the PreTest to determine foundational skill levels.

Proficient Reader Survey – Provide an opportunity
for all students to complete this survey to develop baseline information about attitudes and self-concepts.
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Location
Section 1 (page 21-28)
Section 4 (page 61)

Step Three : Ongoing Use
Student Folders: Students monitor their progress by completing, updating, and
reflecting on the following “trackers”:
Student Folder Contents		

Location

Student Tracker – Strategies

Section 2 (page 34)

Student Tracker – Independent Reading

Section 2 (page 35)

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker

Section 2 (page 36)

Goal Sheet

Section 2 (page 38)

Step Four : Ongoing Process
Critical Conversations*: Teacher has one-on-one, prescribed conversations
with each student to monitor progress and give focused, constructive feedback.
Critical Conversations		

Location

Class Record Sheet

Section 3 (page 47)

Goal Sheet

Section 2 (page 38)

Schedule for Critical Conversations

Section 3 (page 44)

*A cornerstone of Scobre’s program for developing proficient readers
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 4 – Assessment Approach

Step Five : End of Grading Period
Step Five

		

Post-Test — Repeat Pre-Test to determine improvement in skill levels. Score using the Scoring Guide.

Proficient Reader Survey — Repeat survey to
identify growth in attitudes and self-concepts.
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Location
Section 1 (page 21-28)
Section 4 (page 61)

Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Exit Slip
Directions for Part One: Choose a shape and write around the chosen shape something new you
learned from your reading.

Directions for Part Two: Write one question you have from your reading around the question mark
OR write one “ah-ha” moment you had during your reading around the exclamation mark.

?

!

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Quick Jot – A One-Minute Writing Prompt
Purpose: The Quick Jot can be used as a daily writing prompt. Distribute index cards or ask students
to use a half sheet of paper to write their answers.
Directions: Give students the last few minutes of the class period to respond to one or two of the following prompts. The Quick Jot could be used on a given day in lieu of the Exit Slip (page 59) or the
Reading Response Log / Book Tracker (page 36). The Quick Jot is yet another way for students to
practice thinking, responding, and writing in a coherent fashion.
• If I were a character in this story, I would...
• If I could give one piece of advice to any character in this story, it would be...
• What might a character in this story dream about? Describe the dream with multiple
vocabulary words learned from this story.
• The best lesson I learned in this story was…
• Write five things you’d like the character to do after the book.
• How would you help the character solve the big problem he/she is facing in the story?
What advice would you give to him/her?
• If this book were written 20 years in the future, what would the setting be like?
• Write about an event in your life that has caused a change in you.
• In the story, I was most angry when...
• In the story, I was most surprised when...
• In the story, I was most excited when...
• In the story, I was most sad when...
• If you could redesign the setting for the story, where might it take place? What would
it look like? In what time period would it occur?
• How might you change the plot of the story? Use as many details as possible.
• If you and the character from this story could have a real-time/real-world adventure,
where might you go? What would you do?
• If the character in this story were given $100,000 to give away and could not spend
any of it on him/herself, what should he/she do with the money?
• The qualities that make a book good are...
• Relate the problem in the story to something local – at your home, in the local news,
in your state, about your friends, at school.
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Name: 								

Date: 				

Proficient Reader Survey
Directions: For each line, circle the number that best represents you and your feelings.

In this class, I feel...
Important		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Ignored

Comfortable		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Uncomfortable

Involved in the work

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Restless/Bored

Part of a team		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Alone

Like I can be successful

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Like I won’t be successful

I know that I am a proficient reader!
Not yet – but I will be!

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

I’m there!

Complete this section at the end of the grading period, after the Post-Test. It will not be completed at
the beginning of the year.

Our work has generally been...
Thought-provoking		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Dull

Effective in helping me learn

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Ineffective in helping me learn

Too fast

		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Too slow

Too easy			

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Too hard

Too much the same

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Too unpredictable

Really interesting		

<------1------2------3------4------5------>

Boring

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Text Frames – Nonfiction
Problem-Solution: Pick a character from your book and discuss his/her situation.
					
has a problem because 						
														
To overcome the problem, 											
														
As a result, 													

.
.
.

Compare: Pick two subjects (characters or things) from your book and compare them.
				
and 						
are similar in several ways.
Both subjects 							
and 					
.
			
and 					
have similar 					
.
Finally, both subjects 					
and 						
.

Contrast: Pick two subjects (characters or things) from your book and contrast them.
					
and 					
are different in several ways.
First of all, 							
, while 					
.
Secondly, 						
. In addition, 						
.
Finally, 						
, while 						
.

Sequence: Pick something from your book and discuss how it is made.
Here is how a 				
is made: First, 						
Next, 							
. Then, 						
Finally, 													

.
.
.

Cause and Effect: Pick an event from your book and discuss its causes and effects.
Because of 							
, 						
							
caused 						
Finally, due to 					
, 							
This explains why 												

.
.
.
.

Time Order: Pick an event from your book and list some things that led up to (caused) it.
The events leading up to 										
were:
First, 														
.
Second, 													
.
Third, 														
.
Fourth, 													
.
Finally, 													
.
								
(Adapted from B. Armbruster, T. Anderson, J. Ostertag)
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

3-2-1
3 Facts - 2 Questions - 1 Idea
Directions: After reading the book, list 3 facts, write 2 questions, and summarize 1 main idea.

3 Facts...

1 Idea...

2 Questions...

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Text Features – Nonfiction
Directions: Using the nonfiction book you are reading, complete the chart by listing examples of Text
Features from the book. Write the page number where you found the text feature next to each example.

Print Aids

Graphic Aids

Informational
Aids

Organizational
Aids

Different types of print,
featured as bold or
italics

Maps, graphs, tables,
and diagrams provide a
picture that represents
the text.

Labels, captions,
vocabulary, and boxed
text help the reader
better understand what
he/she is reading.

Title, table of
contents, chapter
headings, objectives,
and glossaries tell
the reader how text
is organized.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 5
Develop and Defend Conclusions

Students need to be able to ask questions and relate information in the text to the real world. The establishment of links
between what the text says and what students already know enables students to develop and defend conclusions. Scobre
recognizes this skill as a top priority for students who will one day compete in the global marketplace as readers, writers,
and thinkers.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 5
Collection of Evidence

							

page 68

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 5 – Develop and Defend Conclusions

Collection of Evidence
Students and teachers who read, think, and respond in the Scobre program are encouraged to collect
evidence of student learning. The Scobre program is composed of three central and critical questions
that guide students in their work. These questions assist in focusing the learner:

Question		

		

			

Where am I going?

Students should use the Goal Sheet (page 38) to respond to this question.

How am I doing?

Students should participate in the Cycle of Feedback (page 43) to respond
to this question

What’s the next step?

Students should participate in the Cycle of Feedback (page 43) to answer
this question.

Student Tasks

Step 1

Students choose the most important aspects
of The Work to provide evidence of what they
are doing and what they will do next.

Step 2

Collection of Evidence
(page 68)

Students respond to the Collection of
Evidence questions:
• Where am I going?
• How am I doing?
• What’s the next step?

66

Answer

Step 3

Observing their work, students pull artifacts
from their Student Folders related to the
questions listed above. These questions and
artifacts provide a systematic way for the students to converse with their teacher or peers
about their progress and goals.

The students’ pieces of evidence and ability to
defend and draw conclusions from their work
provide justification for where they are going to
go next in the program. This process aids the
students in understanding which areas of The
Work are most important for them and encourages them to view their work as continually moving forward and demonstrating progress. As the
teacher or peers listen to a student’s work, they
may provide additional questions, affirm their
thinking, and/or praise the student’s accomplishments. Scobre suggests this be done on a quarterly basis with all students.
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Tips on Teaching Students How to Collect
tip! Evidence and Assess Their Work
• Teacher defines self-assessment for students (e.g., “judging the quality of your work”).
• Teacher provides examples of artifacts for students to use from their Student Folders as evidence.
• Teacher discusses the benefits of self-assessment:
		

o Students understand expectations.

		

o Students understand how their effort impacts their Work.

		

o Students are aware of and can communicate literacy strengths and weaknesses.

• Teacher addresses how these benefits relate to the real world, both at the beginning of the discussion and periodically
throughout the semester.
• Teacher provides examples of the thinking that goes into self-assessment.
• Teacher provides multiple opportunities for brief use of assessment tools. Teacher creates several short self-assessment opportunities for students. These opportunities may involve looking at the following items from the Scobre program:

Tools/Resources		

				

Location

Exit Slips

Section 4 (page 59)

Quick Jots

Section 4 (page 60)

Reading Response Log / Book Tracker

Section 2 (page 36)

Student Tracker – Strategies

Section 2 (page 34)

Student Tracker – Independent Reading

Section 2 (page 35)

Alphabox – Student Word Wall

Section 3 (page 52)

Graphic Organizers

Section 6 (page 71-76)

Teachers should expect a range of reactions from their students as they help them become better at collecting evidence
and looking at their work.
Note: Literature shows that involving students in their own assessment increases academic performance, metacognitive
and self-critical skills, and motivation. Students who are involved in the collection of evidence and the assessment of the
evidence tend to know what is expected of them, understand that their results are the effect of their effort, and have more
accurate views of their own strengths and weaknesses. In the 21st century, the shift from the model of the teacher as “the
owner of the knowledge and the data” toward a model that empowers students to be responsible for their own learning is
very important. (Ruble, 2010)
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Name: 								

Date: 				

Collection of Evidence
Directions: Use this worksheet to respond to the questions about your progress in the program.
Listen to examples from your teacher to help you answer the questions.

Question

My Thoughts...

Where am I going?

How am I doing?

What’s the next step?

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 6
Real-World Applications

Integral to the Scobre program is a student’s ability to apply real-world connections to his/her reading. Included in this section are writing prompts and Graphic Organizers that foster ways in which students can think and write about their reading
related to a real-world context.
There are two main purposes for providing students with opportunities for applying their reading to the real world:

1. Real-world application is a way for students to develop a process of thinking about how reading
directly applies to their everyday lives.
2. Real-world application provides opportunities for students to question their ways of thinking.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 6
Graphic Organizers 									
T Chart 										
Venn Diagram 									
Character Summary 								
Asking Questions 								
Making Connections 								
Internet Research 								

page 71-76
page 71
page 72
page 73
page 74
page 75
page 76
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Section 6 – Real-World Applications

Tools

Text-to-World

After reading a book, Scobre suggests students
focus their thinking on the possible central theme
or problem the author presented. Located in this
section are Graphic Organizers to aid students
in the representation of their knowledge.

Graphic
Organizers

The following questions provide opportunities for students to respond to the
reading in real time with direct, realworld applications:

tip!

• What does this text remind me of in the
real world?

(page 71-76)

• How is this text similar to things that
happen in the real world?
The purposes of using Graphic Organizers
include:
• Finding out how well the student
engages with text

• How is this text different from things that
happen in the real world?
• How might I connect the reading to the
world around me?

• Scaffolding the student’s understanding of the text into a structured format
• Fostering critical thinking

Scobre encourages teachers to lead a conversation centered on one of the above questions
after students have finished their book.

As students utilize Graphic Organizers, the
teacher will be able to ascertain the following:
• Is the student able to sort information?
• Can the student analyze the relationship between old and new information?
• Is the student able to think about the
information in different ways?
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		
Directions: Write about the connections that you have with your book by filling in the chart below. In
the bottom box, summarize your connections to the book into one sentence.

T Chart
Quote three sentences from the book with
which you have a connection.

For each sentence, explain why you have that
connection.

Summarize your connections to this book into one sentence:
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Directions: Choose two subjects from the text (characters, sports, goals, etc.) and compare and contrast them using the Venn Diagram below.

Venn Diagram
Subject 1			

			

Subject 2

Things in
Common

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		
Directions: Choose a character from your book and write about their characteristics. Write your character’s name in the middle circle and in the box at the bottom. Answer the question in the bottom box
(“Who is [your character]?”) by summarizing what you wrote in the other four boxes.

Character Summary
Looks like...

Good at...

Character Name

Feels...

School habits are...

Who is 							
Character Name

?
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Asking Questions
Before you read, be sure to fill out the top box in the left column. In this box, you should write down a question you are
wondering about related to the book. In the top box in the middle column, be sure to write down the reason this question
came into your mind. What made you wonder what you wondered? Leave the top box in the right column blank until you
can answer your question during reading.
During the reading of your Scobre Press book, stop each time something you read makes you wonder something. In the
left column, write down each question that comes to your mind about the book. In the middle column, write down what in
the text led you to wonder what you wondered. As you read, your questions should be answered. Record what you found
out about your questions in the right column.

Before you start reading,
what do you wonder?

Why?

What did you find out when
you read the book?

As you read, what are you
wondering about?

Why?

What did you find out as you
continued to read?

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Making Connections
Directions: During the reading of your Scobre Press book, stop each time something you read reminds you of something
else. It can be something in your life, something in another book, or something you know about the world. In the column on
the left side, write down the sentences and page numbers of what you read that reminded you of something. In the column
on the right side, write down what the sentences reminded you of and why.

What did you read?

What did it remind you of? Why?

Page #:

Page #:

Page #:

Page #:

Page #:

Page #:
PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy additional pages as needed.
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Name: 								

Date: 				

Internet Research
BACKGROUND
What is the title of the Scobre Press book you read?
Who is the author?
What is the full name of the main character in the book you read?
What is the main topic of your book?

INTERNET RESEARCH
Think of someone famous, from the past or present, who you think is similar in some way to the main character in the book you
just read. This person could be an athlete, a movie star, a scientist, an explorer, an artist, a musician, etc.
Once you have thought of this person, use the Internet to answer the following questions. HINT: You might want to start by
going to www.google.com and typing in the name of the person you chose.
What is the full name of the person you chose?
What is his/her birth date?
Where was he/she born?
What is his/her greatest accomplishment?

What are the five most interesting things you learned about him/her?

ESSAY: How is this person similar to the main character of the book you read? How is he/she different?
PRESENTATION: Be prepared to present your project to your class.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Section 7
Character Education

Scobre Press books were created specifically to target character issues and to teach young people how to handle difficult
situations using strong character. Scobre books teach strong character to readers by showing, not telling. Each book in the
Scobre Press Classroom Library has been built around a character issue. Furthermore, these books are all told in the firstperson perspective of a young person chasing down a dream while overcoming personal obstacles — the same obstacles
facing students today.
Rather than teaching kids about character in the ways many character education programs on the market try to — by listing
character issues and asking kids to make choices in hypothetical situations — Scobre introduces students to an admirable
character, a kid just like them. Through reading about this kid and seeing what he/she goes through and how he/she deals
admirably with adversity, students naturally learn about character.
Scobre recommends that teachers explore strong character during their progress with the other sections of this guide. This
section presents several tips on how to address character education in the classroom.

TOOLS USED IN SECTION 7
Strong Character Identifier 							

page 82-83
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Section 7 – Character Education

Character Education Cheat Sheet
Each book in the Scobre Press Classroom Library incorporates character education elements. The titles focus on a variety of character issues, such as career goals, life transitions,
and self-confidence. The following questions can be used to
enhance group discussions relating to the character education topics touched on in Scobre Press books.

Perseverance/Hard Work:

What is perseverance and how does it relate to
achieving your goals? Why is hard work usually
rewarded? How does hard work relate to competition?

Career Goals:

How do you think technology will impact your
career goals? Can career goals change? Are you
too young to think about career goals?

Individuality:

Why is it so important to be yourself? Why is it
hard to be an individual sometimes?

Self-Confidence/Positive Self-Image:

Where does self-confidence come from? How
can confidence help you be successful? What is
a positive self-image?
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(Hint: Take a look at the chart on page 5-8 of this guide to
see which character issues relate to which book. This exercise should be done in groups after reading a Scobre Press
book. Be sure to ask students about how the topic related to
the book they read.)

Environmental Awareness:

Do you feel that you have a responsibility to take
care of the Earth? Why or why not? What are
some things you can do to take care of the Earth?

Health Issues:

Why is it important to treat people with disabilities
or other health issues with the same respect you
treat everyone else with?

Fitting In:

Do you think fitting in is important? Is it hard to fit
in? Why or why not?

Choices:

We all face difficult choices every day. What are
some of those choices? What are the consequences of making bad choices?
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Setting Goals:

When trying to reach a destination, you need to
know how to get there first. How does this relate
to setting goals for your life?

Consequences:

Every action taken in life has a consequence.
What does this mean? Why is it so important to
think about the consequences of EVERY action
you take, no matter how small?

Divorce:

Some marriages end in divorce. This is a sad part
of life that has nothing to do with the actions of
the children of divorced parents. Who can young
people talk to about their feelings?

Life Transitions:

Life changes all the time. Why is dealing with
change so difficult? Does it help to talk to someone about these changes? Who can you talk to?

Steroids:

What effect can steroids have on a person? Why
is this one shortcut not worth taking?

Compassion:

What is compassion? Why is it such an important
characteristic?

Friendship/Family:

Name some characteristics of a good friend. (For
example: loyalty.) Are these characteristics the
same for family members?

WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Section 7 – Character Education

tip!

Before Reading
The following instructions are designed to get your students thinking about both the book they will read and
character. Scobre Press wants to get them excited about literature, but also to familiarize them with the concept
of “strong character.”

Goal: Students will learn about strong character and begin to think about the book they are going to read.

A. Have each student choose a Scobre Press book to read. (If targeting a specific issue, refer to the
chart on page 5-8 of this guide for specific character information.) See page 30 for ideas about how to
introduce Scobre Press books to your class.
B. Initiate a group discussion and have a few students volunteer to tell their classmates what they think
their book might be about and why. Choose three or four students to share information.
C. Introduce the concept of “strong character” to your class. Ask students to give examples of strong
character. These examples might be something they read, something they saw on television, something personal, or something they know about the world. Go around the room until you are satisfied
with the list of strong character examples. Then ask students how peer pressure can affect strong
character.
D. Distribute the Strong Character Identifier, located on page 82-83 of this section. The instructions are
clearly written on the top. Still, be sure to go over these instructions. Students will record examples
of strong character throughout the book they are reading. They will also record examples of when
strong character is NOT exhibited. Be sure students are clear about how to fill out their Strong
Character Identifier.
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tip!

During Reading
As your students are reading, they should be noticing examples of strong character. They should also be noticing
examples of when strong character is not exhibited.

Goal: Students will interact with the text as they read and learn how to identify displays of strong character.

Strong Character
Identifier
(page 82-83)

With the Strong Character Identifier, students will read the text and record the appropriate insights onto
the form. Students should not be recording information every second. They should not be taking notes on
every single page. They should simply be jotting things down often enough so that they never stop interacting with the text. Circulate among the students while they are working independently to ensure that they
“get it.”

tip!

After Reading
To extend their thinking, students must have the opportunity to share their independent work. When verbalizing
their thinking, they are reinforcing the knowledge they have attained. A great way to assist students in this process
is through book discussions and writing exercises.

Goal: To further extend and deepen students’ understanding of strong character.
Scobre has provided three options for teachers to choose from to initiate character education book discussions and/or writing
exercises after students have read a Scobre Press book.

A. Students who have read the same book will meet and discuss the book. They will discuss what
they liked and didn’t like about the book. They will share the content of their Strong Character
Identifiers with one another. In this way, they will be reinforcing the new information to one another
through cooperative learning.
B. Students who have read different books will share a summary about the book they read to pique
the interest of other students in their group. They will also talk about “strong character” and how it
came into play in their book. Their goal is to “sell” their classmates on reading that particular book
and to explain to them how strong character was or was not displayed in the book.
C. Students will write an essay about the different ways strong character was or was not displayed
in the book they just read. They will cite examples from the text and from their personal experiences.
Referring to their essays, students will make short presentations to their classmates about what they
learned regarding strong character in the book they read.
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Strong Character Identifier
Strong character is acted out by a person as he/she makes difficult choices when facing difficult situations. A person with
strong character thinks about his/her actions carefully, keeping in mind his/her own safety, his/her own feelings, and the
feelings of other people.
As you read your Scobre Press book, write down examples of people in the book displaying strong character in the column
on the left side. In the middle column, write down examples of people not displaying strong character. In the column on the
right side of the page, explain why the example you gave was or was not an instance of strong character being displayed.

When was strong
character
displayed?

When was strong
character NOT
displayed?

Why is/isn’t this an
example of strong
character?

(Continued on next page)
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Strong Character Identifier
When was strong
character
displayed?

When was strong
character NOT
displayed?

Why is/isn’t this an
example of strong
character?
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Appendix:
Vocabulary and Reading
Comprehension Questions & Answers

Supplementary to the Scobre Press Reading Program outlined in this guide, this appendix contains reading comprehension
questions and answers, and vocabulary lists specific to each of the Future Stars Series books.

THE FUTURE STARS SERIES
Being Sara			
Live Music			
Full Speed Ahead: The Bryson McLeod Story
Robot Revolution			
T-Lloyd: In the Trenches		
The Biz				
Turning Green			
Legit: The Rise of a Cyber Athlete
Unique Soul Weird World		
Bold Moves: A Dancer’s Journey		
All the Right Moves: The Najee McGreen Story
Born to Run: The Brittany Young Story
Who’s Got Next? Future Leaders of America
Future Stars of America		
Future Stars of America 2		

86
90
93
97
101
105
109
113
117
121
125
129
133
138
143

TOOLS USED IN APPENDIX
Vocabulary Tracker 								
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page 149-150

Appendix – Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension
What is included in this
appendix?
This appendix contains materials specific to each Future Stars
Series title. For every title, there exists the following:
I. Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers
II. Two Vocabulary Lists (one for the lower-level
edition of the book, one for the higher-level edition)

Vocabulary lists address the most difficult words in a student’s chosen text. In this appendix you will find a vocabulary
list page for every Future Stars Series title. Students should
use the vocabulary lists particular to their text (and reading
level) while filling in the Vocabulary Tracker located on page
149-150 of this appendix. Photocopy the Vocabulary Tracker for your students to use when reading their chosen text.
While reading, students will be able to impact their own understanding of their book by recognizing the words they know
and researching the words with which they are unfamiliar.

III. Vocabulary Tracker: This tool allows students to
keep track of the vocabulary words in their chosen
text. Use this worksheet alongside any Scobre
Press title, utilizing the vocabulary lists supplied in
this appendix.

Vocabulary
Tracker
(page 149-150)

How do I use this appendix?
Use this appendix at any point during your progress with the
other sections of this guide. This appendix is meant to be supplemental to the other materials presented in this guide and
has no prescribed formula. Use it to deepen your students’
comprehension of the text.
Reading comprehension questions can be given to students as they complete each chapter of their book or after
they have finished an entire book. To achieve optimal comprehension of the text, students should be allowed to discuss
their answers among their peers or with an educator. In this
way, students are not merely copying words from the text and
putting them on paper. By sharing their knowledge of a text in
discussions, they are formulating their own ideas and demonstrating their understanding of the text in their conversation.

NOTE: For all nonfiction books (The Future Stars Series) the
reading comprehension questions only appear in this guide and
may be photocopied for classroom use.
Being Sara		
Live Music		
Full Speed Ahead: The Bryson McLeod Story
Robot Revolution		
T-Lloyd: In the Trenches		
The Biz		
Turning Green		
Legit: The Rise of a Cyber Athlete		
Unique Soul Weird World		
Bold Moves: A Dancer’s Journey		
All the Right Moves: The Najee McGreen Story
Born to Run: The Brittany Young Story		
Who’s Got Next? Future Leaders of America
Future Stars of America		
Future Stars of America 2		
Vocabulary Tracker

86
90
93
97
101
105
109
113
117
121
125
129
133
138
143

		

149-150

Use the answers supplied in this appendix to correct and
assess student responses to the reading comprehension
questions.
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Being Sara
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. What was Sara’s daydream about, and how does her trip to 		
New York City fit into that daydream?
2. What did Sara etch into her chair leg? Why do you think she 		
did that?
3. The book says that Sara “had learned to appreciate life’s great
moments.” What do you think this quote means?

Chapter 2:

1. What is the name of the medical condition Sara has? How 		
can the medical condition be described?
2. Sara says her life resembles a thriller movie. If you had to 		
describe your life as a certain type of movie, how would you 		
describe it?
3. Why is epilepsy a difficult disorder to deal with?

Chapter 5:

1. What was one of the most important nights of Sara’s life? 		
Why was it so important to her?
2. What was the theme of the play Sara was in? What does that
theme mean to you?
3. How are movie special effects created?

Chapter 6:

1. Sara organized a charity walk for epilepsy. Why did she do this?
2. Sara wrote a proposal for her charity walk and presented it to
the president of a local college. That took a lot of courage. 		
What is something you’ve done that’s taken a lot of courage?
3. Who did Sara receive a letter from, and how did it make her feel?

Chapter 7:
Chapter 3:

1. Your brain is an amazing organ. What are three facts you can 		
name about the human brain?
2. What is telekinesis, and what does Felicia Parise have to do 		
with it?
3. What are two of the ways doctors can see inside of your head
without having to open it up?

1. Sara says that her two passions are acting and epilepsy advocacy. What is one of your passions?
2. Did Sara do a good job at her second audition? How can you tell?
3. In the beginning of the book, Sara’s main concern was getting
the role in the American Girl movie. However, at the end of the
book, she mentions that had changed. What does she now 		
think was the most important thing?

Chapter 4:

1. Sara is a very unique teenager. One of the many things that 		
makes her unique is all of her pets, including her 3-foot-long 		
lizard, and two chinchillas. What is an example of something in
your life that makes you unique?
2. Sara discusses how epilepsy often has a negative stigma, and
mentions some of the terrible things that were done to epilep-		
tics in the past. What were some of these things?
3. Medicine doesn’t work for all epileptics. What may need to 		
happen if medicine doesn’t work? And what is the most 		
serious thing that can happen?
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Being Sara
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

an EEG. An MRI, or magnetic resonance imaging machine,
is a big machine that can take pictures of the inside of your 		
head. An EEG, or an electroencephalograph, measures 		
the brain’s electrical signals.

1. Sara’s daydream was a “red carpet daydream” about her 		
dreams of becoming an actress. Sara was taking a trip to New
York City to audition for a movie, which is a step toward her 		
dream of becoming an actress.
2. Sara etched her initials into her chair leg, joining the initials of
many girls before her who had also auditioned for movie roles.
In adding her initials to the chair leg, Sara was permanently 		
making her mark alongside other actresses and declaring her 		
intentions to become an actress.

Chapter 4:

3. Sara had learned to appreciate life’s great moments because 		
she had dealt with a serious medical condition while growing 		
up, which had contributed to a childhood filled with uncertainty.

2. Epileptics were often treated harshly because of their disor-		
der. They were treated as outcasts, jailed, and even tortured. 		
They were accused of being witches and sometimes burned 		
at the stake. Epileptics were often arrested and put into 		
mental institutions. Some were not even allowed to marry.

1. Answers to this question will vary.

3.

Chapter 2:

1. Sara has a condition called epilepsy. Epilepsy is a brain dis		
order that causes those afflicted with it to have seizures. 		
Seizures can be described as a period of unusual movement 		
or behavior as a result of abnormal electrical activity in the brain.
2. Answers to this question will vary.
3. Epilepsy is difficult to deal with because, while the possibility 		
of having a seizure is always there, you never know when it 		
will happen. This makes some epileptics feel embarrassed and
self-conscious. Some even go as far as to avoid social 		
settings out of fear they will have a seizure.

If medicine doesn’t work to stop an epileptic’s seizures, the 		
epileptic may need to get brain surgery. The most serious
of these surgeries requires actually removing part of a per-		
son’s brain.

Chapter 5:

1. One of the most important nights in Sara’s life was when her 		
parents took her whole family to Broadway to see Mamma 		
Mia. After the production, Sara was able to listen to the cast 		
talk about the show. This night was so important to her 		
because it was when she decided there was nothing 		
she wanted more than to become an actress.
2. The theme of the play Sara was in was “nothing is impos-		
sible.” Answers to the second part of the question will vary.

Chapter 3:

3. Special effects are created by computer-generated imagery, 		
or CGI. Graphic artists create images on a computer and then
insert them into the movie.

2. Telekinesis is the ability to move objects using only your mind.
Felicia Parise is a psychic who was studied by scientists in 		
the 1970s. She was able to move several different objects 		
without touching them.

Chapter 6:

1. Answers will vary, but may include the following: The brain 		
weighs 3 pounds; it feels as soft as an overripe avocado; it 		
has 100,000 miles of blood vessels feeding it; it makes 		
sure your heart beats and your blood pumps; it sends signals
to your body to perform basic bodily functions.

3. Doctors can see inside your head by using either an MRI or 		

1. Sara didn’t ever want to forget her battle with epilepsy, and 		
she also wanted to help people still struggling with seizures. 		
By organizing the walk, Sara was also able to help raise 		
money for, and awareness of, epilepsy.
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Being Sara
Answers to Discussion Questions

2. Answers to this question will vary.
3. Sara received a letter from Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
thanked her for all of her hard work for epilepsy advocacy.
Sara was very proud when she got the letter.

Chapter 7:

1. Answers to this question will vary.
2. Yes, Sara did a good job at her second audition. You can tell 		
she did a good job for several reasons: Her timing was dead 		
on, her voice changed, she attempted to capture her 		
character’s feelings, and she really became the character she
was reading for.
3. Sara says that the most important thing was not whether 		
she got the role in the movie, but that she performed well in 		
the audition. For her, it was more about the journey of becom-		
ing an actress. Sara had overcome a great deal in her life, and
the fact that she had given the best performance of her career
at the audition was a huge step toward her goal of becoming 		
an actress.
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Vocabulary

Being Sara
Vocabulary Words

Being Sara, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

clutching
sheer
etched

diagnosis
typical
outcasts

passions
inspired
overcome

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

harmony
chaos
abnormal

wading
eerie
beloved

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

telekinesis
amputated
overripe

skeptical
established
improvised

Being Sara, Touchdown Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

trademark
recurring
chic

diagnosis
confined
asylums

cemented
uniquely
stammering

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

consciousness
aimlessly
resolve

quirky
transformed
primitive

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

convolutions
harness
psychic

afflicted
valid
stigma
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Live Music
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. In addition to music, Ozzie loves sports. But why doesn’t he 		
pitch anymore?
2. Zach has always had many hobbies. Name three of them.
3. What made Brandi fall in love with music?

two songs he has written?
3. A manager is in charge of many details, while the band focus-		
es on music. Name at least two things the band must do.

Chapter 6:
Chapter 2:

1. What’s the lineup of The Broken Heart Brigade — in other 		
words, what instrument does each band member play?
2. Technology makes everything in life easier, including for bands
and artists. What does The Broken Heart Brigade have that
lets people hear their music?
3. During the late 1990s, file sharing became popular. What was
the name of the first famous file-sharing program?

1. When the band was ready to make a demo, they talked it 		
over with a friend, who was also talented in music. What 		
was his name, and what did he decide to do for them?
2. How did The Broken Heart Brigade celebrate Brandi’s 16th 		
birthday?
3. How did Elvis Presley’s career get started?

Chapter 7:
Chapter 3:

1. Ozzie, Zach, Brandi, and Isaac were childhood friends. Name 		
at least two things they enjoyed doing together.
2. When Isaac attended his first live show ever with Brandi, he 		
was excited because one of his favorite bands was play-		
ing. What was the name of that band?
3. Zach learned how to play guitar without taking lessons from 		
a teacher. Name at least two things he did to improve as 		
a guitar player.

Chapter 4:

1. Brandi signed up for Rock School, which was a little bit like 		
a Jack Black movie. What was the name of the movie, 		
and what happened in it?
2. According to Zach, something that was happening in Ozzie’s 		
life led to the name of the band. Describe it, and how it led to
the name The Broken Heart Brigade.
3. After a shaky beginning, The Broken Heart Brigade gave a 		
great performance at Rock School. What happened when 		
they walked off the stage?

1. Talk about the outdoor festival known as Woodstock. How 		
many people showed up? Where did they sleep and how did 		
they eat? Name one other thing they did.
2. Write about the huge celebration that took place in 			
Washington, D.C., in 2009. Where was it held, and what was
the occasion?
3. As Ozzie explains it, Zach and Isaac have a lot of energy when
they perform live. Name at least two things they do on stage.

Chapter 8:

1. When Brandi thinks about the bus ride to Cleveland, she 		
remembers a scene out of a movie. What was the movie, and 		
what happened in the scene Brandi remembers?
2. The Broken Heart Brigade was used to playing smaller places,
but the House of Blues was much larger. How many people 		
does it hold?
3. Think of how different the world would be without music. 		
Name at least two things that would be completely different 		
without music.

Chapter 5:

1. As a songwriter, Ozzie appreciates many great songs. One of
them is a song that is more than 40 years old. Name the 		
song, the artist who wrote it, and the name of the duo in 		
which he performed.
2. Isaac is also a dedicated songwriter. What are the titles of 		
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Live Music
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

2. Two songs he has written are “Love Like Lemonade” and “To 		
My Dearest Dawn.”

2. Choose among: riding four-wheelers, being on the wrestling 		
team, running track, taking piano, and studying the human 		
body (human anatomy).

3. Choose among: practicing, writing songs, and performing.

3. She went with her family to see the bands Poison and 		
Cinderella in concert when she was 10 years old.

1. His name was Aaron Shay, and he decided to produce their 		
three-song demo.

Chapter 2:

2. The band set up tables and chairs at Brandi’s house, invited 		
family and friends, and performed.

1. Ozzie doesn’t pitch anymore because he suffered a shoulder injury.

1. Brandi plays the drums, Ozzie and Zach play guitar, and Isaac
plays bass.
2. The band has a MySpace page, where people can hear their music.

Chapter 6:

3. Elvis went to a recording studio to record some songs to give
to his mom as a birthday gift. The owner of the studio heard 		
the demo, became interested in Elvis, and helped him get his 		
career started.

3. The first famous file-sharing program was Napster.

Chapter 3:

1. Choose among: hanging out together, pool parties at
Ozzie and Isaac’s house, going to the movies, and bowling.
2. The name of the band was Paramore.

Chapter 7:

1. Hundreds of thousands of young people showed up at 		
Woodstock, where they camped out under the stars 		
and cooked on grills. As far as one other thing they did, 		
choose between: played around in the mud when it rained, 		
and watched some of the greatest artists and bands in 		
the world perform.

3. Choose among: learning basic chords from a tab book, Ozzie
coming over and showing him different things, and practicing 		
and picking up on things.

2. It was held at the Lincoln Memorial, and the occasion was a 		
celebration to honor the inauguration of President Barack Obama.

Chapter 4:

3. Choose among: jumping up and down, running around, breaking guitars, knocking over Brandi’s cymbals, jumping into the 		
audience, and getting the crowd going.

1. The movie was School of Rock, and in it Jack Black plays a 		
substitute teacher who uses music as a way of bringing 		
students together. By the end of the film, he has turned 		
them into an excellent band.
2. Ozzie was going through a painful breakup with his girlfriend 		
at the time. Feeling sorry for him, and realizing that everybody 		
experiences a broken heart at some point in his or her life,
the band members decided to represent everyone by calling 		
themselves The Broken Heart Brigade.
3. Fans rushed at them asking for autographs, snapping pictures,
and congratulating them.

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

1. The movie was Almost Famous, and in the scene a rock band
is on their tour bus with their friends. In a show of friendship 		
and togetherness, they all suddenly start singing Elton John’s 		
hit song “Tiny Dancer.”
2. The House of Blues holds over 1,000 people.
3. Choose among: TV shows without sound effects, scary mov-		
ies without the eerie music, video games without musi-		
cal effects, and the absence of school bands playing when 		
the team runs out on the field.

1. The song is called “The Sound of Silence,” written by Paul 		
Simon and performed by the duo Simon & Garfunkel.
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Vocabulary

Live Music
Vocabulary Words

Live Music, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

research
motivate
abstinent

chemistry
represent
sync

essence
outrageous
inauguration

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

promising
drawing
impressive

depressing
reaction
protesting

impression
priority
admire

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

bill
period
scene

process
consider
support

Live Music, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

charismatic
distinct
mainstream

ultimately
monumental
footing

interact
frolicked
passionate

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

foundation
sparse
spur

poignant
craft
turbulent

milestone
venue
core

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

genre
seminal
transition

glimpse
disbelief
investment
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Full Speed Ahead
The Bryson McLeod Story
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Describe in your own words what you would expect to hear at 		
a wheelchair basketball game.
2. How is wheelchair basketball the same as traditional basket		
ball? How is it different?
3. Why do you think people in wheelchairs are stared at, ignored,
or pitied? Do you think this is right?

Chapter 2:

1. What disease does Bryson have? What did you learn about 		
this disease in the chapter?
2. Why did Bryson need to have surgery when he was 2 and 		
then again at 4?
3. As Bryson recovered from his first surgery, what did he do to 		
burn off energy? Why was this so impressive?

Chapter 3:

1. At a younger age, how did Ashby act when Bryson was around
other people? Why do you think he acted like this?
2. Describe Ashby and Bryson’s relationship. Why do you think 		
siblings like to compete against each other?
3. What was Bryson’s first job? Why was he so good at it?

Chapter 4:

1. What did you learn about sled hockey in this chapter?
2. Describe Bryson’s first scrimmage in sled hockey.
3. Why did Bryson like sled hockey more than modeling? Explain 		
what the phrase “test the limits” means to you. What do you 		
do that tests your limits?

3. Why did Bryson go to Spokane, Washington? Describe how 		
well he did there.

Chapter 6:

1. How do Bryson and Dylan know each other, and how do they 		
use this to their advantage on the basketball court?
2. Why do you think confidence is so important in basketball and
in life?
3. Describe the beginnings of wheelchair basketball and explain 		
what the players’ point values mean.

Chapter 7:

1. Describe Bryson’s condition after his surgery in 2004. Since 		
that operation, what has been his goal?
2. What is a typical week for Bryson? Why does he say he 		
doesn’t feel sorry for himself?
3. Explain what it means to be “self-sufficient.” Why would you 		
think it is important to Bryson to be self-sufficient?

Chapter 8:

1. When and where were the first “official” Winter Paralympic 		
Games? How have the numbers of participants changed?
2. Why is Bryson interested in possibly attending the University 		
of Illinois? What does Bryson want to study, and what kind of 		
job does he want in the future?
3. After reading this book, what does “going full speed ahead” 		
mean to you? How is Bryson going full speed ahead?

Chapter 5:

1. Describe some of the differences between sled hockey and track.
2. What are the different events in track in which Bryson has participated? How is Bryson getting closer to his goal of compet-		
ing in the Paralympics? Why do you think it is important for 		
athletes to have goals?
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Full Speed Ahead
The Bryson McLeod Story
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Answers may vary. At a wheelchair basketball game, one 		
would hear the sounds of the crowd, the players, and the 		
coaches. The most interesting sound, however, would be that 		
of metal chairs squealing and crashing into other chairs.
2. Wheelchair basketball is played the same way, on the same 		
court, with the same number of players as traditional basket-		
ball. But, wheelchair basketball is different because the play-		
ers cannot run or jump and have to get back into their wheel-		
chairs when they fall.
3. Answers will vary.

Chapter 2:

1. Bryson has a disease called spina bifida. It is a birth defect 		
that occurs when a baby’s spinal cord fails to form correctly. 		
There is no cure for spina bifida, and half of those who have 		
the disease are confined to a wheelchair.
2. The nerves that ran from Bryson’s back to his legs were being
crushed. So, when Bryson was 2, some bones and bad tis-		
sue in his back were removed and replaced by titanium rods. 		
By the time he was 4, the rods had shifted, and Bryson 		
needed surgery again. During this second surgery, the rods 		
were replaced and the tendons in his legs were lengthened so
his legs would stay straight.
3. Bryson started swimming at the YMCA to burn off extra ener-		
gy. It was impressive because, even though he had no 		
strength in his legs, he could swim the length of the pool!

piano and PlayStation. Ashby even helps out during Bryson’s 		
wheelchair basketball practices. They especially like to 		
challenge each other in games and sports. Answers to the 		
second part of the question will vary.
3. Bryson’s first job was being a model. He was very good at it 		
because he has a great personality and a winning smile. 		
Bryson also was very sure of himself and not self-conscious in
front of the camera.

Chapter 4:

1. Sled hockey was invented in Sweden during the 1960s by a 		
group of patients in a rehabilitation clinic. These men put two 		
ice hockey blades on the bottom of a metal-framed sled and 		
used round poles for sticks. The sport grew in popularity, 		
eventually becoming an official event in the Paralympic Games
in 1994.
2. During Bryson’s first scrimmage in sled hockey, he raced an 		
opponent to get control of the puck and then body checked 		
him. Bryson was able to get control of the puck and pass it to
a teammate. After this, Bryson realized how much he liked the
contact in sled hockey.
3. Bryson found that sled hockey did more for him than model-		
ing. Not only did he like the physical nature of the sport, but 		
he also enjoyed being an important part of the team, the 		
“go-to guy.” He pushed himself to be a better athlete, 		
teammate, and leader. Answers to the second part of 		
the question will vary.

Chapter 3:

1. When Ashby and Bryson were younger, Ashby was really
worried about his brother getting hurt or people making fun of
him. He was so protective that he wouldn’t let anyone even 		
get close enough to touch Bryson. Answers to the second 		
part of the question will vary.
2. Ashby and Bryson are very close. In fact, they’re best bud-		
dies who truly rely on each other. They enjoy doing active 		
things together. They play ping pong and basketball, as well as
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Chapter 5:

3. Answers may vary. Being “self-sufficient” means being able to
take care of oneself without much help from others. Answers 		
to the second part of the question will vary.

2. Bryson has participated in sprints, middle distance, long dis-		
tance and relay races. He has also tried throwing the discus, 		
javelin, and shot put. Bryson is getting close to his goal of the
Paralympics because he has been invited to apply for a spot 		
on the Team USA track and field squad, which competes inter-		
nationally. This will allow him to gain more experience, and it 		
will most likely better prepare him for the Paralympics. 		
Answers to the third part of the question will vary.		

Chapter 8:

1. Unlike sled hockey, track is not a contact sport. There is also 		
no defense and no ball or puck in track. Instead, everything 		
depends on the athlete, and how hard he or she is willing to 		
work to be faster and stronger and have more endurance.

3. Spokane, Washington held the National Junior Disability 		
Championships. Bryson competed in nine different track and 		
field events, as well as table tennis. He ended up winning 		
eight medals, four silver and four bronze. Bryson’s Navigators 		
relay team also won a pair of gold medals.

1. The first official Winter Paralympic Games were in Sweden in 		
1976. The Paralympics take place the same year as the 		
Olympic Games. The Summer Games have 20 games 		
and the Winter Games have five.
2. Bryson hopes to attend a school such as the University of 		
Illinois because of its Adapted Varsity Athletics Program. This 		
school has the best coaches and a history of excellence in 		
wheelchair sports, which makes it a perfect place for an ath-		
lete who wants to go to the Paralympics. At school, Bryson 		
wants to study computers and eventually land a job in technology. He says he definitely needs a job where he can talk to 		
people all day.
3. Answers to these questions will vary.

Chapter 6:

1. Dylan and Bryson began playing hockey together when they 		
were 8. They have played basketball together, too. Since 		
they are familiar with each other’s athletic ability, they are able
to anticipate each other’s movements and, therefore, be suc-		
cessful teammates.
2. Answers to this question will vary.
3. Wheelchair basketball was first played by WWII veterans in 		
the 1940s. The veterans found out that although they were 		
disabled, they could still compete athletically. In wheelchair 		
basketball, the players are given point values that describe 		
their functional abilities. The points go from those who are 		
most severely disabled at 0.5 to 4.5. When a team is on the 		
court, the five players’ points can not add up to more than 12.

Chapter 7:

1. After Bryson’s surgery in 2004, he was forced to miss a full 		
year of school to recuperate. In addition, he was confined to a
wheelchair. He is currently going to rehab, working out and 		
strengthening his legs. Bryson hopes to get up on crutches 		
again soon, as he’s working toward the goal of one day being 		
able to walk again.
2. During a typical week – in addition to going to school, doing 		
his homework, and relaxing a bit – Bryson has physical therapy
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. He has basketball on 			
Wednesdays and Saturdays and piano lessons on Thursday 		
evenings. He also has track and field on Fridays and Sundays.
Bryson says that he is too busy to feel sorry for himself. He 		
doesn’t think about what might have been, but instead always 		
moves forward.
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Vocabulary

Full Speed Ahead
Vocabulary Words

Full Speed Ahead, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

tactic
deflect
intensity

exhibition
regulate
propel

confine
recall
descend

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

symptom
upbeat
stride

endurance
sleek
aspect

elite
ultimate
venture

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

complex
restless
recall

priority
endeavor
exceed

Full Speed Ahead, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

momentum
dynamics
contempt

cognitive
strategic
vividly

adversity
foregone
resemble

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

tremor
disrupt
traumatic

consume
designated
testament

venue
comprise
debut

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

sentiment
infectious
gravitate

infraction
refrain
counterpart
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Robot Revolution
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. What did you learn about the robot Galileo and its mission?
2. What is the name of the invention that officially started the 		
robotics movement? Why was this invention so important to its time?
3. Describe the Truckasaurus and the HeartLander. What are two
other kinds of robots mentioned in this chapter?

Chapter 5:

1. What was Eletha’s big dream for her future? After Mr. Taylor’s
class, what did Eletha do to learn more about science?
2. How did Eletha learn more about the Goddard Space Flight 		
Center and the programs they offered?
3. What did Eletha do at the Flight Center during the summer 		
after her sophomore year of high school?

Chapter 2:

1. Describe the Creole Nature Trail. Why was the nature trail 		
Eletha’s favorite place?
2. How was Eletha a little different from many of the kids her
age? How did Eletha find out how things worked?
3. In this chapter, we learn that Eletha was interested in other 		
countries and other planets. If you could travel anywhere, 		
where would you go and why?

Chapter 6:

Chapter 3:

Chapter 7:

1. What was Vanguard, and what happened to it? What hap-		
pened on July 20, 1969?
2. Why did Eletha run away? Why did she go back home?
3. Describe some of the changes that happened after Eletha’s 		
parents divorced.

1. What is a group of robots called? Besides the Roomba, what 		
are the scientists at iRobot developing? Describe what this 		
invention could do in the future.
2. What is a social insect? Name some examples.
3. What is ANTS, and how was Eletha involved in this team? 		
Describe the 12-tetrahedral robotic walker.

1. Name some important historical facts about Boston.
2. Describe Cog. What have scientists learned from Cog?
3. Describe the admissions process for MIT.

Chapter 8:
Chapter 4:

1. Explain what scientists have done with cockroaches at Tokyo 		
University. How could these cockroaches be used in the future?
2. Why was Eletha concerned about being in Mr. Taylor’s math 		
class? How did she feel about the class, and Mr. Taylor, later?
3. Describe an experience when you or someone you know 		
“judged a book by its cover.”

1. Describe the Mailmobile.
2. What are the steps for creating a robot?
3. Explain in your own words the story of Asimo. What lesson for
your own life do you find in this story?
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Robot Revolution
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Galileo is a kind of robot called a space probe. It was 		
launched into space in October 18, 1989. It took pictures of 		
space, including asteroids, and helped scientists learn more 		
about space.
2. Unimate was the name of the robot that started the robotics 		
movement in 1954. Unimate was a big arm that could be pro-		
grammed to move up and down. This invention used important 		
new technology that made it possible for it to move without a 		
person controlling it.
3. The Truckasaurus is a giant robot that smashes and “eats” 		
cars. It is featured in shows around the country. The 			
HeartLander is a 20-millimeter-long robot that looks like a
caterpillar. The robot is put onto the surface of a heart and 		
delivers medicine to places that need it. Answers to the 		
second part of the question will vary. Some answers will 		
mention robots that clean floors, perform surgeries, cut 		
grass, and star in movies.

Chapter 2:

1. The Creole Nature Trail is located right next to Eletha’s home-		
town of Sulphur, Indiana. The nature trail is the swampy 		
home of animals such as alligators, snakes, birds, and shrimp. 		
When the birds are migrating, there are thousands of 			
them along the trail. This was Eletha’s favorite place because 		
she was able to explore and learn about nature.
2. Eletha was different from many of the kids her age because she
liked reading better than television and asked many questions 		
that even some adults couldn’t answer. To find out how things 		
worked, Eletha took things apart and then put them back
together. She did this with items such as the remote control 		
and her door.
3. Answers to this question will vary.

Chapter 3:

1. Vanguard was a satellite built by the U.S. that was ready to 		
launch on December 5, 1957. Instead of taking off, the
satellite fell over and exploded. However, on July 20, 1969, the
United States was able to land a ship called the Apollo 11 on 		
the moon.
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2. Eletha felt like she wanted to get away from everything after her
parents’ divorce was finalized, so she ran away. Eletha stayed 		
in the woods for a while, but then realized that she didn’t have 		
a coat or any food and didn’t know how to make a fire. She 		
understood that living in the woods was not going to solve her 		
problems, so Eletha decided to go back home.
3. After Eletha’s parents divorced, Eletha and her siblings had 		
more responsibilities because her mom had to support the family. However, after a while, the family became stronger. 		
They realized that the house was actually more peaceful 		
and everyone was happier after the divorce.

Chapter 4:

1. At Tokyo University, scientists surgically implant electrode
backpacks in cockroaches. With a remote control, the scien-		
tists are able to make the cockroaches move any way they 		
wish. These cockroaches could be used to rescue fire victims 		
or spy on people while being undetectable.
2. Eletha was very concerned about being in Mr. Taylor’s math 		
class after she heard from her friend that he was crazy and ate 		
someone’s cat. However, she soon realized that although Mr. 		
Taylor was a little different, he was a great teacher. He was 		
able to connect everything in life to math. His teaching made 		
Eletha like math even more.
3. Answers to this question will depend on each student’s
experiences.

Chapter 5:

1. Since she wanted to learn more about science, Eletha’s big 		
dream was to get involved with NASA. To learn more, 		
Eletha got a library card and read as many books as she could 		
on robotics, the universe, and quantum physics.
2. First, Eletha looked at their website to see the programs that 		
were offered at the center. Since there was no application 		
process, she asked around until she found a program that was 		
available and interesting to her.
3. During the summer after her sophomore year, Eletha was 		
involved in a special program with NASA engineers at 		
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Goddard. She sat in on research meetings and learned about 		
various projects. The main project she worked on involved 		
shutters for space telescopes.

Chapter 6:

1. A group of robots is called a swarm. The scientists at iRobot 		
are developing an invention called the SwarmBot. The 		
SwarmBot is a 5-inch cube that can move, detect objects, and
communicate with other SwarmBots. These robots can move 		
around a space and create a map of it. SwarmBots could be 		
used to explore space or to work on search and rescue mis-		
sions.
2. Social insects are insects that live in groups, have roles, and 		
are able to communicate with each other. Some examples of 		
social insects are bees, termites, and ants.

Chapter 8:

1. Mailmobile is an automated robotic mail carrier. He has 		
shelves for mail and a locking box. Mailmobile travels around 		
offices delivering mail and can carry up to 800 pounds of mail.
2. To create a robot, first one must decide the purpose of the 		
robot. Then, one must decide what the robot will be made out 		
of and create a sketch of it. The next stage involves working 		
out the computer programs and building the robot. The most 		
important step is then testing the robot after it is built and pro-		
grammed. And, if something goes wrong, the robot has to be 		
fixed or maybe even built all over again.
3. The company Honda decided to make a robot that could walk.
It took 10 years to build it successfully, and they named the 		
robot Asimo. After that, they wanted to make it able to run. 		
This took another nine years to achieve, but the scientists had 		
finally created a robot that could run. Answers to the second 		
part of the question will vary.

3. ANTS stands for Autonomous Nanotechnology Swarm. Eletha 		
got an internship with this team, and she helped build models 		
of robotic arms. She also worked on a 700-pound 12-tetrahe-		
dral robotic walker. This is a very large robot that can change 		
its shape to be able to move on almost any surface, such as 		
the surfaces of other planets.

Chapter 7:

1. Boston was the site of the Boston Tea Party, the Boston 		
Massacre, and Paul Revere’s ride. This city also had the first 		
subway, the first park, and the first medical school for women.
2. Cog is a robot that looks similar to a human from the torso up.
Its eyes are cameras and its ears are microphones. Its head 		
and arms are gyroscopes and motors. Cog can look at an 		
object and follow it around the room. Because of Cog, scien-		
tists have learned more about artificial intelligence and what it 		
means to be human.
3. The admissions process for MIT begins when the application is
reviewed by a MIT staff member. If it is competitive, the appli-		
cation is given to a selection committee. If the selection 		
committee gives it a good review, it is then given to the 		
dean of admissions. All in all, about 12 people will look at 		
an application.
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Vocabulary

Robot Revolution
Vocabulary Words

Robot Revolution, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

innovator
industrial
artificial

sensitive
awkward
equation

prestigious
specific
competitive

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

migrate
complex
absorb

resource
topic
intimidate

automated
flaw
capable

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

quarters
particular
initial

navigate
critical
turmoil

Robot Revolution, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

gravitational
atmosphere
circulate

revulsion
primitive
encounter

conjure
agile
vague

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

abyss
expanse
descent

innovative
lofty
selective

obscure
inquisitive
painstaking

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

void
sole
debacle

diminutive
roving
pinnacle
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

T-Lloyd: In The Trenches
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. How many people around the world watch the Super Bowl 		
each year?
2. How many players are drafted into the NFL each year?
3. How many players are on the field at all times?
Essay: In 1991, when Emmitt Smith rushed for 1,563 yards, he
bought expensive Rolex watches for his offensive line. Are you
the kind of person that shows appreciation when somebody does
something nice for you? Have you ever bought (or made) something for someone just as a way of showing your appreciation?
If so, talk about it, and explain why you think it’s important for
people to help each other out.

Chapter 2:

1. What was the weight limit for Pop Warner, and how much did 		
Thomas weigh?
2. When Mr. Lloyd came into Thomas’s bedroom to say good		
night, Thomas was wearing his pajamas and one other thing. 		
What else was he wearing?
3. When the coach yelled for Thomas to get into the game, he 		
used a word that means a lineman. What is the word the coach
used?
Essay: T-Lloyd was determined to make the football team in
middle school. Discuss a time in your life when there was a goal
that you were determined to achieve. Describe what you did to try
to achieve your goal, and if you succeeded. If you did not make it,
talk about the disappointment you felt. Does it make you want to
give up in the future, or will you try just as hard next time? Do you
think it’s important to always give your best effort? Discuss.

Chapter 3:

1. As T-Lloyd was driving to the gym, who sent him a text message?
2. What is a hurricane?
3. How many miles per hour were the winds from Hurricane 		
Katrina blowing?

feel, how life is treating you, how you can improve as a person,
what you hope for in the future, and anything else that relates to
your life — especially when you think about people who have less
than you.

Chapter 4:

1. Because of Hurricane Katrina, how many people died, and how
much damage was caused in terms of money?
2. How many professional sports teams does Texas have?
3. As far as T-Lloyd is concerned, where does the best food 		
come from?
Essay: T-Lloyd thinks of his football teammates almost like family.
Are you part of a group, club, or sports team that you think of the
same way? Talk about the club/team, and why it’s so important
to you. How often do you and your friends/teammates spend time
together? Do you hang out all the time, and what kinds of things
do you do together?

Chapter 5:

1. What new position did T-Lloyd learn?
2. What does “eating up” players mean?
3. How many rounds are there in an NFL draft?
Essay: Marques Colston almost wasn’t drafted, yet he became
a great player anyway. This shows that with hard work, it’s possible to achieve many great things. Has there ever been a time
in your life when people thought you couldn’t do something, but
you proved them wrong? If so, discuss. It could be something
as simple as studying extra hard for a difficult test and getting a
good grade, or fixing something that was too complicated for your
own brothers or sisters or parents. If you haven’t been in that situation, there probably will come a time in your life when you have
to do something nobody thinks you can do. Do you think you will
show the determination to try your hardest to succeed, even if it’s
something very difficult? Talk about what it means to work hard
and not be afraid to fail.

Essay: Hurricane Katrina was one of the biggest natural disasters
in the history of the United States. People died and homes were
destroyed. It was a terrible tragedy. Does it make you appreciate
your own life, your family, and everything you have? Sometimes
all of us take these things for granted and we complain. This is a
moment for you to reflect about your own life. Talk about how you
WWW.SCOBRE.COM
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

T-Lloyd: In The Trenches
Discussion Questions

Chapter 6:

1. Name two different ways that steroids can be taken.
2. What was the name of the former U.S. senator who was hired 		
by Major League Baseball to talk about steroids?
3. T-Lloyd’s parents always taught him two things. One was the 		
love of football. What was the other thing?
Essay: Robbie offered T-Lloyd steroids, but T-Lloyd knew that
it was the wrong thing to do. Have you ever been in a situation
when a friend offered you something, or asked you to do something, that you knew was wrong? How did you react? Did you
stand up to your friend the way T-Lloyd did? Or did you do it
anyway and then feel bad about it later? Discuss the situation and
talk about how important it is for kids to show good judgment and
do the right thing.

Essay: T-Lloyd is on his way to becoming the first person in his
family to graduate from college. He obviously understands the
importance of a college degree. How about you? What does a
college degree mean to you? Try to imagine your future. What are
your goals? What careers are you interested in? Talk about how
a college degree will help you to achieve these goals. Then, for
fun, write a letter to yourself — to the 30-year-old you! In the letter,
talk about what you hope the 30-year-old you has already accomplished, what you did in college, what career you chose, what
your future life is like, etc.

Chapter 7:

1. The year before, the Warriors had beaten the Blue Raiders. 		
What was the score of that game?
2. After three quarters of this game, what was the score?
3. In the locker room after the game, to whom were the
reporters talking?
Essay: The game between the Blue Raiders and the Warriors
was very close, and there were a lot of people watching. Have
you ever been in a situation when there’s a lot of pressure? It
could be a game, a school play, or something completely different. Describe the situation, and talk about how you dealt with the
pressure. Do you feel like you did a good job? What did you learn
about playing or performing under pressure? Will you be more
prepared next time? Discuss.

Chapter 8:

1. What is the name of the event that happens on the first 		
Wednesday in February each year, and what does it mean?
2. T-Lloyd decided to go to Fordham University. Where is 		
Fordham located?
3. T-Lloyd dreams of playing in the NFL, but that’s not his only 		
sports dream. What else is he trying to accomplish in a 		
different sport?
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T-Lloyd: In The Trenches
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 5:

2. Fewer than 300 players are drafted into the NFL each year.

2. “Eating up” players means staying on them and keeping them 		
busy.

1. More than 130 million people watch the Super Bowl each year.

1. T-Lloyd switched to nose tackle.

3. There are 22 players on the field at all times.
3. There are seven rounds in an NFL draft.

Chapter 2:

1. The weight limit was 135 pounds, and Thomas weighed 160 		
pounds.

Chapter 6:

2. Thomas was also wearing a New Orleans Saints helmet.

2. His name was George Mitchell.

3. The coach used the word “grunt,” which means a lineman.

3. They also taught him how important it is to go to college.

Chapter 3:

1. His mom sent him a text message.
2. A hurricane is a powerful storm with very fast winds.
3. The winds from Hurricane Katrina were blowing almost 200 		
miles per hour.

1. Choose among: pills, liquid, gel, cream, or injections.

Chapter 7:

1. The score of that game was 35-6.
2. After three quarters, the Warriors were leading by a score
of 14-8.
3. The reporters were talking to quarterback Logan Smith and 		
receiver Atem Bol.

Chapter 4:

1. Close to 2,000 people died, and the storm caused more than 		
$81 billion worth of damage.

Chapter 8:

2. Texas has two NFL teams, two Major League Baseball teams, 		
and three NBA teams (seven sports teams total).

1. It is called National Signing Day, and this is the day when most
high school athletes sign a letter committing to the college of 		
their choice.

3. T-Lloyd feels that the best food comes from New Orleans.

2. Fordham University is located in New York City.
3. T-Lloyd wants to compete in the Olympics as a weightlifter.
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Vocabulary

T-Lloyd: In The Trenches
Vocabulary Words

T-Lloyd: In The Trenches, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

advice
plug
commitment

damaged
follows
depend

blow
barely
challenge

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

competition
outgoing
attitude

strategy
balanced
unique

normal
attend
squad

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

dedication
reports
shelter

level
illegal
admitted

T-Lloyd: In The Trenches, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

glamorous
elite
disrupt

massive
displaced
transition

clinch
severe
redemption

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

obsessed
excluded
surge

trauma
randomly
excelled

accumulating
neglect
deliberation

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

accolade
catastrophic
stranded

transformation
muttering
banned
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

The Biz
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. In the early 1900s, people were very excited about modern 		
technology. Name three things that had recently been invented.
2. What is a “power lunch”?
3. How many short films has Mark directed, and what are they called?
Essay: In the early part of the last century, people were excited
about inventions that are now a normal part of our world. In your
life, what invention has made a big difference for you? It could be
computers, cell phones, text messaging, even Xbox! How has this
invention made a difference in your life, and why is it so important
to you? Has it made you a better person, or do you feel it’s just a
waste of time?

Chapter 2:

1. There are many famous directors. Steven Spielberg is one. 		
Name three others who are mentioned in Chapter 2.
2. At first, Mark wanted to be an actor, but there was one big 		
problem. What was it?
3. At tennis camp, Mark signed up for an “improv” class. What is 		
improv?
Essay: When Mark first wanted to be an actor, he was really
nervous about it. He wasn’t sure if he could actually do it. Have
you ever been in a situation that made you nervous, or worried
that you would fail? It could be going to a new school or summer camp, trying out for a team, or even being in a school play!
Describe what happened to you, why you were nervous, and how
you overcame your nerves. When it was over, were you happy
that you did it anyway? What advice would you have for other
kids who find themselves in a tough situation?

Chapter 3:

1. When school started up again after tennis camp, Mark won a 		
part in a play. What was the name of the play?
2. Clint Eastwood is a famous actor and director. For what film 		
did he win an Academy Award as Best Director, and in what year?
3. A cameo is when a movie star makes a surprise appearance in
a film. In what movie did Will Ferrell make a cameo appearance?
Essay: A cameo is a surprise appearance in a film. If you could
make a cameo in any movie you’ve ever seen, which movie would
it be, and what would your role be? Even if it’s make-believe (like
being a superhero), why would you choose this role? Would you
rather be a good guy or a bad guy? Why?

Chapter 4:

1. Mark was excited to see Jason La Padura. What job does Mr. 		
La Padura have?
2. Some directors and actors work together on many films. Give 		
two examples of director/actor pairs.
3. Before Harrison Ford became a famous actor, what job did he have?
Essay: Mark was in the right place at the right time when he met
Jason La Padura. Same for Harrison Ford when he met the director who would give him his big break in Star Wars! Has something lucky ever happened to you, simply because you were in the
right place at the right time? It could be something that happened
during a game, meeting someone who would become your best
friend, etc. Describe what happened to you and how it changed
your day, or maybe even your whole life! Would you consider it
luck or “fate”? Do you think things happen for a reason in this
world, or do you feel that it sometimes just comes down to luck?

Chapter 5:

1. In Hollywood, what does it mean to “pitch” something?
2. How long did it take to film Napoleon Dynamite?
3. A film is successful when people go to the theater to watch it. 		
Name two other ways a film can make money.
Essay: Even though Mark’s goal is to be a famous actor and
director, education is still an important part of his plan for success. Discuss your goals and dreams for the future, and discuss
how education is a part of that plan.

Chapter 6:

1. What does a cinematographer do?
2. What does “A.D.” stand for?
3. Martin Scorsese is a true movie business legend. Name three 		
movies he has directed.
Essay: Mark admires many Hollywood directors. They obviously
have a big influence on him. Whom do you admire, and why? It
doesn’t even have to be a famous person – it can also be a family
member or a teacher. Explain what this person means to you, and
how he/she influences you.
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

The Biz
Discussion Questions

Chapter 7:

1. How many people tuned in to the last episode of M*A*S*H?
2. An excellent photo of a celebrity can be worth a lot of money. 		
Name two places where these types of photos can be taken.
3. How many times have Chris Crocker’s YouTube videos been 		
watched?
Essay: These days, anyone can be an actor or director, thanks
to Web sites like YouTube. Do you watch YouTube? What kind
of videos do you enjoy watching? If you were going to make a
YouTube video with your friends, what kind of video would you
like to make?

Chapter 8:

1. There is a poster of Middle-Earth that hangs above Mark’s bed.
It is a tribute to what film?
2. Below Mark’s desk are three locked boxes filled with papers. 		
Name one thing that these boxes contain.
3. What does NYFA stand for?
Essay: From the description of Mark’s room, we get an idea
about who he is and what he’s all about. Describe your room: the
furniture, what else is in it, whether it’s clean or messy, etc. What
does your room say about you and the kind of person you are?

Chapter 9:

1. Almost 100 students showed up to Sophomore Movie Night. 		
Name two things they did.
2. Mark recently found a good talent agency in Atlanta to work 		
with him. They might help him get some parts. Name two 		
kinds of parts he hopes they help him get.
3. Which college was Mark accepted at?
Essay: Mark was nominated for the “Most Likely to Be Famous”
award at school. If your friends were going to vote you as “Most
Likely,” what would they say you’re most likely to be, or most likely
to do in the future? Are you happy that your friends and classmates think of you that way? Do you think you can live up to it?
What are you doing to try to achieve it (education, working hard in
sports or music, etc.)?
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The Biz
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Choose among: electricity, telephones, airplanes, cars,
air conditioners, Kinetoscope.
2. A power lunch is when Hollywood business people talk about 		
business while eating lunch.
3. Mark has directed four short films: Love All, Exposed, If the 		
World Went Deaf, and Ruff Season.

Chapter 2:

1. Choose among: Martin Scorsese, Peter Jackson,
Penny Marshall, Spike Lee, Sofia Coppola, Woody Allen,
Mel Brooks, Alfred Hitchcock.
2. He felt nervous and scared. He also worried that he wouldn’t 		
be good enough.
3. Improv is making something up and acting it out.

2. Napoleon Dynamite was filmed in 22 days.
3. Choose among: rentals, downloads, and DVD purchases.

Chapter 6:

1. A cinematographer holds the camera and actually shoots the film.
2. “A.D.” stands for assistant director.
3. Choose among: Gangs of New York, The Aviator, Taxi Driver, 		
Raging Bull, and Casino.

Chapter 7:

1. More than 100 million people watched the last episode.
2. Choose among: concerts, movie premieres, awards shows, 		
and restaurants like The Ivy in Los Angeles, where
photographers wait outside.

Chapter 3:

3. Chris Crocker’s YouTube videos have been watched over 10 		
million times.

2. Clint Eastwood won the Best Director award for Million Dollar 		
Baby in 2004.

Chapter 8:

1. The name of the play was The Stone Guest.

3. Will Ferrell made a cameo appearance in Wedding Crashers.

Chapter 4:

1. Jason La Padura is the casting director for the hit TV show 		
Heroes.
2. Directors/actors who frequently work together include: Tim 		
Burton/Johnny Depp and Martin Scorsese/Leonardo DiCaprio.
3. Harrison Ford was a carpenter before he became a famous 		
actor.

Chapter 5:

1. The poster is a tribute to The Lord of the Rings.
2. Choose among: notes, ideas for movies, and personal
journal.
3. NYFA is short for New York Film Academy.

Chapter 9:

1. Choose among: watched the movie, ate, hung out, and took 		
a couple of hours away from studying.
2. Choose among: TV, movies, or commercials.
3. Mark was accepted at the University of Southern California, 		
known as USC.

1. Pitching something means trying to convince someone else 		
about how good an idea or script is.
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Vocabulary

The Biz
Vocabulary Words

The Biz, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

modern
potential
cope

adjust
convincing
guarantee

bulky
available
actual

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

defeat
insecure
overcome

issue
trained
promote

image
original
supportive

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

audition
debut
misleading

distract
conversation
background

progress
organize
collect
The Biz

The Biz, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

innovation
diverse
pristine

intriguing
expertise
aspiring

groundbreaking
emulate
insatiable

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

domain
exclusive
invaluable

lingo
clout
meticulous

reflective
organic
introverted

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

timid
whim
acclaimed

hitch
distinct
knack

consensus
lofty
humble
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Turning Green
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. What does “living green” mean?
2. What is the “greenhouse effect”? Name two greenhouse gases.
3. Describe the potential danger that may occur if the ice caps 		
continue to break off and melt into the ocean.

Chapter 5:

1. Why did TSC start the “Don’t Be Fooled” campaign? Detail 		
the goals of this project.
2. Why did TSC target famous makeup artists in Hollywood as
a means to encourage greener makeup alternatives? What 		
problem did they encounter when they spoke with makeup artists in Hollywood?
3. What technological advancement might favor green makeup 		
companies and their positioning in Hollywood?

Chapter 2:

1. Why did Jessica remove all her face makeup during her first 		
meeting with “Teens for Safe Cosmetics”?
2. What does FDA stand for? What is the FDA responsible 		
for? The FDA doesn’t approve cosmetics before they 		
are sold. How does this affect the cosmetics that Americans 		
buy every day?
3. What is the “Dirty Dozen”? What did Teens for Safe 		
Cosmetics create as an alternative to the “Dirty Dozen”?

Chapter 6:

1. What is the Brower Youth Award?
2. Who is David Brower?
3. In addition to the recognition and the cash award, what was
the most important perk that the Brower winners would now enjoy?

Chapter 3:

Chapter 7:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 8:

1. What was “The Green Glitz and Glam Benefit Ball,” and what
was the purpose behind it?
2. What rules did TSC have for all companies that were invited to
participate in “The Green Glitz and Glam Benefit Ball”?
3. Describe some of the harm caused by the production of non-		
organic clothing.

1. What is the California Safe Cosmetics Act?
2. What did Jessica discover about cosmetics in Europe? Was 		
the United States following Europe’s lead? Explain.
3. Why was the cosmetics industry so interested in blocking the 		
passage of the California Safe Cosmetics Act?

1. Why did Jessica choose prom as the center of her theme for a
TSC event? What kind of makeovers did TSC offer and why?
2. Why did TSC select a location near department stores for 		
their prom day makeovers?
3. What positive developments followed the prom day event and
the rally?

1. What is “I,” and who created this?
2. What state recently passed a law that requires all new homes
to have a solar water heater? What are some of the “green” 		
benefits of this step?
3. List three things you can do to make a difference and help the
environment by “turning green.”
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Turning Green
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Living green means trying to live your life in a manner that does
as little harm as possible to the Earth. By living green, a per-		
son realizes that every one of his/her actions has an effect
on the environment. Someone who lives green makes his/her 		
personal choices with this in mind.
2. The greenhouse effect is a natural warming process that takes
place when sunlight shines through the Earth’s atmosphere. 		
Heat is trapped inside the atmosphere by greenhouse gases, 		
warming the planet. An example of this is when you sit near a 		
window and feel the heat that the sun has created. Three pos-		
sible gases include carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide.
3. If this trend continues, many coastal areas will be flooded. 		
Potentially, millions of people on coastlines could lose their 		
homes. There is also a possibility that entire cities may be
completely destroyed due to the flooding that would result from
these chunks of ice collapsing into the ocean.

Chapter 2:

1. Jessica cleaned her face and removed all makeup because she
learned that the products she was using were harmful to her 		
health and the health of the environment. The toxic chemicals 		
she was wearing were linked to cancer, birth defects,
reproductive disorders, and many more health-related problems.
2. FDA stands for Food and Drug Administration. The FDA is a 		
government agency that is responsible for inspecting, testing, 		
approving, and setting standards for products that are 		
made and sold in the U.S. The FDA ensures that the products 		
we use, and the food we eat, are safe. This approval does not 		
extend to the cosmetics industry. Therefore, companies can
use any ingredients they want in their cosmetics, no matter 		
how harmful they may be to people or the environment.
3. The “Dirty Dozen” is a list created by Teens for Safe 			
Cosmetics that details the most toxic chemicals that are
common in makeup used by teens. TSC offered a list of safe 		
companies for teens that are considering a switch from unsafe
cosmetics. This list is called “Greener Alternatives,” and TSC 		
is marketing this as an alternative to the harmful “Dirty Dozen.”
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Chapter 3:

1. The event was put together by TSC to spread their message 		
that “going green” was a positive step that could be incorporated
into all areas of one’s life. Three hundred and fifty people 		
attended this event at Jessica’s high school, and the evening 		
included a fashion show, dinner, and dancing. Jessica and her 		
friends talked about the environment, global warming, green 		
product alternatives, and other steps teens could take to 		
improve the world.
2. TSC only invited companies that were creating green fashion 		
and companies that used only organic and sustainable products.
These companies also had to be environmentally conscious in 		
their manufacturing and could not be involved in any unfair 		
treatment of their labor.
3. Non-organic clothing begins in fields covered in pesticides. 		
These chemicals may stay in the material and end up on our 		
bodies. About 20,000 farm workers die every year from pesticide
poisoning and many of the deaths come from cotton farming. 		
Also, many of these toxic chemicals that don’t reach our bodies
become waste. This waste makes its way into our rivers, 		
lakes, and our drinking water.

Chapter 4:

1. The California Safe Cosmetics Act, if passed into law, would 		
require the manufacturers of all cosmetics and body care products
to list all the ingredients in their products. This list would be 		
sent to the Health Department and would also be available to 		
all consumers. If passed, this would be a big first step in the 		
fight for safer cosmetics. It would also be an enormous step in
the right direction in the effort to hold companies responsible 		
for their products and give consumers the ability to make safe 		
choices.
2. Over 1,100 chemical substances had been banned for use in 		
cosmetics in Europe. The United States was certainly not follow-		
ing the lead of the European Cosmetics Directive as only nine 		
of these 1,100 substances have been banned for use in the 		
United States.
3. If passed into law, the California Safe Cosmetics Act would 		
expose the unsafe practices of the cosmetic industry to the 		
public. Cosmetic companies would certainly suffer financially, 		
and they believed that such a listing of ingredients would cause
an unnecessary panic among consumers.
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Chapter 5:

1. The project was designed to not only educate the public, but 		
also to reach out to cosmetic companies to change their ways.
One of the goals of the campaign was to draw attention to 		
the cosmetic companies that produced these harmful products. 		
If people knew that these products contained toxic chemicals 		
and stopped purchasing such products, then the companies 		
might offer green alternatives. As part of “Don’t Be Fooled,” 		
TSC also handed out their “Greener Alternatives” list.
2. TSC figured that if makeup professionals knew about the toxins
in their favorite products, maybe they would have the power to
influence the cosmetic companies to offer green alternatives. 		
TSC soon found out that most makeup artists were reluctant to
change their products. In Hollywood, very heavy makeup is 		
required for the television and the big screen, and the issue
is that green makeup tends to be much lighter. This was a 		
concern that many of the makeup artists expressed to Jessica.
3. The popularity of high definition television may change Hollywood’s use of heavy makeup. HD television is very clear, and if
the makeup is too thick, it will show up on HDTV. Because of 		
this, lighter makeup is starting to gain popularity again in 		
Hollywood. This favors green makeup companies.

Chapter 6:

1. The Brower Youth Award is like the Oscars, but these awards 		
don’t go to actors and actresses – they go to young environmental activists, like Jessica. The Brower Award is presented 		
each year to six people from North America who are from the 		
ages of 13 to 22. Award winners are considered to be 		
the leading environmental advocates in the country.
2. David Brower is an environmentalist who spent his life working 		
for conservation. The Brower Youth Award is named after him 		
because he was the first executive director of the Sierra Club. 		
Mr. Brower was also the founder of the Earth Island Institute, 		
an organization committed to the protection of the environment.

products. TSC realized that if the public demanded safer prod-		
ucts, cosmetic companies would change. Makeup artists could
begin to change the public’s opinion if they believed in the Go 		
Green movement. If they were to ask for green cosmetics, the 		
availability of such green makeup would increase while the
price would eventually drop to a more affordable range.
3. The events were successful because the message about going
green was spread even further by TSC. Since that day, both 		
Barneys New York and Macy’s have green products in both their
cosmetic and clothing departments. Many other department 		
stores have followed this positive and growing trend.

Chapter 8:

1. “I” is a fragrance that TSC created with EO. Jessica and other 		
campaign members created this line of perfume that they believed would appeal to teens. After testing oils, they created 		
a unique perfume that they all liked. The perfume is also sold in
sustainable packaging, and the proceeds from the sales of “I”
are used to promote TSC’s campaign.
2. Hawaii recently passed this solar heating law, and the potential 		
benefits may include the conservation of both energy and 		
money. The use of solar heating also marks a step in the right 		
direction toward a future of clean energy.
3. Answers to this question may include:
- Recycle
- Turn off the lights when you leave a room
- Buy compact fluorescent light bulbs
- Take shorter showers
- Turn faucets completely off
- Walk
- Ride your bike
- Use safe makeup and personal care products
- Buy a hybrid car

3. Every Brower Award winner would have access to all the 		
resources at the Earth Island Institute. The institute will promote 		
the winners’ projects through research material, publicity, 		
and their own personnel.

Chapter 7:

1. Jessica figured that most girls put on makeup for prom, and 		
she wanted to show teens how great the green makeup
alternatives could be for their prom night. Many girls go to 		
department stores on the day of their prom to have their makeup applied. TSC decided to counter this and offered makeovers of their own. Only green products would be used at 		
these makeovers, and it provided a great avenue for girls to 		
try new, and green, makeup.
2. TSC wanted to educate the makeup artists at the nearby 		
department stores, so they wanted to be close to these 		
stores for their event. They were also hoping that many of the 		
makeup artists would drop by and try out some of the green
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Vocabulary

Turning Green
Vocabulary Words

Turning Green, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

inconvenient
phenomenon
radiation

influence
advantage
intimidating

burden
discourage
trend

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

pollutants
dispose
potentially

absorbed
interact
eliminate

aspect
involved
impact

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

consumers
attire
certified

recipients
advocates
committed

Turning Green, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

organic
emit
hybrid

passionate
legislative
prolonged

regulate
integrated
strenuous

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

initiative
toxins
alternatives

prosthetic
hazards
reformulate

innovative
sustainable
carcinogens

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

enticed
pesticide
emcees

activists
conservation
humbly
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Legit: The Rise of a
Cyber Athlete
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. What is a cyber athlete?
2. Technology is big business. Name two things billions of dollars
are spent on.
3. What was the name of the first professional gaming league?
Essay:
The Internet has revolutionized the world of communication. Give
some examples of this and talk about how the Internet is a part of
your own life. Ask your parents about life before the Internet and
describe what they told you. Also, in your own words, explain how
you think your life would be different right now if there were no
such thing as the Internet.

Chapter 2:

1. How old was Bryan when he started playing Halo?
2. How do Xbox Live players connect to other players?
3. Why is Bryan’s nickname “Legit”?
Essay:
Bryan was frustrated by the dishonesty among some online gamers. What does honesty mean to you? Have you been in situations in your life where people didn’t act truthfully — cheating at
games or sports, lying to parents, etc.? How did you feel about
this? What advice would you give people about being a good and
honest person, and why is it so important?

Chapter 3:

1. Where did Bryan play in his first tournament?
2. How did Bryan feel before the tournament?
3. What are the three divisions in MLG?
Essay:
Everyone, including pros like Bryan, has strengths and weaknesses. Discuss some of your strengths and weaknesses in sports,
school, and other activities you enjoy. Should you be discouraged
by your weaknesses? Explain how you try to improve on these
weaknesses.

Chapter 4:

1. In Chicago, Bryan’s amateur team came in first place and was 		
moved up to the pro division. How did they do in the pro 		
division?
2. Once Bryan became a member of Storm Ventures, what did he
do to prepare for tournaments (besides playing Halo)?
3. Did Bryan stop caring about school once he became a professional gamer?
Essay:
For Bryan, being on a team like Storm Ventures means that he
plays for the benefit of the entire team. How does individual success compare with a team victory? Have you ever been on a team
where your teammates were only concerned about their own performance? How did that affect the success of the team?

Chapter 5:

1. When did the modern age of video games begin, and what
was the first gaming console?
2. How much money do sales of computer and video games add
up to in the United States?
3. In 2004, how many computer and video games were sold?
Essay:
A hundred years ago, people didn’t have television or video
games for entertainment. What do you think they did in their free
time? Are those hobbies still popular? What do you think you
would do if there were no television or video games?

Chapter 6:

1. Bryan traveled to many states in 2006. Name four of them.
2. What team did Storm Ventures play against in the finals of the
tournament in Chicago?
3. What was Bryan’s individual MLG ranking at the end of 2006?
Essay:
Bryan has become a successful pro gamer and traveled to many
different places. Do you enjoy traveling? Name some of the places you’ve been, and the best trip you ever took. What did you do,
or who did you visit that made it so much fun?
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Legit: The Rise of a
Cyber Athlete
Discussion Questions

Chapter 7:

1. How many new jobs a year does the video game industry create?
2. What are the responsibilities of a producer?
3. Name two things Microsoft did to advertise Halo.
Essay:
It’s clear that Bryan is interested in a college education so he can
have a great career. College and a career may be a long way off
for you, but what do you think you would like to do in the future?
Why are you interested in this career? Why will a college education be such a big help in making you successful in this career?

Chapter 8:

1. Why do some surgeons play video games?
2. How does Brice Mellen play video games?
3. Bryan strikes a balance between the hours he spends in cyber		
space and the real world. What does he like to do when he’s
not playing video games?
Essay:
Bryan is a role model for many kids. Who is your role model? It
can be a parent, teacher, famous person, etc. What makes this
person so special to you? What have you learned from him/her? If
someone looks up to you as a role model, what do you want him/
her to learn from you?
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Legit: The Rise of a
Cyber Athlete
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. A cyber athlete is someone who plays in video game tourna-		
ments.
2. Two things billions of dollars are being spent on are research 		
and software.
3. Major League Gaming (MLG), which started in 2002, was the
first professional gaming league.

Chapter 2:

1. In 2002, when Bryan was almost 12 years old, he started 		
playing Halo.
2. Players connect with other Xbox Live players through the 		
Internet.
3. Bryan refused to boost his Halo 2 ranking in a dishonest way.
He chose to take the “legit” (legitimate) path to success, thus
earning himself the nickname “Legit.”

Chapter 3:

1. Bryan played his first tournament in a large hall in Huntsville, 		
Alabama.
2. Bryan was nervous before the tournament. His heart was rac-		
ing and his palms were sweaty.
3. MLG has three divisions: pro, semi-pro, and amateur. The 		
pros are the players ranked in the top 16. Then come the 		
semi-pros, who are the players ranked from 17 to 32. All other
players are considered amateurs.

Chapter 5:

1. The modern age of video games began in the 1970s. The first
gaming console in American homes was called the Magnavox
Odyssey.
2. Sales of computer and video games add up to more than
$7 billion a year in the United States.
3. In 2004, over 250 million computer and video games were 		
sold.

Chapter 6:

1. Bryan traveled to New Jersey, Texas, California, Florida, 		
Illinois, and Nevada in 2006.
2. Storm Ventures played against the league champions, Final 		
Boss.
3. Bryan’s individual ranking was number three at the end of the 		
2006 season.

Chapter 7:

1. The video game industry creates 5,000 new jobs a year.
2. A producer makes decisions, meets with people, and figures 		
out how much money to spend.
3. Microsoft made television commercials and took out maga-		
zine ads.

Chapter 8:
Chapter 4:

1. Bryan’s amateur team finished in the top eight in the pro divi-		
sion.
2. Bryan started going to the gym and also doing hand and wrist
exercises.

1. Some surgeons play video games as a way to keep their fin-		
gers loose.
2. Brice remembers moves and joystick operations. When he 		
first gets a game, he asks a lot of questions. Then, by listen-		
ing carefully to sounds in the game, he is able to play.
3. Bryan likes to have fun and hang out with his friends.

3. No, Bryan never stopped caring about school. On the con-		
trary, he maintained a 3.2 grade point average.
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Vocabulary Words

Legit, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

cyberspace
communicate
technology

motivation
determination
stakes

manage
complex
advertising

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

modest
priorities
legitimately

modern
awkward
precise

coordination
productive
pace

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

hesitation
humble
fame

competitors
accomplished
amateur

Legit, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

dividends
lucrative
catalyst

sophisticated
treacherous
disparity

profound
obscure
curriculum

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

prospect
engage
loophole

innovation
conglomerate
skirmishes

expertise
simulate
speculate

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

stipulated
fluke
frantically

cohesive
intense
momentum
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Unique Soul Weird World
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. Who was the president of the United States in 1906?
2. What city does Jerry live in and what is its population?
3. How did the name “Jerry” become Darren’s nickname?

inspire you, or do you like to dance to it? What’s more important
to you, the words or the music? What do you like to do when
you’re listening: hang out with friends, play a sport, do homework,
etc.? What do you think the world would be like if there were no
such thing as music?

Essay:
The Wright brothers achieved their goal of flying, even though
many people did not support them or believe in them. Have you
ever achieved a goal that other people didn’t think you could do?
It can be something you’ve done in school or sports or some
other activity. If not you, describe someone famous who has
accomplished his/her goals and made his/her dreams come true.

Chapter 4:

Chapter 2:

Essay:
In the chapter, we saw one of Jerry’s original stories. Now, write
your own short story. It can be about any subject, and it can be
happy, sad, etc. It can be from a real experience in your life, or
something you just make up with your imagination.

1. Who are the three professional skateboarders in this chapter?
2. What was the reason that California surfers built homemade
skateboards?
3. What is the name of the movie that tells the story of skate
boarders from the 1970s?
Essay:
Jerry is a loyal skateboarder. That’s his favorite thing to do. How
about you? What is your favorite thing in the world to do? It can
be music, sports, a hobby, etc. How did you get into it and how
long have you been doing it? Did somebody influence you to get
involved, like a parent, teacher, or coach? Is it something that
you see yourself doing for many more years? Is it something you
would like to make into a career one day? Describe your favorite
thing, what you love so much about it, how you try to improve at
it, and what you plan to do with it in the future.

1. What painting was Jerry looking at on the computer?
2. Who is one of Jerry’s favorite authors?
3. Who is Pablo Picasso?

Chapter 5:

1. Name the capital of North Dakota.
2. Describe how a skateboarder does an ollie.
3. Where is Jerry’s favorite spot to snowboard in Beulah?
Essay:
Jerry, along with people like Sam Salwei and Jason Magness,
cares about our environment. You probably do also. Talk to your
parents about this important issue. Are there simple things you
can do for the environment? (Hint: Think about what you learned
in the chapter about gas for cars, and heat for homes.) Describe
your feelings about what it would mean to the future of this planet
if everybody started doing little things to help the environment.

Chapter 3:

1. How long has music been around?
2. What did Jerry and his band do for charity?
3. Already a skilled bass player, what new musical instrument did
Jerry learn to play?
Essay:
Music is important to people all over the world. What is your
favorite type of music? Who are your favorite bands or singers? Explain how you first started listening to them and why you
like their music so much. Does the music of your favorite singer

Chapter 6:

1. What is the reason that Jerry is a vegetarian?
2. What is a pacifist?
3. Name three Middle East countries.
Essay:
Jerry likes to talk to his friends about many different subjects…
anything from music to skateboarding to America’s involvement
in the Middle East! When you hang out with your friends, what
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Unique Soul Weird World
Discussion Questions

do you talk about? Is it always just fun stuff, or do you and your
friends ever have deep conversations? Do you ever talk to them
about subjects like what you want to do in the future, how you
feel about your parents or brothers or sisters, what makes you
angry, what makes you happy, etc.? Do you have a friend that you
feel comfortable talking to, knowing that he/she won’t run around
and tell everybody else? If you had a big problem, who is the person you would go to first (parent, teacher, friend, etc.)?

Chapter 7:

1. How did Austin Gollaher change American history?
2. What country was Jerry adopted from?
3. In the United States, how many children are adopted a year?
Essay:
This book is about Jerry, a unique soul living in a weird world.
Pretend this book had been about you. What would the book
have talked about? How are you a unique soul? Or, how do you
plan to be a unique soul in the future? If people in 20 years were
to read your book, what would you want them to learn about you,
and what would you want them to learn that could help them in
their own lives?
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Unique Soul Weird World
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 5:

2. Jerry lives in Beulah, North Dakota, which has a population of 		
about 3,000.

2. An ollie is when you kick down with your back foot at the tail 		
of the board. That sends the board flying upwards. At the 		
same time, you jump in rhythm and try to keep your balance.

1. Teddy Roosevelt was president of the United States in 1906.

3. Jerry, whose real name is Darren Schaeffer, became friends 		
with a kid named Kip, who couldn’t remember Jerry’s name. As
a joke, Kip started calling Darren “Jerry,” after a famous skate-		
boarder named Jerry Hsu. The nickname stuck.

Chapter 2:

1. Three professional skateboarders in this chapter are: Tony 		
Hawk, Ryan Sheckler, and Paul Rodriguez, Jr.
2. California surfers built homemade skateboards so they would 		
have something to do on days when the waves were flat.
3. Lords of Dogtown is the name of the movie about skateboard-		
ers in the 1970s.

Chapter 3:

1. The city of Bismarck is the capital of North Dakota.

3. Jerry’s favorite spot to snowboard in Beulah is the local golf 		
course.

Chapter 6:

1. Jerry is a vegetarian because he doesn’t believe in killing ani-		
mals or using them for food.
2. A pacifist is someone who is against all violence, from animal 		
cruelty to war.
3. Among others, countries in the Middle East include (choose 3)
Iraq, Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Saudi Arabia.

Chapter 7:

1. Music has been around as long as humankind has existed. 		
Many experts believe that music dates all the way back to the 		
cavemen.

1. Austin Gollaher, a 10-year-old boy back in the year 1816, 		
changed history by saving a 7-year-old boy named Abe from 		
drowning. Abe was short for Abraham, as in Abraham 		
Lincoln, the 16th president of the United States.

2. They performed at a charity event to raise money for one of 		
Jerry’s classmates who was diagnosed with cancer.

2. Jerry is originally from South Korea, from where he was adopt-		
ed and brought to the U.S.

3. He learned to play guitar.

3. Over the last 20 years, there have been more than 100,000 		
adoptions per year in the United States.

Chapter 4:

1. Jerry was looking at a painting of a horse.
2. Stephen King is one of Jerry’s favorite authors.
3. Pablo Picasso is one of the most famous painters in history.
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Vocabulary Words

Unique Soul Weird World, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

unique
slackers
mainstream

represent
reflect
affected

foreign
credited
officially

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

booming
banned
modern

exist
require
unstable

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

passion
driven
device

fortunate
issues
shrinks

Unique Soul Weird World, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

vindicated
compelling
tangible

offbeat
inclined
distinctive

vigorously
vague
conventional

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

incentives
crude
lull

mischievous
expedition
generate

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

consciousness
eclectic
aptitude

careening
ponders
mired
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Bold Moves:
A Dancer’s Journey
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. What inspired Carolyn to become a dancer?
2. What famous dancer is Carolyn compared to in this chapter? 		
What do they have in common?
3. What do you think the author meant by the phrase “The 		
answers are linked to her past”?
ESSAY:
Dance TV shows have become very popular. Do you watch any
programs that show dancers? Why or why not? Do you think
these shows inspire other people to try dancing who normally
would not?

Chapter 2:

1. Why did Carolyn live with her grandparents in Haiti?
2. What was the biggest hurdle Carolyn faced when she moved 		
to America?
3. Why did Carolyn quit ballet the first time? Why was it different
the second time?
ESSAY:
Carolyn learned that she had to work hard and practice dancing
before she had fun at the dance studio. Write about something
you have had to practice. Was it hard work? Did the practice
help?

Chapter 3:

1. What is scoliosis?
2. How did Carolyn know that her scoliosis had gotten worse?
3. How did Carolyn’s full-time body brace make her feel?
ESSAY:
In this chapter, you learned that Carolyn had asthma and scoliosis. Do you, or does someone you know, live with a disease or a
disability? Describe the challenges that have to be faced. How
can a positive attitude help?

Chapter 4:

1. What is lyrical dance?
2. Why didn’t Carolyn want to have back surgery?
3. Why did Carolyn decide to be homeschooled during her
sophomore year?

ESSAY:
In the beginning, Carolyn was very nervous when she went
onstage. What finally made her calm down? Why do you think
this helped? Can you relate to how Carolyn felt?

Chapter 5:

1. What does it mean when the author says, “Carolyn was forced
to see Haiti with a new set of eyes”?
2. Why are some Haitians risking their lives to leave Haiti?
3. What happened to Olivier and his friend? Who released them 		
and why?
ESSAY:
Write about a time when you saw something “with a new set
of eyes.” What caused you to look at things differently? Did it
change you at all?

Chapter 6:

1. What was the Dance of Death?
2. What do all the different dance styles have in common?
3. Why does competitive dance require a commitment from the 		
entire family? How was Carolyn’s family involved?
ESSAY:
Research one of the dance styles mentioned in this chapter. What
kind of music is used? Are there special costumes or clothing
worn? Also, describe at least one dance move in the style.

Chapter 7:

1. What do wobble chair exercises do for the body?
2. Why did Carolyn spend more time practicing than other dancers?
3. Why did Carolyn’s social circle revolve around her dance life? 		
Why is that typical for competitive dancers?
ESSAY:
Carolyn sacrificed a lot for dancing. How would you define sacrifice? Describe a time when you have sacrificed something.
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Bold Moves:
A Dancer’s Journey
Discussion questions

Chapter 8:

1. What country and town did Carolyn visit for the International 		
Dance Organization World Championships? How well did 		
Carolyn do at the competition?
2. What is unique about the Miss Dance of America competition?
3. Do you think Carolyn’s sacrifices to compete were worth it? Do
you think Carolyn is an inspiration to others? Why or why not?
ESSAY:
Why do you think the title of this book is Bold Moves? What does
it mean to be bold? Describe at least three times when you think
Carolyn showed she was bold. Did her story teach you anything
about boldness?
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Bold Moves:
A Dancer’s Journey
Answers to Discussion questions

Chapter 1:

1. Carolyn watched her cousin Patricia get ready to dance ballet.
Patricia looked beautiful and danced gracefully. This made Carolyn
want to be a dancer, too.
2. Carolyn is compared to Jennifer Lopez. At a young age, both 		
Carolyn and Jennifer Lopez felt like they just had to dance. Also,
both of them have become successful dancers.

about what was going on in Haiti. When she was younger, she
saw a beautiful and fun place. As an older girl, she saw that there
were many problems in Haiti.
2. Some Haitians are very afraid of the violence and are willing to
do anything to leave Haiti. Because of this, many risk their lives in
unsafe boats trying to get to America.

3. The author meant that Carolyn’s future was influenced by her past.
In other words, the events in Carolyn’s life have made her who she is.

3. Olivier and his friend were kidnapped while they were getting 		
pizza. One of the kidnappers later released them because he felt
sorry for them.

Chapter 2:

Chapter 6:

1. Carolyn lived with her grandparents in Haiti because her parents
were training to be doctors in America, and they were very busy.
Carolyn’s parents did not want their kids to grow up with babysitters, so they took them to Haiti.
2. The biggest hurdle Carolyn faced when she moved to America
was that she didn’t speak English.
3. Carolyn quit ballet the first time because she thought learning 		
all the positions was boring. The second time, she realized 		
that she would have to work hard to learn how to dance. Once
she learned this, dancing became fun.

Chapter 3:

1. Scoliosis is a curving of the spine. It causes the spine to move
and the vertebrae to rotate. Scoliosis can be very painful.
2. Carolyn knew that her scoliosis had gotten worse because her
back pain became worse.
3. Carolyn’s full-time brace was uncomfortable, but most of all it 		
made her feel different from the other kids.

Chapter 4:

1. Lyrical dance is a combination of ballet and jazz. The dance is
like telling a story, and the dancers are judged on how well they
express the lyrics through their dancing.

1. The Dance of Death was performed in the Middle Ages to keep
away the Black Death. The dance expressed the feelings of people who were scared of the disease.
2. All of the different dance styles are a way for dancers to express
themselves.
3. Competitive dance requires a commitment from the entire fam-		
ily because the competitions are so long. During competitions,
Carolyn’s dad stayed home with her brother, and her mom 		
changed her work schedule around the events.

Chapter 7:

1. Wobble chair exercises increase balance and strengthen the 		
muscles in the lower back.
2. Carolyn spent more time practicing than other dancers because
she first had to have therapy for hours to get her body to a place
where she could dance. Then, she was able to actually practice
dancing.
3. Carolyn’s schedule was very full, so she had little time for friends
who weren’t dancers. Many dancers are friends because they 		
understand how hard and different dancers’ lives are. All of them
have to watch their diet, be careful of injuries, and get plenty of
sleep.

Chapter 8:

2. Carolyn didn’t want to have back surgery because the doctor 		
made it clear that it would end her dance career.

1. Carolyn visited the country of Germany and the town of Riesa.
Carolyn won fourth place at this worldwide competition.

3. Carolyn decided to be homeschooled during her sophomore year
so she could have enough time for school, physical therapy, and
dance.

2. The Miss Dance of America competition is unique because it is
designed to find the most well-rounded dancer. Dancers are 		
judged on one dance performance, an interview, an essay, and
audition classes.

Chapter 5:

1. This means that since Carolyn was older, she understood more

3. Answers to this question will vary.
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Vocabulary Words

Bold Moves, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

desire
natural
dedication

peers
mentor
expectations

respected
rehearsals
toll

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

servants
ransom
inspiration

flee
pity
terror

culture
audition
prevent

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

graceful
uncertain
restricted

unique
traditional
devoted

Bold Moves, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

versatile
tribulations
ascension

unnerve
sabotage
unbearable

unassuming
endurance
culmination

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

corrupt
reunite
reminiscent

merchants
refugees
obscenely

monetary
universal
perceived

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

endure
traumatic
persevered

infamous
unorthodox
improvised
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All the Right Moves:
The Najee McGreen Story
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:
1. How old was Najee McGreen in 1993? Where did he live?
2. What is the object of chess, and how does a player win the 		
game?

2. What happens to people who drop out of school and fail to get
their high school diploma?
3. How should Najee have reacted when the boy took his Game 		
Boy? What lesson did Najee learn?

3. What happened during Mr. McGreen and Najee’s first game 		
of chess?

Chapter 6:
1. What are the responsibilities of a tournament director at a 		

Chapter 2:

chess tournament? How did Najee do in his first experience as

1. What is Kwanzaa?

a tournament director?

2. How did Najee do at the Kwanzaa chess tournament? What 		
was his reward?
3. How did Najee do at his second tournament? What did Najee 		
think about after the tournament?

2. What was Najee hired to do for The Right Move Chess 		
Foundation? As a result of his fine work, what other responsi-		
bility was given to Najee?
3. What is Techmaster Computer Works?

Chapter 3:

Chapter 7:

1. Fans don’t act the same way while watching a game of chess 		

1. What did “NFTE” do to help young people, and what contest 		

as they do with a sports event. Describe the differences. Also, 		
where is one spot in New York that chess is loud and exciting?
2. Describe the kind of chess played in Washington Square Park.
3. Who was Willie Foster? What happened during the game 		
between Willie and Najee?

was the organization holding?
2. What did the seven finalists of the NFTE competition have to 		
do? What was the result of the competition?
3. Where did Keyshawn Johnson grow up, and what did he do to
help out this area? Why do you think Najee felt a sense of 		
responsibility after listening to Keyshawn speak?

Chapter 4:
1. Explain what happened at the Great Days and Knights National
Chess Tournament in Tucson, Arizona.
2. How did Najee benefit when someone was hired to build his 		
school a computer?
3. Why did Najee decide that he wanted to skip camp? How did 		
this decision end up helping his chess game?

Chapter 8:
1. What college did Najee end up attending? What field did he 		
decide to study and why?
2. Where was Najee invited to go in February of 2006? What did
Najee do at this event?
3. Why do you think that Najee McGreen is an inspiration to others?

Chapter 5:
1. What did Najee’s parents tell him to do if he ever was robbed?
Why is this good advice?
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All the Right Moves:
The Najee McGreen Story
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:
1. In 1993, Najee McGreen was 5 years old. He lived in a small 		
house in the Bushwick neighborhood of Brooklyn.
2. The object of chess is to move pieces forward, trying to capture
your opponent’s pieces along the way. A player ultimately tries 		
to corner and trap an opponent’s king. When a king has
nowhere to move, this is known as checkmate. That is how a 		
player wins a game of chess.
3. After hearing the directions only once, 5-year-old Najee under-		
stood the game of chess and was able to play well immediately.
This “moment” made it obvious that Najee was a gifted chess 		
player.

Chapter 2:
1. Kwanzaa is a holiday observed by African Americans. It is
celebrated during the last week of the year. It was established in
1966 and honors African American heritage.
2. In this, his very first tournament, Najee easily defeated all his 		
opponents. He received a 3-inch trophy.
3. Najee lost all four games that he played, and none of them were
even close. Afterwards, he wasn’t discouraged or upset. 		
Instead, Najee was lost in thought — he was determined 		
to figure out his opponents’ strategies and why they had beaten
him so easily.

3. Willie Foster was about 30 years older than Najee. He made 		
his living hustling Wall Street executives in chess. He also had
about 25 years of experience playing speed chess. In the beginning of their game, Najee fell for one of Willie’s traps. However,
Najee also made some good moves and even captured one of 		
Willie’s best pieces. The end of the game was exciting, with
both players moving very quickly because of the time limit. 		
Willie, the more experienced player, eventually prevailed, but he
made it clear that he had respect for Najee.

Chapter 4:
1. When Najee first arrived, he saw that 500 kids had registered
in his division. Najee was rated number 150 out of the 500. 		
Although Najee made some mistakes during the tournament,
he impressively ended up placing 30th.
2. Najee’s school hired a man named Stephen to build them a 		
computer. Every day after school, Najee watched Stephen take
spare parts and put them together. Stephen even explained to 		
Najee how everything worked. This helped Najee learn about 		
building computers.
3. Najee decided that he wanted to skip camp so he could use
the money to buy computer parts and try to build a computer. 		
After spending all summer on the project, Najee was success-		
ful. With a computer and Internet access at home, Najee was 		
now able to chat online with other chess players, and also learn
about new software. This helped Najee improve in chess, and 		
bridge the gap with other kids who had the same technology 		
available to them.

Chapter 3:
1. Unlike a sporting event, which features loud applause, music, 		
and cheerleaders, chess is a quiet and “proper” game. Even at
chess tournaments, fans typically don’t get loud or excited. 		
However, the chess games played at Washington Square Park
are usually just the opposite — loud and exciting.
2. Speed chess is played in Washington Square Park. Each player
is limited to a set amount of time — 10 minutes. Other than
losing by checkmate, a player can also lose by exceeding the 		
time limit.
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Chapter 5:
1. Najee’s parents told him, “Give them whatever they want and 		
then call the police. Don’t be a hero.” This is good advice 		
because it is much better to make sure you are safe than to risk
your life for a material object.
2. Not getting a high school diploma sets a person up for disap-		
pointment. Many people learn that the world treats them
unkindly when they don’t have an education. Some kids that 		
drop out face poverty, jail, and in some cases even a violent 		
death.
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3. Instead of running after him, Najee should have called the police
when the boy took his Game Boy. Najee learned that some		
times avoiding a wrong move is just as important as making a 		
right move.

Chapter 6:
1. A tournament director combines chess knowledge with
computer skill. He is responsible for organizing the event
and arranging the times of each match. He also determines 		
which players should square off against each other. Najee did
a great job as the tournament director, and everyone said that 		
the chess tournament ran smoothly with him in charge.

Chapter 8:
1. Najee ended up going to college at Johns Hopkins University. 		
He decided to study medicine because he realized he could 		
have a bigger impact on the world this way.
2. Najee was invited to the State of the Black Union 2006
conference in Houston, Texas. Tavis Smiley hosted this event 		
and personally invited Najee. At this conference, Najee gave a 		
speech and also had the opportunity to meet and interact with 		
influential African American leaders.
3. Answers will vary.

2. Najee was asked to build a new website for The Right Move 		
Chess Foundation. The chairman liked the new website so 		
much that he immediately put Najee in charge of maintaining it.
3. Techmaster Computer Works is a computer business in which
Najee repairs computers and designs websites. Najee began 		
this business when he was only 14 years old.

Chapter 7:
1. NFTE helped young people move ahead in business and
education. They were holding a contest for teenage business 		
owners. The business that showed the most potential for 		
growth would be named the winner.
2. The seven finalists, including Najee, had to give a speech to the
judges. The finalists had to explain what their business did and
how it had room to grow. Najee ended up winning the competition and a cash prize.
3. Keyshawn Johnson grew up in a poor neighborhood in south 		
central Los Angeles. He ultimately helped out this area by
convincing athletes and business leaders to invest money.
After this, conditions in south central Los Angeles began to 		
improve. Answers to the second part of the question will vary.
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Vocabulary Words
All the Right Moves, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 5:

specific
conducting
guide

worthwhile
snatched
incident

Chapter 2:

Chapter 6:

established
awe
humiliating

familiar
potential
designed

Chapter 3:

Chapter 7:

proper
executives
valuable

rejected
accolades
invest

Chapter 4:

Chapter 8:

reported
spare
project

interact
ambition
force

All the Right Moves, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 5:

charismatic
hub
countering

hardened
mogul
uncharted

Chapter 2:

Chapter 6:

festivities
identified
devastating

expertise
unveiled
relatively

Chapter 3:

Chapter 7:

blossomed
dignified
boisterous

wavered
subsided
maximizing

Chapter 4:

Chapter 8:

blistering
hovering
visualize

noble
renowned
poise
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Born to Run:
The Brittany Young Story
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 5:

1. Describe where Brittany Young lives. What does Brittany like 		

1. What race did Brittany run for her first time on a “real” track, 		

about this place?
2. Why was there a fire pit at the old farm near the Youngs’ 		
house? Since there were no flames left in the fire pit, 		
how were Brittany’s legs burned?
3. Why did the medical team decide that Brittany should be flown
to Honolulu?

and how did she do? How fast did she run this event in 		
the MIL finals, and with what result?
2. How did Brittany raise money to go on a trip to Spain? How 		
much money did she raise doing this?
3. Why did Brittany’s normal running strategy not work in 		
Baltimore? What did she learn?

Chapter 2:

Chapter 6:

1. What was the good and bad news that the doctors had for Brittany?

1. How did Brittany do at the state cross-country meet? How did

2. Why did Brittany’s bandages have to be changed twice a day?
Why was this such a painful process?
3. Why did Brittany get to eat so much while she was in the hospital?

this compare to her placing the year before?
2. What sport did Brittany decide to play instead of soccer? 		
What position did she play, and why was she a great choice 		
for this role?

Chapter 3:
1. What are Jobst stockings? For how long did Brittany have to 		

3. What were some of Brittany’s achievements during her sopho		
more year of high school? How had sports and her busy 		
schedule affected her physically?

wear these stockings?
2. What is “grafting”? Why didn’t Brittany think her scars were 		
that bad?
3. What was Brittany’s first real athletic experience? What was 		
the surprising outcome?

Chapter 7:
1. What shocking announcement did Brittany’s father make in this
chapter?
2. What is exercise-induced asthma? What was Brittany given to

Chapter 4:
1. What sport did Brittany learn when she was 12? What did 		
she enjoy about this sport?
2. Where did Brittany go on her eighth grade winterim? Describe

help her breathing, and when was she supposed to use it?
3. Why did Brittany end up concentrating on longer races, and 		
what other changes did she make? How did these changes 		
affect her performance?

her trip.
3. What was the outcome of the first race that Brittany ran in the 		

Chapter 8:

sixth grade? How had Brittany improved by the time she was 		

1. How did Brittany do at the state championship 800-meter race?

in eighth grade?

2. What are some plans that Brittany has for the future?
3. Why do you think Brittany is such a good runner? Do you think
Brittany is an inspiration to others? Why or why not?
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Born to Run:
The Brittany Young Story
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 3:

1. Brittany Young lives in Maui, which is one of the eight Hawaiian
islands. Maui is beautiful and is even small enough to drive 		
around in one day. Brittany loves to surf, snorkel, paddle, and 		
barbecue at the beach. She also loves Maui’s famous sunsets.

1. Jobst stockings are medical socks that protect the feet of burn
victims. Brittany had to wear them for two years.

2. The owner of the old farm had an old eucalyptus tree that had 		
died. The tree was gone, but the stump remained because the 		
owner did not want to pay to have it removed. Instead, he 		
burned it and turned it into a fire pit.
Although there were no flames in the pit, there were still 		
extremely hot coals at the bottom. These coals probably 		
reached a temperature of 1200 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. The medical team decided that it would be best for Brittany to 		
be flown to Honolulu because this city has several hospitals 		
including a burn center. It was necessary for Brittany to get the
best care possible so her legs could heal properly.

Chapter 2:
1. The bad news was that 15 percent of Brittany’s body had been
burned. In many spots, these were third degree burns. 		
Brittany’s feet were the worst, and the doctors were afraid that
she might lose some of her toes. The good news was that it 		
was a “clean burn.” It was actually a good thing that Brittany 		
wasn’t wearing any shoes because if she had been, they would
have melted into her feet. That would have made the burn even
worse, and the doctors might have had to amputate.
2. Burn victims’ bandages have to be changed often because, 		
with their skinned burned and damaged, they are more likely to
get infections. Changing the bandages was very painful 		
because her legs had to be scrubbed for 20 minutes to 		
remove the old skin. This hurt so much that Brittany had to hold
a Popsicle stick in her mouth to keep from screaming.
3. Burn victims tend to lose a lot of weight while recovering 		
because their bodies use 10,000-15,000 calories a day to fight
the burn. This means that they have to eat a lot to maintain their
weight.

2. “Grafting” is a surgical procedure in which doctors transplant 		
living tissue to replace a damaged part. Brittany didn’t think her
burns were that bad because she had seen much worse burns
on other kids at the Shriners Hospital. She knew that compared
with them, her burns were actually minor.
3. Brittany’s first real athletic experience was the Fun Run at her 		
elementary school. This was a fundraising event in which stu-		
dents race twice around the playing fields. Brittany’s friend 		
Lindsay usually wins the race, but surprisingly Lindsay and 		
Brittany crossed the finish line first together.

Chapter 4:
1. When she was 12, Brittany learned how to surf. She loved 		
the challenge of surfing, but she also enjoyed the sport’s quiet 		
side. Brittany liked waiting for waves and catching glimpses of 		
animals like green sea turtles or humpback whales.
2. For Brittany’s eighth grade winterim, Brittany hiked into the 		
Haleakala Crater. The crater is very steep, and the hike into it is
strenuous. Brittany spent three nights in cabins in the crater, 		
hiking and learning about Haleakala.
3. In sixth grade, Brittany ran her first race and came in almost 		
dead last. Then, by the time she was in eighth grade, Brittany 		
had won several second place ribbons.

Chapter 5:
1. Brittany ran the 400-meter dash for her first run on a real track.
She ran the race in 63 seconds and qualified for the state 		
finals. In the MIL finals, she ran the race in 59.02 seconds and 		
set a record that still holds today.
2. Brittany raised money to go to Spain by baking pies. She
ended up raising $4,000, which was $1,000 more than she 		
needed.
3. Brittany’s normal strategy was to stay behind the leaders and 		
then out-sprint them during the last 200 meters. This did not 		
work because Brittany was trapped in a large and tight group 		
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of runners. Brittany tried to pass them, but she was nudged 		
hard. This caused her to fall into the metal edge that bordered 		
the infield. Brittany learned that the East Coast had a more 		
physical style than the runners in Maui.

2. Brittany wants to compete in the 800-meter run on a national 		
level, and she also would like to run competitively in college. 		
Brittany also wishes to organize a 10K run to benefit the 		
Shriners Hospitals for Children. She wants to give something 		
back to the place and the people that helped her recover.
3. Answers to these questions will vary.

Chapter 6:
1. At the cross-country meet, Brittany placed fourth out of 185 		
runners. The year before, Brittany had placed 97th.
2. Instead of playing soccer, Brittany decided to try paddling. 		
She took the position of stroker, which is the person who sets 		
the pace for the boat. Brittany was a great stroker because
she had strength and stamina, and she was used to pushing 		
through pain. She also never gave up.
3. During her sophomore year, Brittany went to a state
championship three times. She was named the Maui 			
Interscholastic League Female Runner of the Year, made the 		
All-Star Team, and also received an Honorable Mention for the 		
400-meter dash. In her greatest honor, she was named the 		
Seabury Hall Female Athlete of the Year. However, Brittany’s 		
busy schedule had taken a toll on her. She was tired and
worn out.

Chapter 7:
1. In this chapter, Brittany’s father announced that the family was 		
moving because the house had been sold. This was very 		
shocking for Brittany because she had lived there since she 		
was 2 weeks old, and she had become very attached to
her home.
2. Exercise-induced asthma is a breathing disorder that occurs 		
when someone’s body is under a lot of physical stress. 		
Brittany was given an inhaler to help her breathing, and she 		
was supposed to use it before she ran.
3. Tom Rehrer, a long distance coach, became Brittany’s new
coach. To play to both of their strengths, it was decided that
Brittany should concentrate on longer races. They made a goal
for Brittany to become the state champion in the 800-meter
run. The coach also decided to pace Brittany so she didn’t
wear out. The new program worked so well that Brittany did not
have trouble breathing, and she raced the entire season without
losing.

Chapter 8:
1. Although Brittany did not meet her goal of running the race in 		
2:15, she made it to the finish line first with a time of 2:19:08.
Brittany became the new state champion in the 800-meter run.
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Born to Run:

The Brittany Young Story
Vocabulary Words
Born to Run, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

unique
logic
devastating

extracurricular
strenuous
determined

inseparable
disorder
induced

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

amputate
procedure
deformed

spurt
unwilling
passive

reduce
prioritize
obsessive

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

tender
dwell
ordeal

preferred
obligations
fundraising

Born to Run, Touchdown Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

defying
secluded
prognosis

unbridled
expansive
elude

labored
compensate
assets

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

susceptible
unbearable
mesmerized

terrorist
enthralled
passive

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

compression
exposed
tempting
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cherished
endure
accolades
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forefront
ridicule
diminish

Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Who’s Got Next:
Future Leaders of America
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

1. What was Joelle’s first big break, and why was she so nervous

1. Where did Chris Forsell rush off to when his pager went off? 		

about it?
2. Which famous guest judge complimented Joelle, and what did 		
he say? How far did Joelle go in the Star Search competition?
3. Why does Joelle say her life is “like a balancing act”?
4. What is Kids with a Cause? How was Joelle recognized for 		
her work with the organization?

Why?
2. How did Chris’s interest in firefighting begin? How did his 		
father’s job also influence Chris’s desire to become a 		
firefighter?
3. What kind of summer camp does Chris attend? What does he
learn there?
4. What does R.A.C.E. stand for? What does Chris recommend 		

Chapter 2:
1. What are some of the chores that Tyler performs on his family’s

families do to prepare for a fire?
5. Do you think Chris will be a good firefighter? Why or why not?

dairy farm? What crops are grown on their land and why?
2. Describe the process that the Rib-Arrow Dairy uses for milking
cows and eventually selling the milk.
3. How is farming a family tradition for Tyler?
4. Why do Tyler and his parents take education very seriously? 		
What kinds of classes will Tyler take in college and why?
5. Why do you think Tyler is a member of the organization called 		
Future Farmers of America?

Chapter 5:
1. Why were Lindsay and her teammates in Florida?
2. What shocking news did Lindsay and her family receive? What
is chemotherapy?
3. How did the competition end up being a turning point in 		
Lindsay’s fight against cancer?
4. What is the Make-A-Wish Foundation? What did this organi-		
zation do for Lindsay and her family?

Chapter 3:
1. Who is famous for making red velvet cake on Thanksgiving 		
in Henry’s family? Who else has learned to make this

Chapter 6:

delicious cake?

1. Describe Bryan Roy. Where does he live? What are his interests?

2. What is FCCLA? What sort of things do members of FCCLA do?
3. Describe someone named in this chapter who had a positive 		

2. What is The Spruce News? What kind of stories were in this 		
publication?

influence on his or her community. How did he or she make a 		

3. What occurred after Bryan enrolled in Journalism 2?

difference?

4. What happened to Bryan in the section “The Republican”?

4. Why does Henry like public speaking? Which speakers does 		

5. What is Teen Scene? Why is it so popular?

he admire and why?
5. Which three sports has Henry played? Why does Henry want 		
to become a professional athlete?

Chapter 7:
1. What is the definition of “dissect”? Why do doctors and sci-		
entists dissect things?
2. Why did Ashley feel that dissecting the cat was a worthwhile 		
project?
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Who’s Got Next:
Future Leaders of America
Discussion Questions

3. What happened to Ashley that made her want to become a 		
doctor?
4. What are two very important school subjects for a doctor? 		
Which medical school does Ashley want to attend?
5. What is Kick Butts? What do Ashley and her brother 		
Lawrence do for Kick Butts?

Chapter 8:
1. What is Teen Court? How does K.L. Cleeton participate in 		
Teen Court?
2. Why did Timothy Jenkins’s trial seem easy at first?
3. What was the positive outcome of Timothy Jenkins’s trial?
4. What events in K.L.’s life have led to his fascination with politics?
5. Why does K.L. have to use a wheelchair? Why do you think “2
Fast 4 U” is a good way to describe K.L.?
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Who’s Got Next:
Future Leaders of America
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 3:

2. Magic Johnson was a Star Search judge, and he told her, “Girl,
you’ve got soul and attitude.” Joelle ended up making it to the 		
semifinals of the Star Search competition.

2. FCCLA stands for Family, Career, and Community Leaders of 		
America. This organization focuses on issues that are important
to young people. Members of FCCLA discuss important
topics, and they also give back to the community.

1. Joelle’s first big break was singing the national anthem for a 		
baseball team. She was nervous because she had to sing in 		
front of 10,000 people.

3. Joelle’s music career requires a lot of work, but doing well in 		
school also takes a lot of effort and time. Since singing and 		
getting an education are both important to Joelle, she has 		
learned to make time for both of these things.
4. Kids with a Cause is an organization with many young enter-		
tainers as members. These kids help out those who are less 		
fortunate. In 2004, Kids with a Cause honored Joelle by
naming her Kid of the Year.

1. Henry’s mom is famous for making red velvet cake on 		
Thanksgiving. Henry has also learned to make this cake and 		
has even won cooking contests with it.

3. Answers will vary, but students should describe Ida Gary, Janie
Bing, or E.L. Bing.
4. Henry likes public speaking because it is a powerful way to 		
express his point of view. He admires African American
speakers such as Malcolm X and Marcus Garvey. In Henry’s 		
own words, “They were men that spoke with incredible power 		
and energy. They never worried about offending people.
They talked about the need for equality for African Americans.”

Chapter 2:

5. Henry has played soccer, football, and basketball. He wants to
be a pro athlete because he knows that people listen to them.
As a star athlete, Henry wants to make a difference in the 		
world by spreading a positive message.

2. The cows’ teats are washed and cleaned and then attached to
a milking machine. This machine sends the milk to a large
container that keeps the milk cold and fresh. Then, the milk is 		
shipped to a company that sells it for the dairy.

Chapter 4:

1. Tyler keeps his family’s cows happy and healthy by feeding 		
them, cleaning their stalls, and even giving them medicine. 		
Alfalfa, corn, and winter wheat are grown on the Ribeiros’ land 		
to feed the family’s 3,000 cows.

3. Tyler’s great-grandfather came to California from Portugal in 		
1920 and got a job milking cows. In 1924, he sent for his 		
brothers, and they began farming in the city of Tulare. Eighty 		
years later, their descendants still live and work on the dairy 		
farm.
4. Tyler and his parents take education very seriously because 		
Tyler needs a good education if he is going to run his family’s 		
farm in the future. In college, Tyler will take classes related to 		
farming, and he will also take business classes. Tyler wants to 		
be prepared for taking care of the farm and running it like a 		
good business.
5. Answers may vary. Tyler is probably a member of Future 		
Farmers of America because he wants to learn as much as he 		
can about farming. He may also want to meet other kids who 		
plan to become farmers in the future.

1. When his pager went off, Chris rushed to the fire station 		
because he is a member of the South Burlington Fire 		
Department (SBFD) Junior Firefighting Training Program.
This program teaches qualified teenagers about being
firefighters.
2. Chris’s interest in firefighting began with a video he loved when
he was young. It was called “Fire and Rescue.” Mr. Forsell 		
has also influenced his son because he is the safety officer with
the South Burlington Fire Department. Chris has had the 		
opportunity to drive to the scene of some fires with his father 		
and watch the firefighters in action. Seeing them motivates 		
Chris to work hard at his goal to become a firefighter.
3. Chris goes to a camp for future firefighters. At this camp,
Chris and other teenagers learn firefighting and emergency 		
service skills. They also learn about teamwork and how to use 		
special equipment such as a self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA).
4. R.A.C.E. stands for rescue, alarm, contain, evacuate. These 		
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Future Leaders of America
Answers to Discussion Questions

steps help people remember what to do in case of a fire. Chris
also recommends that families have practice fire drills so everyone is prepared.
5. Answers to this question will vary.

Chapter 5:

1. Lindsay and her teammates were dancing in the Universal 		
Dance Association National Competition, which is held 		
in Florida.
2. Doctors explained that Lindsay had a large, cancerous tumor 		
near her hip. Chemotherapy is a treatment in which powerful 		
drugs are pumped into a person’s body. These drugs kill 		
cancer cells before they can spread.
3. The competition ended up being a turning point because 		
Lindsay decided that she wouldn’t let cancer stop her 		
from doing the things that she loves.
4. The Make-A-Wish Foundation is an organization that grants 		
wishes from kids that are suffering from serious illnesses. The 		
foundation granted a wish for Lindsay and her family by 		
sending them on a trip to Hawaii.

Chapter 6:

1. Bryan is a young man who lives in Agawam, Massachusetts. 		
He loves baseball and is a huge Red Sox fan. He even plays 		
for the Agawam High Brownies. Bryan is also a reporter who
is constantly looking for a good story.
2. When Bryan was 10 years old, he decided to publish his own 		
newspaper and call it The Spruce News. Bryan wrote stories 		
about sports, school, and current events.
3. Soon after enrolling in Journalism 2, Bryan’s articles started 		
showing up in the Agawam Mirror, his high school newspaper.
4. In this section, 15-year-old Bryan decided to try to get a job 		
writing for a real newspaper. The newspaper called The 		
Republican called him in for an interview and eventually 		
gave him a job as a reporter.
5. Teen Scene is a newspaper column for teenagers written by a 		
teenager — Bryan Roy. It is very popular because Bryan is
willing to speak his mind about topics that interest teenagers.
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Chapter 7:

1. “Dissect” means to cut something open. Doing this helps
doctors and scientists learn more about living things. 		
Dissecting can lead to new diseases being discovered or new 		
medicines being invented.
2. In the future, Ashley wants to be a doctor, so she is happy
anytime she gets to learn something that may help her get
closer to her dream.
3. When Ashley was 6 years old, her mother passed away. 		
Ashley was with her mother the day that she was taken to the 		
hospital for the last time. Ever since then, Ashley has wanted to
help sick people by becoming a doctor.
4. Two very important school subjects for a doctor are math and 		
science. In the future, Ashley wants to attend the medical 		
school at Johns Hopkins University.
5. Kick Butts is an anti-smoking drive. Its purpose is to educate 		
kids about the dangers of tobacco. For Kick Butts, Ashley and 		
Lawrence go to meetings and plan events like the one they 		
organized at the state capital. They even go to convenience 		
stores and ask managers to sign a pledge to help kids stay 		
away from cigarettes.

Chapter 8:

1. Teen Court is a program in Effingham, Illinois that is designed 		
for teens who break the law. In Teen Court, the lawyers and 		
jury are teenagers. K.L Cleeton is a lawyer in Teen Court.
2. The trial seemed easy because there was a lot of evidence 		
against Timothy, and he had even confessed to the police.
3. The judge threw the case out of court. Instead of Timothy
getting in trouble for something he did not do, his stepmother 		
agreed to get help for her drinking problem. She did not have 		
to go to jail, and because K.L. exposed her problem, she was 		
able to get back on the road to getting better.
4. In 2004, K.L. had the opportunity to go to a presidential 		
debate. He saw George W. Bush square off against John 		
Kerry. K.L. was also able to see Illinois Governor Rod 		
Blagojevich deliver a speech. The governor even talked to K.L. 		
and invited him to his mansion in Springfield.
5. K.L. has to use a wheelchair because he has a disease called 		
spinal muscular atrophy. Answers to the second part of 		
the question will vary.
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Vocabulary

Who’s Got Next?
Future Leaders of America
Vocabulary Words
Who’s Got Next?, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

appearing
preparing
promising

tragic
influence
advises

patiently
consistently
collect

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

property
produce
amputated

minor
effective
audition

accused
evidence
scene

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

platters
bond
embrace

historic
ambitious
column

Who’s Got Next?, Touchdown Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

decorative
dynamic
detract

designated
conferred
transfixed

soothing
gratifying
intervened

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

exuberant
descendants
prosperity

scorching
refined
conclusive

surveillance
scanning
solemnly

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

contemporary
bolstering
virtues

glisten
blustery
resourceful
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Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:
1. Close to the Edge: Describe the setting: Where are the two 		
boys playing? What are they doing?

5. Stepping His Way Up: Christian says, “You’ve got to step 		
your way up. You can’t jump over everything.” What does 		
Christian mean when he says that?

2. Family Tradition: How is baseball a part of the Domenicks’ 		
family tradition?
3. Crashing Through: What happens to Patrick in this section?
4. A Day at the Ballpark: What is the Little League World 		

Chapter 4:
1. Stepping Up: What is the name of the golf course Matt is 		

Series? What are the steps for a team to get the chance 		

playing on? Why is this particular tournament so important for

to play in the Little League World Series?

Matt?

5. Hero by the Bay: What does Angelo do when he notices that 		
Patrick’s entire body is shaking?
6. A Major Opportunity: Describe what happens after Angelo hits
a home run over the center field wall.

2. A Strange Combination: Matt is a huge sports fan. Name his 		
favorite baseball, football, basketball, and hockey teams.
3. Turning Point: What causes Matt to lose his concentration on
the 11th hole?
4. Something Has to Give: How did Matt’s decision to focus on 		
golf pay off in his first year of junior high?

Chapter 2:

5. The Big Shot: Describe the shot Matt has to make to shoot a 69.

1. Extra Point: Why are M & M so surprised when Michelle takes

6. Love of the Game: Why does Matt spend so much of his time

off her helmet?

playing golf?

2. Inspiration: Which famous soccer player is an inspiration to 		
Michelle? What does Michelle say to her sister?
3. Tryout: What team is Michelle trying out for? Why is she so 		
worried about the tryout?
4. Tradition: Michelle is about to have a big celebration for her 		
15th birthday. What is this celebration called? Describe 		
the event.

Chapter 5:
1. Run: Describe the daydream Caryn has while watching 		
Jonathan run. Whose voice wakes her up from the dream? Is 		
this person speaking to Caryn or to someone else?
2. A Second Sport: Why is Coach Johnson confused when Caryn 		
tells him that she is at the cross-country tryouts to run?
3. The Race of Her Life: What is cystic fibrosis?

Chapter 3:
1. The Tournament: What do the Badgers do before the start
of the championship game? What does Christian say to his 		

4. The Meet: Where does the State Championship Meet take 		
place? Why is the course so difficult?
5. Anything Is Possible: What is a “flutter”? How does it help Caryn?

teammates?
2. What’s All the Buzz About: Describe Christian’s unusual 		
hobby. What does this hobby have to do with honey?
3. Carolina Blue: Which basketball team does “Carolina Blue” 		
refer to? What did Christian do for his birthday last year?
4. “CP5”: What does “CP5” stand for? How did Christian’s
team do at the AAU 11-and-under Boys’ National 			
Championships?
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Chapter 6:
1. The Coach’s Son: Why are the Panthers nervous about play-		
ing the Warriors? Who is the best player on the Warriors?
2. Born to Play: Where did Eduardo’s mom often take him when
he was a baby, and what did he love to watch?
3. A Big Moment: Describe the play that leads to Eduardo’s goal.
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4. More Than Soccer: What did Eduardo do that led to him 		
being on television?

Chapter 9:
1. Injury: Who gets injured? Why is this injury so significant?
2. Replacement: Why do the coaches think that Hunt is a good 		
candidate to be Joey’s replacement?

Chapter 7:
1. All-Star Game: What does a college basketball coach say to 		
Nikki’s dad about Nikki?
2. Hard Worker: What is the Marlborough School and how long 		
has it been around?
3. Heart of a Lion: What change did Coach Brown make after 		

3. The New Position: What five words does Hunt speak to his 		
teammates to inspire them? Why is it so important to get his 		
teammates to believe in him?
4. The Quiet General: “With one head-turning play, Hunt would 		
no longer be known simply as Joey’s replacement.” What does
this quote mean? What actually happens?

realizing how good Nikki was on the basketball court? Did this
ever happen to Nikki again?
4. Staples Center: What happens to Nikki and her father at the 		
Staples Center before the game? What happens at halftime?
5. Directing the Future: What are Nikki and her friends doing in 		
her backyard?

Chapter 8:
1. The Legendary Andre Agassi: Who is Andre Agassi? What 		
leads to Raymond playing a point against him?
2. One Achievement After Another: When did Raymond start 		
playing tennis?
3. World Traveler: Why does Raymond often travel to the 		
Philippines? Where else has he traveled?
4. The Life of a World-Class Tennis Player: Where does 		
Raymond go to school? From what you read, describe a 		
typical day in Raymond’s life.
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 3:

2. Angelo’s great-grandfather and his friends brought baseball to 		
the town of Belleville. They founded the Belleville Little League
and built a clubhouse, a field, and dugouts.

2. Christian’s hobby is beekeeping. Not only does he take care of
his bees by feeding them sugar water, but he and his family 		
also give out the honey as holiday gifts.

3. Trying to impress Angelo, Patrick throws a rock as far as he 		
can into the bay. He throws it so hard that he falls over the 		
net that blocks off the bay. Patrick then lands in the freezing 		
cold water.

3. “Carolina Blue” is the color of the uniforms worn by the 		
University of North Carolina’s Tar Heels. For his birthday, 		
Christian attended a UNC game, which ended up being a Tar 		
Heel victory.

4. The Little League World Series is the highest level of
youth baseball anywhere, and kids from all over the world 		
compete in the tournament. To make it to the series, a team 		
has to win their district and then compete against other dis-		
trict winners to become regional champions. Then, once 		
a team defeats the other regional champions, they receive an 		
invitation to Williamsport, where the Little League World Series
is played.

4. “CP5” is Christian’s nickname that stands for his initials (C.P.)
and his jersey number, which is the number five. Christian’s 		
team won seven out of nine games at the AAU 11-and-under 		
Boys’ National Championships. Because of this, the 			
team earned a top 10 national ranking.

1. Angelo and Patrick are playing outside in the snow, in 		
28-degree New Jersey weather. The cousins are in their aunt’s
backyard, which is at the edge of a large bay. Angelo is 		
building a snowman while Patrick is skipping rocks in the bay.

5. Angelo lifts Patrick above his head so he can be out of the 		
freezing water, while Angelo swims to the edge of the bay.
6. After Angelo hits a home run, his teammates run out of the 		
dugout to meet him. When Angelo reaches home base, 		
they mob him and slap his helmet in excitement.

Chapter 2:

1. M & M are surprised because they assumed that the kicker for
Valley View was male. However, when Michelle takes off her 		
helmet, they realize she is a girl.

1. Before the start of the game, the team places their hands 		
together, jumps up and down, bumps chests, and shouts. 		
Christian tells his teammates, “This is the championship game!
Let’s go, we can beat these guys! This is our time!”

5. Christian knows that dreams are important, but it is also very 		
important to focus on improving skills. For Christian, this 		
means not only focusing on basketball, but also paying a lot of
attention in school and getting a good education.

Chapter 4:

1. Matt is playing at Pine Hills Golf Course. This tournament is so
important for Matt because he has made it his goal to win the 		
Junior Golf Tour.
2. Matt’s favorite sports teams all play in New York. He likes the 		
Mets baseball team, the Giants football team, the Knicks 		
basketball team, and the Rangers hockey team.
3. When Matt thinks about his score, he loses his concentration.

2. Mia Hamm is an inspiration to Michelle. She tells her sister, “I 		
want to be like Mia. Now I know what I have to do. I can’t wait 		
to get started.”
3. Michelle is trying out for the Mexican National Junior Soccer 		
Team. She is worried about the tryout because not only does 		
she notice how good the other players are, but she also 		
sees that she is the youngest player who was invited to try out.
4. This celebration is called a quinceañera. It begins in the church
where family and friends gather and give thanks. Then the 		
mariachi band arrives and plays traditional Mexican music. After
this, they have dinner and cake, and then dance all night.
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4. His decision to play golf paid off because he made it to the 		
state qualifying tournament.
5. To shoot a 69, Matt has to putt the ball on the green uphill and
to the left — and make it travel 40 feet into the hole. If he 		
holes the difficult putt, it will be the greatest shot of his life.
6. The main reason that Matt spends so much time playing golf
is because of his “love of the game.” Matt enjoys the tourna-		
ments, the pressure, and even the clothes!
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Chapter 5:

1. While Caryn watches Jonathan run, she daydreams that she is
running on the track, faster than ever before. Coach Johnson 		
wakes up Caryn from her daydream by saying, “Okay, Wixom, 		
strong finish now.” However, the coach is speaking to Jonathan.
2. Coach Johnson is confused because he knows that Caryn has
already tried out for, and made, the varsity girls’ soccer team.
3. Caryn explains cystic fibrosis very well by saying, “There’s a 		
lot of mucus in your lungs, and it makes you cough a lot. It also
makes it hard to breathe.” This is a serious disease because 		
there is still no cure for it.
4. The State Championship Meet takes place in Jefferson City. 		
The course is very difficult because the first mile of the 		
3-mile race is almost entirely uphill.
5. A “flutter” is a device that looks like an asthma inhaler. When 		
Caryn blows out through the flutter, pressure builds up in her 		
lungs. The flutter then causes her to cough, which loosens the
mucus that clogs her chest.

Chapter 6:

1. The Panthers are nervous about playing the Warriors because
they are the reigning league champions. The best player on 		
the Warriors is Alfonso Lopez.
2. When he was a baby, Eduardo’s mom took him to the soccer 		
field to see his dad play. He loved to watch his dad chase the ball.
3. Eduardo got the ball loose from Alfonso and kicked it over to 		
Freddie Cooper. Eduardo pretended to settle in for defense, 		
and when Alfonso fell for the trap, Freddie kicked the 		
ball sharply back to Eduardo. Eduardo then ran forward 		
with the ball. But Alfonso was gaining on him, so Eduardo 		
kicked the ball as hard as he could and scored.
4. Eduardo joined a club that cleaned up a local creek that had 		
been polluted by litter. The local TV station found out that the 		
club had done something positive for the community an inter-		
viewed the club about the work that they had done.

Chapter 7:

1. Nikki’s dad says, “A college coach walked over and told me 		
that Nikki is going to be a major college player.”
2. The Marlborough School is an all-girls school in Los Angeles 		
that is known for having high academic standards. The school 		
is over 100 years old.

5. Nikki, her brother, and her friends are making a movie in the 		
backyard. Nikki is the director and the set designer.

Chapter 8:

1. Andre Agassi is a famous tennis player who has won 		
Wimbledon, the U.S. Open, and every other major tennis 		
competition in the world. After Andre wins a professional
competition, he stays on the court to help out a local tennis 		
organization. He agrees to play with some of the younger 		
players. The kids would then get to hit a couple of balls with 		
Andre Agassi. Raymond ends up playing a point against 		
him, after he shows Agassi what a good player he is.
2. Raymond started early at tennis, with a plastic tennis racket 		
being his favorite toy. By the age of 6, Raymond was already
a good tennis player.
3. Raymond travels to the Philippines a lot because that is where
both of his parents were born. He has also traveled all over the
United States, to Europe, and even to South Africa.
4. Raymond is taught by his parents or a tutor at home, which 		
is called homeschooling. A typical day in Raymond’s life would
be learning some subjects at home, playing tennis for at least 		
three or four hours, eating dinner, doing more homework, and 		
then finally going to bed.

Chapter 9:

1. Joey Johnson injures his knee badly. This injury is very signifi-		
cant to the Saints because Joey is the quarterback, and 		
the first game is less than a week away.
2. The coaches think that Hunt is a good candidate because 		
he knows football very well and never misses a game. Plus,
the coaches know him as someone who will never give up.
3. Hunt says to his teammates, “Pride, respect, love, protect, 		
togetherness.” This is the team motto. It is important for his 		
teammates to believe in him because, as the quarterback, Hunt
is the team leader. If they trust him, they can all work together 		
to be a good team.
4. This quote means that Hunt needs to make a great play, and 		
throw a touchdown, to prove that he’s a good quarter		
back. This is what actually happens when Hunt fakes a handoff
and then throws the ball 30 yards to Billy. Billy then easily runs
in for a touchdown.

3. After realizing how good Nikki was, Coach Brown stopped let-		
ting her play with the girls. The same thing happened when she
was in middle school, and the coach made her a starter on the
boys’ team.
4. Since it was Father’s Day, there was a father-daughter threepoint shooting contest. Nikki and her father entered and won. 		
At halftime, she went out on the court to shoot in front of 		
10,000 people. Nikki ended up making more than half of 		
her three-point shots!
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Vocabulary

Future Stars of America
Vocabulary Words

Future Stars of America, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

accurate
sprint
towering

excel
regroup
tradition

seek
standards
rusty

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

attempt
progress
heritage

humid
representing
deflate

feisty
sponsored
modesty

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

mission
loyalty
flashy

cocky
snickered
source

swollen
characteristic
lug

Future Stars of America, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

solid
drift
opposing

site
remaining
devote

demanding
enrolled
promotion

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

intense
dominate
potential

solution
relate
clogs

local
schedule
assume

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

hesitate
compliment
attend

develop
display
poke

buckle
react
replacement
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Reading Comprehension Questions & Answers

Future Stars of America 2
Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

1. Dawn Patrol: What is “the Pool”? Where does Clay live?

1. Land of the Midnight Sun: What are Jack and his father doing 		

2. Surfing Baby: Aside from Clay, who else in his family surfs? Do
you think that his family’s interest in surfing contributed 		
to Clay becoming so interested in the sport?
3. Hanging Out with Kelly: Who is Kelly Slater? What country 		
was Clay surfing in alongside Kelly?
4. Unique Bond: Aside from surfing, what does Clay like to do in 		
his spare time?
5. Perfect 10: What is the reason that Clay has come to 		
California? Why is this section titled Perfect 10?

in the garage? Who comes over to hang out with Jack?
2. Captain Jack: Who are the Mighty Moose? What advantage do
they have over the Glacier Bears?
3. Hobbies: What is Jack’s favorite activity aside from hockey? 		
Where does he do it?
4. Heart of a Giant: What happens just three minutes into the 		
game against the Mighty Moose?
5. Setting Big Goals: Why is Jack so eager to finish in the top 		
10 percent of high school students?

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

1. Inspiration: Why is it easy and convenient for Ritchie to train at

1. Photo Finish: Describe the event known as boardercross. How

the Tigers Boxing Club, even late at night? Although he’s tired,
what image in his mind inspires him to keep training?
2. The Tigers Boxing Club: What sacrifice did Ritchie’s parents 		
make when Ritchie was 10 years old? How did it affect 		
Ritchie and also other kids in the neighborhood?
3. Knock-Down: What happens when Ritchie fights Sammy 		
Nelson? What does he learn from this fight?
4. Going for Gold: Describe a typical session for Ritchie. What 		
goal is he training for?

Chapter 3:
1. Disappointment: What promise do Jayme and her friends on 		
the East County Red Team make to each other?
2. All-Star: How many games has the Red Team won in a row? 		
What is their overall record?
3. Family Tragedy: What family tragedy takes place? How does 		
Jayme find out about it?
4. The Championship Game: What do Jayme’s teammates give 		
her when she arrives at the field?
5. A Fitting Tribute: What are Jayme’s future plans?

does Jordan do in the race?
2. Aspen, Colorado: What is one of the main activities in Aspen?
What are Jordie’s and Teddy’s favorite hobbies aside from 		
snowboarding?
3. Big Air: Describe the event known as “Big Air.” How does 		
Teddy do in the contest?
4. Lessons Learned: Who is David Miller? Describe the tragic 		
accident, and the message that Teddy and Jordie want 		
kids to learn.

Chapter 6:
1. XMA: What is XMA?
2. Student and Teacher: Who is Francis Marshall and why has
his mother brought him to Brayman’s Martial Arts? What does 		
Ryan tell Francis about martial arts?
3. Black Belt Spectacular: Describe the Black Belt Spectacular. 		
What honor does Ryan receive at the end of this event?
4. Overcoming Obstacles: Who is Cathy Green? What score 		
does Ryan earn to defeat her?
5. The True Spirit of Martial Arts: What are the principles of the 		
black belt?
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Chapter 7:
1. The Skate Park: Describe the skateboard park near Lacey’s 		
house. What is the name of the friend Lacey has come with to
skate?
2. An Athletic Girl: Describe how Lacey met Ryan Miller. Now that
he’s her coach, what does he teach her?

4. “Just Between Us Players”: What did Rex’s grandfather do for 		
a living? After receiving advice from Mr. Osborn, where 		
does Rex go and what does he say to Corey?
5. Success: What is Corey Williams’s way of “returning the favor”
and paying Rex back? Walking off the field, what does 		
Rex realize about the lessons his grandfather teaches him?

3. The Commercial: How does Lacey end up in a television com-		
mercial? What happens on the day of the filming?
4. The Gallaz Skate Jam: What are the rules during the jam ses		
sion? How does this help Lacey win?
5. Life Rushes On: What is Lacey’s dream?

Chapter 8:
1. Intense Competitor: Describe Robert “Thrasher” Troutman, the
star of the Flyers. Also, explain why Nuno is respected by his 		
teammates.
2. From Angola to America: Why did Nuno’s parents decide to 		
move to America? Where is Angola? (Point it out on a map.)
3. All Tied Up: How many points does Nuno score in the first 		
half? How many shots has he made, and how many has he missed?
4. Nightmare: After Nuno’s terrible shooting performance, what 		
does he do for the next six months?
5. Mr. Smooth: Explain how Nuno was given the nickname of “Mr.
Smooth.” Also, describe Nuno’s game-winning shot.

Chapter 9:
1. Now or Never: With the clock winding down in the fourth quarter, the Vikings are trailing the Chiefs 27-20. What happened 		
on the previous play that will make it tough for the Vikings to 		
score a touchdown?
2. A Fiery Competitor: What sports does Rex play besides foot		
ball? Describe the accomplishments that prove how good he is
in these other sports.
3. Important Decision: Describe the play known as D-Coy 1.
What is the reason that Coach has decided to call this play?
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Future Stars of America 2
Answers to Discussion Questions

Chapter 1:

1. “The Pool” is an out-of-the-way spot in the ocean that is the 		
perfect place to surf at dawn. Clay lives in Lahaina, which is 		
on the island of Maui in Hawaii.
2. Many people in Clay’s family surf, including his dad, his mom, 		
his older brother, and his grandmother. His aunt Shelly was 		
even a junior champion. Yes, since so many people in his family enjoy surfing, it makes sense that Clay would have numer-		
ous opportunities to surf and learn to love the sport.
3. Kelly Slater is a famous surfer, who in 1992 became the 		
youngest world champion ever, at the age of 20. He went 		
on to win a record six world titles. Clay surfs alongside Kelly 		
in the country of Indonesia.
4. Clay has many hobbies like swimming and working with com-		
puters. He loves to shoot and edit surfing videos.
5. Clay has come to California to compete in the National 		
Championships. The section is called “Perfect 10” because at
the championships, Clay is awarded the score of perfect 10 		
twice! These perfect scores make Clay the winner.

Chapter 2:

1. The Tigers Boxing Club is owned by his parents and is located
next door to his house. The image of receiving a gold medal 		
inspires him to keep training.
2. Ritchie’s parents decided to move to Arizona to a house with a
big lot next door. This ended up being a good decision 		
because they built the Tigers Boxing Club next to the house. 		
Ritchie and the kids in the neighborhood practice here 		
because they have fun and are able to keep themselves out of
trouble.
3. When Ritchie fights Sammy Nelson in the final round, he 		
leaves himself wide open. Sammy Nelson hits him twice, and 		
Ritchie goes down. Ritchie learns that in boxing, you have to 		
keep yourself protected at all times.
4. In a typical session, Ritchie begins with jumping rope, works in
rounds on the three punching bags, and then practices 		
dodging with the use of a sandbag. Next, he does at least
100 sit-ups and pushups, and then finishes by either running 		
up and down a hill or with a sparing match. Ritchie’s goal is to
win the gold medal at the 2008 Olympics in China.

Chapter 3:

1. They promise to spend the off-season working harder than 		
ever at softball so that they can do better next season.
2. The Red Team has won 30 games in a row. Their overall 		
record is 36 and 4.
3. Jayme’s cousin, Alida, dies at the young age of 2. Jayme 		
finds out about it on the phone from her father.
4. When Jayme arrives at the field, her teammates give her a 		
large card expressing their sympathies to Jayme and her family.
5. Jayme wants to go to college and hopes she will receive a 		
scholarship from either UCLA or the University of Arizona. 		
She thinks that after college, she may go into sports medicine 		
or psychology.

Chapter 4:

1. Jack and his father are in the garage working on Jack’s truck 		
and talking about hockey. Two of Jack’s best friends, Jeremy 		
and Michael, come over to hang out with him.
2. The Mighty Moose are the best hockey team in the league. 		
Since the players on Mighty Moose are 17 and 18 years 		
old, they have an advantage over the Glacier Bear players, who
are only 15 and 16 years old.
3. Fishing is Jack’s favorite activity aside from hockey. He and his
friends fish in the Kenai River.
4. Just three minutes into the game, Jack gains control of the 		
puck and hits a slap shot. The Mighty Moose goalie misses it, 		
and the Glacier Bears get the first goal of the game.
5. In Alaska, the top 10 percent of high school students get 		
scholarships to the University of Alaska at Anchorage.

Chapter 5:

1. Boardercross is a snowboard race on a mountain. The course 		
is full of turns and jumps. Jordan finishes first in the race and 		
gets to compete at the X Games.
2. One of the main activities in Aspen is skiing. Teddy likes to 		
golf, while Jordie plays both soccer and Ultimate Frisbee.
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3. The event is a 65-foot jump off a platform. The snowboarders 		
start at the top of the mountain, build up speed, and then fly 		
off the mountain. The goal is to perform the best tricks 		
and then land smoothly on the snow. Teddy is awarded 		
a perfect 10 on his last run and wins the contest.
4. David Miller was a friend of Teddy’s. He was in a car accident
because David’s friend, the driver, tried to pass the car in front
of him. David’s friend lost control of the car, and it flipped over.
Since David wasn’t wearing a seatbelt, he was thrown from 		
the car. Teddy and Jordie want kids to drive the speed limit 		
and wear seatbelts at all times.

Chapter 6:

1. XMA is Extreme Martial Arts, which is a combination of martial
arts, self-defense, gymnastics, and dance.
2. Francis Marshall is an 11-year-old boy who is shy and 		
overweight. His mother brought him to Brayman’s because 		
Francis has been teased and beat up by the kids at school. 		
Ryan tells Francis, “Martial arts has helped me to become 		
more focused. It’s made me happier, healthier, and stronger. 		
Trust me, dude, it will do the same for you.”
3. The Black Belt Spectacular begins with Mr. B announcing the 		
black belt recipients. Then, Ryan and Jeremy perform their 		
black belt routines, which include taking weapons away from 		
attackers, and the exciting XMA routine. Next is the “break-		
through” where Ryan breaks a one-inch slab of concrete with 		
his bare hand. At the end of the event, Ryan receives his black
belt and his black belt sword.
4. Cathy Green is one of the leading martial artists for the age 		
group and has defeated Ryan before. Ryan achieves a rare 		
perfect score of 9, 9, and 9 to win.
5. According to Ryan, “The principles of the black belt are to 		
never give up. To respect the ability of others and be willing to
help guide them. To be a person that others can always rely 		
on. To be proud of your accomplishments. To always try to do
your best.”

Chapter 7:

1. The skateboard park is an excellent place to skate because 		
the concrete is smooth, and there are rails and stairs. Lacey’s 		
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friend Evan has come with her to skate.
2. Lacey met Ryan Miller when he was the teacher of one of her 		
skateboarding classes. Ryan immediately recognized Lacey’s 		
talent and even became friends with her family. As her coach 		
now, Ryan teaches her new tricks and prepares her for
competitions.
3. Lacey found out that the producers wanted a girl skateboarder
for a commercial, so she skated for them at the skate park. 		
She soon learned that she was chosen for the commercial. On
the day of the filming, Lacey was nervous, but the director told
her to relax. She ended up landing great tricks for the camera.
4. During the jam session, all the rules are thrown out and the 		
skaters can do whatever they want. This helps Lacey win 		
because she lands an awesome trick that no one else is 		
able to beat.
5. Lacey’s dream is to become a pro skater and then a teacher.

Chapter 8:

1. Robert “Thrasher” Troutman is over 6 feet tall and weighs 		
more than 200 pounds. He is the center for the Flyers and 		
also their leading scorer. Nuno is respected by his teammates 		
because of his great talent.
2. Nuno’s parents decided to move to America so their kids 		
could grow up in a safer place.
3. Nuno scores 12 points in the first half. He has made six 		
shots and missed only one.
4. For the next six months, Nuno works on his jump shot and 		
trains to build up his leg strength.
5. Nuno was given the nickname by Connie Hawkins. He 		
noticed Nuno gliding smoothly to the hoop, and he was so 		
impressed that he called Nuno “Mr. Smooth.”
The game-winning shot begins when Q gives the ball to Nuno
with three seconds left on the clock. He is at least 35 feet out,
but he has to shoot because time is running out. Nuno con-		
centrates on the basket, sinks the shot, and wins the game.
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Chapter 9:

1. The Vikings’ star running back, Rex Sanders, suffered a 		
sprained knee.
2. Rex runs track and went to the Junior Olympics. He also plays
lacrosse and was selected for the all-star team.
3. D-Coy 1 is a play in which Rex does not touch the ball. 		
Instead, Danny would fake it to Rex, but then hand it off to the
fullback, Corey Williams. The coach makes this decision 		
because the team has been going to Rex on almost every play.
He feels that Rex might be a little tired, and the defense will 		
not expect this play.
4. Rex’s grandfather, Dave Osborn, was a football player. He 		
played in the NFL in the 60s and 70s for the Minnesota 		
Vikings. After receiving advice from his grandfather, Rex meets
up with his teammates in the locker room. He tells Corey, 		
“Dude, good try out there. Today wasn’t our day, but you know
what? We’re a team, and we win and lose as a team. When 		
we walk out of here, let’s hold our heads high. We’re still the 		
Vikings, and we’re always down for each other — no matter 		
what.”
5. Corey blocks the Chiefs’ best player, Jimmy Watkins, which 		
enables Rex to score a touchdown. Rex realizes that his 		
grandfather’s teachings are helping him to become a better 		
football player and a better person.
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Vocabulary

Future Stars of America 2
Vocabulary Words

Future Stars of America 2, Home Run Edition
Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

local
instinct
spectacular

unique
represent
towered

attract
audition
message

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

fierce
fearsome
jarring

anticipation
underdog
outlook

mutual
constant
upbeat

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

consecutive
tribute
worthy

gasps
pledged
stray

flexed
stunned
outcome

Future Stars of America 2, Touchdown Edition
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Chapter 1:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 7:

majestic
exclusive
lanky

tenacious
magnificent
tone

ideal
mentor
ambitious

Chapter 2:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 8:

deliberation
inflict
grueling

transition
immeasurably
recounts

culmination
legitimate
relentlessly

Chapter 3:

Chapter 6:

Chapter 9:

precocious
profound
perspective

precise
wielding
transformation

evade
excel
reclaim
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Vocabulary Tracker

INSTRUCTIONS:

Using the vocabulary list for the Scobre Press book you are
reading, fill out the following chart. (Hint: Every book in the
Scobre Press Classroom Library has its own vocabulary list.
Make sure you are using the list that goes along with the
book you are reading.)
As you read each chapter of your book, stop when you
locate a vocabulary word from the vocabulary list.

In the middle column of this chart, write down what you
think that word means.
Next, look up that word in a dictionary or on the Internet and
write down the definition that you think best matches the
way the author used the word in the book.
Repeat this step for every word on the vocabulary list.

Write down that vocabulary word in the left-hand column
of this chart.

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
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Name: 													
Book: 					
Author: 				
Date: 		

Vocabulary Tracker
Directions: As you read your Scobre Press book, write down your book’s vocabulary words in
the column on the left side. In the middle column, write down what you think that vocabulary word
means. In the column on the right side of the page, write down the actual definition of the word after
finding that definition in a dictionary or on the Internet.

Vocabulary word

I think it means…

I found out it means…

PERMISSION TO COPY FOR CLASSROOM USE ONLY
Photocopy five per student, per book.
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